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ABSTRACT 
 

In recent decades, cultural sociologists have initiated research that brings network-analytic 

methodologies and relational theorizing to bear on the study of cultural phenomena. I build upon 

these ideas to study surveys as affiliation networks of persons and the cultural items on which they 

take positions. Specifically, I conceptualize the qualitative judgments that people make in response to 

cultural items in surveys as cultural alignments. This dissertation consists of four studies that elaborate 

my approach to the study of cultural alignment. Although conceptually unified, the empirical 

substance of these studies ranges broadly across environmental sociology, social networks, social 

psychology, and the sociology of taste. I discuss two methodological approaches to the study of 

cultural alignment. The study of individuals’ cultural neighborhoods — referring to an analytically 

circumscribed and theoretically justified set of cultural position-takings, such as tastes, values, 

preferences, attitudes, identities, etc. — involves exploiting the principle of duality to characterize 

individuals’ cultural position-takings in terms of how they correspond to global patterns of position-

takings. In contrast, the study of networks of schematic similarity involves conceptualizing inter-individual 

cultural similarities as social ties. Once constructed, networks of schematic similarity can be analytically 

reduced to a more easily interpreted dimensional space or split into disparate schematic communities 

based upon the distribution of edges within the network. Rather than narrowly restricting attention to 

a circumscribed set of empirical concerns, the studies that comprise the dissertation are instead united 

by a relational sensibility and, in particular, by a commitment to studying culture through processes of 

alignment. First, I show how differences in patterns of cultural alignment can be used to explain the 

relative strength of theorized culture-action relationships. Second, I illustrate that agents translate the 

empirical properties of their positions within patterns of cultural alignment into the cultural categories 

they use in everyday boundary-work processes. Finally, I suggest that personal network formation and 

development are simultaneously processes of cultural alignment, such that individuals organize their 
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relationships in relation to distinctive logics of resource retrieval. I relate the benefits of the cultural-

alignment approach to five analytical criteria: (1) formalization of measurement, (2) analytic priority 

of formal features of culture, (3) a pragmatist semiotic approach, (4) opportunities for endogenous 

explanation, and (5) validity with respect to cognitive science. 
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THE STUDY OF CULTURAL ALIGNMENT: A PROLEGOMENON 
 
What contemporarily is called cultural sociology represents the outcome of decades of efforts on the 

parts of theorists and analysts to conceptually and operationally concretize the concept of culture. The 

seeds of cultural sociology began with the recognition by theoretical antecedents that human behavior 

was shaped and guided by acts of meaningful interpretation (Weber 1978; Mead 1934; Goffman 1956; 

Geertz 1973). In the middle of the twentieth century, sociology underwent an empiricist turn. 

Practicing sociologists at this time found that many cultural theorists and researchers defined culture 

in ways that thwarted measurement, with symbolic anthropologists defining culture “so broadly that 

it encompassed all patterned behavior and symbol systems” and the prevailing cultural paradigm in 

sociology, Parsonsian structural-functionalism, defining it “so abstractly that it resisted empirical 

research” (DiMaggio 2011:286). The lack of operational precision led to anxieties among cultural 

sociologists that culture was too often seen as “an amorphous, indescribable mist which swirls around 

society members” (Fine 1979:733) or “a diffused mist within which social action occurs” (Swidler 

1995). The development of cultural sociology as a perspective was characterized by efforts to correct 

this; the question of how to appropriately conceptualize and operationally measure culture became a 

major concern of cultural theorizing. 

To this end, theoretical work in cultural sociology actively sought to dispel the idea that culture 

was too abstract, ambiguous, or diffuse to measure empirically. Theorists who study culture have 

offered multiple, sometimes conflicting solutions to this problem. Some scholars sought to 

circumscribe the definition of culture so as to delimit what might be legitimately studied, such that 

analyses are limited to a predefined set of cultural elements — for example, “norms, values, beliefs, 

and expressive symbols” (Peterson 1979:137). This proposal was vociferously rejected by other 

cultural theorists who, like Weber, wanted to secure the role of meaning-making in social life as key 

to understanding social processes and outcomes. Alexander (2004:5) argues, for example, that 
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“[s]ocially constructed subjectivity forms the will of collectivities; shapes the rules of organizations; 

defines the moral substance of law; and provides the meaning and motivation for technologies, 

economies, and military machines.” These criticisms suggest that the conventional analysis of cultural 

phenomena through survey research, as routinely performed in the sociology of tastes or the sociology 

of values, forsakes the Weberian idea that cultural interpretation of shared meanings bolsters 

sociological analysis by rooting social outcomes in intersubjectively understood motivations. 

However, in the intervening years, a number of scholars began to approach cultural analysis in a way 

that brought network-analytic methodologies (Breiger 2004) into conversation with relational 

theorizing (Emirbayer 1997). These theorists argue that relational methodologies can condense the 

complexity of cultural relationships in ways that facilitate phenomenologically valid interpretations 

(Lee and Martin 2015; Lee and Martin 2018). From this perspective, it is possible to retrieve verstehen 

through the formal and network-analytic modeling of cultural phenomena. 

 In this dissertation, I build upon these ideas to study surveys as affiliation networks (Breiger 

1974; Borgatti and Everett 1997) of persons and their cultural position-takings. Specifically, I 

conceptualize the qualitative judgments that people make in response to cultural items in surveys as 

cultural alignments. Social scientists should expect particular patterns of cultural alignment to emerge 

whenever individuals organize their qualitative judgments in response to how they anticipate that 

others will organize their behavior. This suggests that we can access individuals’ meaningful 

motivations for action by attending to patterns of qualitative judgements as mutually constitutive 

orders of actors’ practical habits and the affordances of social objects (Martin 2011; Puetz 2017). 

Below, I detail two literatures in which this argument is grounded: (1) a methodological and 

theoretical literature that reconceptualizes the multivariate data contexts offered by surveys as 

multidimensional spaces of network relations among cultural items and (2) field theories that explain 

individuals’ action and interpretation as localized responses to the affordances of a global set of 
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affordances for meaning-making. I then introduce the two methodological approaches I use in the 

articles that comprise the dissertation: (1) a “cultural neighborhoods” approach that characterizes 

individuals’ cultural position-takings in some domain in terms of the properties they acquire through 

their interface with a global structure of position-takings and (2) the use of measures of schematic 

similarity to identify distinctive patterns of cultural alignment. The articles in this dissertation are 

diverse in terms of empirical subject matter even as they offer a conceptually unified vision of how to 

perform cultural sociology. Specifically, they each exploit structural dualities in two-mode data — the 

duality of persons and cultural values, of musical genres and audiences, of personal-network alters and 

social-support resources — with the ultimate objective of analytically retrieving position-contingent 

differences in interpretation that shape outcomes in terms of social action, boundary-work, and 

resource retrieval. Finally, I discuss the analytical advantages of measuring culture in terms of cultural 

alignment in relation to the following criteria: (1) formalization of measurement, (2) analytic priority 

of formal aspects of culture, (3) a pragmatist semiotic approach, (4) opportunities for endogenous 

explanation, and (5) validity with respect to cognitive science. 

 

Surveys as Two-Mode Datasets 

Network scholars frequently characterize the difference between conventional survey research and 

network analysis as vast. Wellman (1988), for example, argues that social network analysis differs from 

traditional quantitative social science in that quantitative models study the relationships among the 

personal attributes of persons whereas network analysis concerns how persons are embedded and 

mutually implicated within patterned sets of social relations. These distinctions were generally echoed 

by critics of conventional quantitative methods. Abbott (1988) rejected the “general linear reality” 

implied by regression models, including its decoupling of social phenomena from their spatiotemporal 

and social contexts and the idea that concepts have a uniform meaning. Relatedly, Emirbayer 
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(1997:286) criticizes conventional quantitative methods as offering a substantialist (rather than 

relational) mode of social inquiry in which the relevant action is conceived as taking place within social 

subjects. For Emirbayer, variable-centered analyses treat subjects not as active agents embedded in 

contexts but as something like containers: It is the variable attributes themselves that “‘act,’ that supply 

initiative” such that attributes contribute to some outcome “without any particular actor engaging in 

competitive behavior.” This image of network analysis and conventional survey research as being at 

odds has been useful in framing network research as a distinctive approach. 

At the same time, the conventional distinction between variable-centered and relational modes 

of social inquiry ignores many efforts over the years to theorize relational approaches that exploit the 

implicitly dual nature of survey data. For example, Breiger and Smith (2018:202) paint an alternative 

picture of the history of survey research in which social theorists reconceptualize “multivariate data 

contexts” as a “multidimensional space of network relations among categories” based on the relative 

intensities of interaction among members of those categories. Pioneered by sociologists as renowned 

as Pitirim Sorokin, Edward Laumann, Peter Blau, and Ronald Burt, this approach remains in use today 

(Bottero and Prandy 2003; Smith 2017). These efforts point to “an expanded vision as to what 

constitutes a network” (Breiger and Smith 2018:202). It is in this spirit that other network theorists 

suggest that differences between traditional quantitative social science and network-analytic social 

science may be largely overstated (Borgatti and Everett 1997). From this perspective, the traditional 

survey represents a two-mode data structure, with individuals located in the rows and survey items, 

pertaining to individuals’ personal attributes and responses, located in the columns. Survey data can 

thus be interpreted in terms of the duality of cases and variables, such that cases (i.e., individuals) may 

be understood as configurations of variables and variables (i.e., cultural items pertaining to tastes, 

values, beliefs, and attitudes) may be understood as configurations of cases (Breiger 2009). These ideas 

ground the methodological innovations of Breiger, Melamed, and collaborators (Breiger and Melamed 
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2014; Melamed, Breiger, and Schoon 2013), who illustrate how the logics underlying general linear 

models may be rearticulated in relational terms. 

 More recently, social scientists have sought to transpose these ideas to cultural phenomena, 

both in relation to phenomena we tend to recognize as macrostructural (Bourdieu 1984) and in and 

of themselves (Kaufman 2004). Just as structural categories of membership can be said to occupy 

some location in a property space by virtue of members’ relative intensities of interaction, it becomes 

possible to treat cultural elements such as beliefs, values, or tastes as associated insofar as people take 

similar stances in relation to them. Such an analysis involves understanding how the distribution of 

people within this space offers clues about the rules of motion in the property space by which people 

orient themselves in response to the perceived position-takings of others (Martin 2000). From this 

perspective, surveys “throw up a succession of terrains, some related and some unrelated, in which 

respondents scramble to place themselves” (Martin 2000:15). In short, social-scientific surveys do not 

offer insights into the internal workings of individuals so much as, more modestly, a glimpse into how 

persons distribute themselves within a socially organized space of opportunities for position-taking, 

which scholars refer to as affordances (Martin 2003; Puetz 2017). This suggests that there is some analytic 

benefit to developing a notion of culture in terms of how individuals mutually align in relation to 

anticipated regularities in qualitative judgments of a set of affordances (Martin 2011).1 

 

                                                 
1 It should be noted that experts on survey methodology, such as Schuman and Presser (1996), have shown that aspects 
of survey construction and elicitation, such as question wording, question order, and contextual features of the survey 
interview, also influence respondents’ answers. Consequently, it is important to recognize that formal properties of the 
distribution of responses is simultaneously shaped by the survey instrument itself. While these insights complicate 
analysis by emphasizing how outcomes depend upon the survey instrument, this idea is not fundamentally incompatible 
with the idea that survey questions offer affordances for position-taking. 
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Theoretical Antecedents of the Cultural Alignment Metaphor 

The idea of cultural alignment has been conceptually developed in relation to field theory. Field theory 

(Bourdieu 1984, 1996a, 1996b; Martin 2003, 2011) represents a formalized theory of meaning-making 

and social action that explains individuals’ local action through reference to their relative position 

within a global distribution of qualitative judgments. A field exists when groups of agents align their 

action vis-à-vis one another with respect to socially valued objects, such that individuals’ qualitative 

experiences of these objects offer them opportunities to cognitively retrieve a personal sense of 

position within a larger relational structure (Puetz 2017). Though their previous practical experiences, 

agents develop a tacit knowledge of the placement of types of agent and object within the field. This 

information, specific to their position in the field, allows them to anticipate how other field occupants 

will interpret or value particular social objects and different practices (or “position-takings”) oriented 

toward these objects. Consequently, field theory conceptually explains the enactment of practical 

strategies at a local level to the global organization of the field as an “intersubjectively organized 

phenomenological construct” (Martin 2003:38). 

Where fields exist, agent-environment relations “are simplified to the point where participants 

can successfully plan their action by summarizing” these relations into limited sets of positions (Martin 

2003:42). This feature of fields makes formal and relational methodologies an attractive tool for 

analysis, as formal and relational methodologies help analysts reproduce “the process whereby an 

observer or participant would assign meaning to these phenomena” by reducing the complex relations 

of the field to a “parsimonious” and “phenomenologically valid” representation of the field’s essential 

principles of division and evaluation (Martin 2006:187). The idea of position is key to field theory; by 

reducing the field’s complex tangle of relations into a set of positions (each of which is defined in 

terms of its relations to the others), the analyst approximates acts of cognitive simplification by which 

embedded actors interpret the field’s organization. Analytically isolating field positions using relational 
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methods, such as correspondence analysis (Bourdieu 1984; Breiger 2000) or network analysis (De 

Nooy 2003), field theorists can reconstruct an intersubjectively valid topography of qualitative 

judgments. Conceptually, field positions correspond to distinct sets of interpretive schemas and action 

commitments, and each field position offers a unique vantage point of the field’s organization. 

 The most celebrated field theory in the social sciences is undoubtedly Pierre Bourdieu’s (1984, 

1996a, 1996b; Sallaz and Zavisca 2007). In Bourdieu’s account, fields represent meso-level arenas of 

strategic competition in which individuals are differentially placed according to their cultural tastes 

and interpretive skills. Individuals develop preferences based upon their previous practical experiences 

with the social environment; accordingly, they acquire cultural advantages based upon the 

opportunities for developing skills that their environments afford them. In conversation with Marx 

and Weber, Bourdieu understands field position in terms of social class, with individuals’ social class 

probabilistically affecting their environmental conditionings and, ultimately, their tastes. At the same 

time, classes acquire different meanings in relation to one another within the global structure of the 

field. Employing multiple correspondence analysis, Bourdieu plots individuals’ cultural preferences 

within a multidimensional space, such that the location of both preferences and classes with respect 

to one another within the space is determined by their relative association with specific individuals. 

Furthermore, the correspondence analysis reduces variation to a set of dimensions from which 

Bourdieu infers the distribution of economic and cultural capital within the field: a first dimension 

pertaining to the overall volume of capital that agents possess and a second that indexes the relative 

weight of the two species of capital. In doing so, he relates the distribution of individuals’ cultural 

position-takings to their positions within macrostructural categories of class membership. 

In The Explanation of Social Action, Martin (2011:204) interprets Bourdieu as initiating “a notion 

of social aesthetics … seamlessly wedded to a vision of action whereby our we-ness leads to 

experiences.” At the same time, Martin offers a glimpse of how to decouple Bourdieu’s use of field-
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theoretical principles from his macrostructural analyses by conceptualizing fields explicitly as 

consisting of individuals who “mutually align” themselves with respect to a set of relevant social 

objects. In this imagery, fields are characterized by a “clear duality between the qualitative experience 

[of the social object] and a disposition on the part of the perceiver” (Martin 2011:207), such that agents 

are connected through their similar evaluations of social objects and social objects are connected 

whenever they offer similar affordances for position-taking. As such, fields can be conceptualized as 

dual structures in which the orderings of agent and social objects are mutually organized. Building 

upon these ideas, Puetz (2017) explicitly argues that affiliation networks offer opportunities to 

investigate forms of cultural alignment. Rather than understanding individuals’ positions in terms of 

their social-structural memberships, it becomes possible to isolate and/or measure observable 

properties of specific practical strategies through their relations to cultural holes, or discontinuities in 

the global structure of cultural alignments.  

 

Network-Analytic Measurements of Cultural Alignment in Survey Research 

Previous research in cultural sociology has exploited the implicitly relational nature of two-mode 

survey datasets (Baldassarri and Goldberg 2014; Boutyline 2017; Goldberg 2011; Lizardo 2014). 

Building upon these predecessors, I discuss two methods developed to investigate and measure 

processes of cultural alignment: (1) measurement of cultural neighborhoods and (2) identification of 

schematic communities. 

 

Cultural Neighborhoods 

One major strand of network analysis pertains to the analysis of ego or personal networks. In this 

strand of network analysis, network researchers examine multiple overlapping personal networks from 

the vantage point of the individuals who have cultivated them and are situated in them (Marsden 2005; 
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Perry, Pescosolido, and Borgatti 2018). In the preferred vocabulary of ego-network analysts, “ego” 

refers to an individual node that is the focus of analytical attention and “alter” refers to the nodes 

connected to ego. Meanwhile, the ego’s neighborhood refers to all the nodes within a specified number 

of path lengths from ego, such that, for example, an n-step neighborhood contains all nodes that ego 

could reach within n path lengths or fewer. Ego network analysis involves the development of 

variables pertinent to the structure and composition of these neighborhoods. These include the nature 

of the ties between ego and alter (e.g., tie origin or the relative “strength” of the ties), the 

sociodemographic characteristics of the alters (e.g., the mean age or age heterogeneity of one’s alters), 

and the structure of the alters vis-à-vis one another (e.g., the tie density of ego’s personal network). 

Recently, Lizardo (2014) has argued in favor of extending the concept of the neighborhood 

to two-mode data, such that it pertains to a circumscribed set of cultural items to which ego has a 

specified relationship (e.g., preference for, aversion to, adoption of, agreement with, etc.). The 

analytical benefit of conceptualizing a set of ego/cultural-item relations as a neighborhood lies in the 

insight that “the cultural neighborhood surrounding the person is structured according to the 

interrelationships of the cultural items” in the aggregate (Lizardo 2014:415). Insofar as individuals’ 

cultural selections partially constitute the structural organization of the global (or aggregate) network 

of cultural items, it becomes possible to analytically isolate and measure specific properties of 

individuals’ sets of position-takings in terms of the properties they derive through their connection to 

the global structure. For example, Lizardo (2014) suggests understanding individuals’ cultural 

preferences in terms of how they conform to or deviate from patterns of clustering within the 

aggregate dataset. Similarly, Schultz and Breiger (2010) extend Granovetter’s (1973) idea of tie strength 

to cultural phenomena and analyze how the relative strength of individuals’ taste commitments shape 

their perception of boundaries in civic society. 
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 In this dissertation, I measure the properties of individuals’ cultural neighborhoods — 

referring to an analytically circumscribed and theoretically justified set of their cultural position-

takings, such as tastes, values, preferences, attitudes, identities, etc. — in two ways. First, cultural 

neighborhoods each acquire a set of formal properties by virtue of how an individual’s cultural selections 

correspond to “natural,” endogenous boundaries within the global structure of cultural elements. A 

good example is Lizardo’s (2014) measurement of cultural omnivorousness, which measures the non-

redundancy of an individual’s cultural selections, based upon how genres overlap in the aggregate. 

Second, cultural position-takings each acquire a set of prismatic properties, such that it becomes possible 

to analytically measure how each individual’s cultural selections communicate social proximity to and 

distance from given social groups (Bryson 1996; Lizardo and Skiles 2016). Just as ego network analysis 

often involves measurement of the sociodemographic character of persons’ ego networks (by 

measuring, for example, the proportion of women or men among a set of alters), it is likewise possible 

to measure the sociodemographic character of persons’ cultural neighborhoods (by measuring, for 

example, the mean proportion of women or men who comprise the audience of a set of preferred 

cultural genres). 

 

Networks of Schematic Similarity 

Alternatively, one can exploit the duality of persons and cultural items to analytically construct orders 

of individuals who are connected to one another by virtue of responding similarly to the affordances 

offered by a set of social objects. We might call the result of this procedure a network of schematic 

similarity, such that the level of cultural similarity between individuals is represented as a valued tie. 

Once such a network has been constructed, researchers may evaluate whether the network is 

structured by one or multiple practical logics, either by reducing the network to a set of dimensions 
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that are more analytically interpretable or by identifying cleavages in the network of relations so as to 

distinguish multiple schematic communities.  

 Recently, cultural sociologists have argued that not only patterns of cultural agreement but 

also patterns of cultural opposition or antagonism may be explained in terms of individuals’ adherence 

to common sets of understandings about what is important and what is at stake (Goldberg 2011). One 

relevant example lies in the sociology of taste. Some individuals may consider the relevant axis of 

cultural differentiation to be an opposition between “highbrow” and “popular” forms, whereas others 

may differentiate their tastes along an axis with “contemporary” genres at one pole and “traditional” 

genres at the other. In line with this insight, sociologists have developed relational methodologies 

capable of differentiating “groups who share an understanding of the structures of mutual relevance 

and opposition that define a particular domain, even if they take different positions on the elements 

that these structures comprise” (Goldberg 2011:1398). Goldberg’s relational class analysis (RCA), and 

modifications such as Boutyline’s (2017) Correlational Class Analysis (CCA), seek to measure 

“schematic similarity” among respondents. As a method, CCA is designed to identify not merely a 

single schema (e.g., a given pattern of evaluating the salience of cultural items) but possible 

transformations of that schema. These include instances in which the original schema has been 

inverted (such that respondent transposes the original pattern of identity salience), shifted (such that 

the respondent changes the pattern in a way that is representable via additive transformations), and/or 

scaled (such that the respondent changes the pattern in a way that is representable via multiplicative 

transformations). Partitioning the pairwise similarity network into subgroups, or schematic 

communities, that share relatively high scores of schematic similarity, this procedure offers analytic 

access to multiple heterogeneous cultural structures within a single dataset. 

I draw upon the idea of schematic similarity in two ways. First, I analyze the extent to which 

the formal organization of respondents’ cultural schemas contributes to different outcomes in terms 
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of social action. Whereas models that adhere to general linear reality restrict “our attention to one 

causal meaning of a given variable on another” (Abbott 1988:175), I study individuals’ cultural 

schemas as an intervening variable. My results suggest that, insofar as the meaning of some social 

object (e.g., a survey item purporting to measure a given taste or value) differs across schematic 

communities, these differences influence the magnitude of the relationship between preference for 

that social object and associated social behaviors. Second, I develop preliminary measurements of 

schematic similarity for instances in which individuals do not evaluate the same social objects. Whereas 

established methods such as CCA are designed to measure similarities in how individuals evaluate a 

uniform set of cultural items on an ordinal scale, personal-network data do not retain the same 

structure: People do not evaluate their attitude with respect to a given cultural item but, rather, the 

likelihood that a given member of their personal networks could provide some resource. Because 

alters differ across personal networks, this complicates the measurement of schematic similarity in 

terms of how people bundle resources together. 

 

Contributions to the Study of Cultural Alignment in Three Contexts 

This dissertation consists of four studies, the empirical substance of which vary broadly: 

environmental sociology, social networks, social psychology, the sociology of taste. Rather than 

restricting attention to a narrowly circumscribed set of empirical concerns, these studies are instead 

united by a relational sensibility and a commitment to studying culture through processes of alignment. 

First, I show how differences in patterns of cultural alignment can be used to explain the relative 

strength of theorized culture-action relationships. Second, I illustrate that agents translate the empirical 

properties of their positions within patterns of cultural alignment into the cultural categories that they 

use in everyday boundary-work processes. Finally, I suggest that personal-network formation and 
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development are simultaneously processes of cultural alignment, such that individuals organize their 

relationships using distinctive logics of resource retrieval. 

 

Study I: Environmentalist Value-Identities and Pro-Environmental Behaviors 

The first study exploits the idea of cultural alignment to address a theoretical puzzle in cultural 

sociology and social psychology. Prevailing theories in cultural sociology and social psychology 

concern the question of how cultural meanings motivate people’s social behavior, either through the 

concept of values (Vaisey 2009; Miles 2015) or identities (Stryker 1980). Generally speaking, identity 

theory and the sociology of values are similar in that they presume a linkage between some cultural 

content and social behavior that have some meaningful resemblance, with identities being defined in 

terms of a set of associated expectations for action (Stryker 1980) and values being defined in terms 

of individuals’ beliefs that some “specific mode of conduct is personally or socially preferable to an 

opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence” (Rokeach 1968:16). Yet, across 

multiple contexts of study, researchers frequently find empirical evidence that values and identities to 

fail to spur action, such that individuals who claim a father identity still do not engage in practical 

activities conventionally related to the role of father (e.g., feeding and bathing their children), people 

who claim a religious identity do not read religious texts or attend religious services, and individuals 

who claim environmentalist values do not participate in pro-environmental behaviors such as recycling 

or belonging to environmental organizations. Accordingly, researchers in these fields frequently 

confront an identity-action gap or value-action gap that is difficult to square with the intuition that cultural 

content motivates action. 

At the same time, relational sociology offers a set of scope conditions under which we should 

expect adoption of some value or identity will influence social action: that values or identities are most 

effective in orienting action when they are “combined with a sense of position” within a field of 
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cultural alignments (Martin 2011:319). For example, adopting the political identity of “liberal” should 

not inspire a person to organize his or her action in any specific way except in relation to how those 

who have adopted countervailing identities (e.g., political “conservatives”) are also organizing their 

action. Thus, I suggest adopting relational methodologies capable of measuring the extent to which 

people are developing countervailing positions vis-à-vis one another. Under such conditions, it is 

plausible that we should empirically observe stronger links between adoption of some cultural content 

and an associated set of social behaviors. Drawing upon insights from relational sociology, I posit that 

the capacity of a given value or identity to influence social action depends upon its relation to the 

complete set of values or identities competing for adoption. 

To test this idea, I use the empirical case of the “value-action gap” (Blake 1999) or “concern-

behavior gap” (Tam and Chan 2017) in environmental sociology, which exists when the care and 

concern that individuals express for the environment is not translated into pro-environmental 

behaviors. To achieve analytical leverage in understanding why this value-action gap exists, I 

investigate why people with ostensibly similar environmental values participate in pro-environmental 

behaviors at different rates. I draw upon a dataset — Wave Six of the World Values Survey — that 

contains information on not only one’s environmental values but a set of competing other values 

(such as security, materialism, social-mindedness, etc.). To test whether people are organizing 

environmental values in opposition to other possible values, I use Correlational Class Analysis 

(Boutyline 2017), which draws upon network-analytic methodologies to partition a larger population 

into multiple schematic communities. Importantly, the CCA procedure is designed to identify not 

specific cultural patterns that contributes to the organization of cultural alignments but also their 

inverted forms; as such, the study of schematic communities enables analysts to reconstruct multiple 

meaningful axes of cultural differentiation and polarization that structure the space of cultural 

position-takings. 
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 I identify three distinctive schemas that U.S. respondents use to organize their values vis-à-vis 

one another and show that environmentalism as a value occupies a distinctive position within each 

schema. Congruent with my expectations, I find that adoption of environmentalist values is a more 

robust predictor of pro-environmental behaviors for a schematic community in which 

environmentalism helps constitute the polar structure of the identity schema, is highly associated with 

social-mindedness, and maintains no statistically significant correlation with the competing value-

identities of materialism, self-pleasure, and security. Furthermore, I find that adoption of 

environmentalist values within this schematic community is more highly associated with a set of 

exogenous social-structural variables such as gender, age, education, and race than in competing 

schematic communities, which suggests adoption of environmental values is a mechanism through 

which individuals affirm the veracity of their racial, gender, generational, and educational identities. 

 

Studies II and III: Cultural Tastes and Strategies of Boundary-Work 

The second and third studies exploit the concept of cultural alignment to answer the question of how 

the symbolic boundaries that people make conform to an implicit set of position-contingent 

boundaries they experience within a field of musical consumption. Typically, cultural sociologists treat 

symbolic boundaries as something that people create in the service of preserving the value of their 

cultural investments: something that can be imposed to create new distinctions ex nihilo. In contrast, I 

suggest that the boundaries that people draw correspond to the discontinuities that they practically 

experience by virtue of their participation in contexts of musical consumption. In other words, people 

exploit the properties of the musical genres they like — who likes them, who dislikes them, how many 

people like them, and the extent to which they are liked in coordination with other genres — to inform 

which qualities they select as important in their friends.  
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In this pair of articles, I draw upon and further develop Lizardo’s (2014) idea of 

conceptualizing individuals’ tastes as cultural ego-networks (or cultural neighborhoods) that, by virtue 

of how they intersect with the global structure of tastes, acquire empirically measurable properties. 

Specifically, I argue that an individual’s cultural neighborhood is dual to a set of boundaries, and these 

boundaries may be measured as a set of (1) formal properties or (2) prismatic properties. The first 

paper concerns the measurement of formal properties that acquire a value in relation to endogenous 

boundaries of taste. For example, I calculate a popularity index by taking, for each genre a respondent 

likes, the proportion of total respondents who dislike that genre and calculating the mean of these 

values, such that it measures each respondent’s preferences for unpopular genres. Likewise, I calculate 

a non-redundancy index by using Lizardo’s (2014) measure of cultural omnivorousness so as to 

capture the extent to which individuals prefer genres that do not empirically overlap within the global 

taste structure. The second paper concerns the measurement of prismatic properties that acquire a 

value in relation to the sociodemographic composition of the audience of the respondents’ preferred 

genres. Exploiting the duality of audiences and musical genres, I characterize respondents’ cultural 

neighborhoods in terms of their gendered, educational, racialized, and regionalized character. Using 

1993 General Social Survey as a dataset, I use OLS regression to measure the relationship between 

these formal and prismatic properties of respondents’ cultural neighborhoods and the qualities they 

identify as important in friends.  

 My findings indicate that individuals’ definitions of friendships generally conform to a set of 

implicit formal and social-structural boundaries they experience by virtue of their position in the field 

of musical production. In the first paper, I find that individuals who prefer genres that are otherwise 

disconnected in the aggregate rank creativity as an important quality in friends, whereas individuals 

who prefer genres that are disliked by others rank intelligence as an important quality in friends. In 

the second paper, I argue that individuals mediate their perception of social-structural boundaries 
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within the field through status value beliefs (e.g., “more educated people are more cultured than less 

educated people”). For example, insofar as they draw upon a status value belief that more educated 

people are more cultured than less educated people, individuals with tastes for cultural genres 

associated with more educated audiences will disproportionately select “cultured” as a desirable quality 

in their friends. Together, these articles suggest that the qualities that field members select as important 

for friends to exhibit represent forms of “looking-glass merit” (Rivera 2012) that they develop as they 

translate (and misrecognize) the formal and prismatic properties of their positions in networks of 

cultural alignment into legitimate cultural categories of evaluation. Accordingly, the boundaries that 

people draw seem to be, at least in part, phenomenologically valid completions to the patterns of 

cultural alignment already afforded. 

 

Study IV: From Functional Specificity to Schematic Similarity 

The fourth and final study exploits the idea of cultural alignment to understand how people organize 

the meaning of social-support resources, embedded in their personal networks, in different ways. The 

extant literature on the personal-network correlates of social-support retrieval supports a functional 

specificity hypothesis (Wellman and Wortley 1990). This literature argues that people specialize their 

personal networks, such that a given network member fulfills only one or a few particular functions. 

This finding relies upon linear methodologies that do not account for the potential multivocality of 

social-support resources. As relational sociologists argue, multivocality requires a methodological 

approach that does not presuppose that the relationship between predictive variables and cultural 

practices is homogeneous within a given population (Goldberg 2011). Whereas research supporting 

the functional specificity hypothesis treats social ties as independent units of analysis, I instead use 

relational methodologies to measure the extent to which individuals use common schemas to organize 

their retrieval of social-support resources from their personal networks.  
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 This article represents a preliminary effort in describing ways to measure schematic similarity in 

terms of resource retrieval in personal networks. Using survey data collected in 2013 by Dr. Brian 

Mayer pertaining to the personal networks of oysterworkers whose livelihoods were affected by the 

Deepwater Horizon oil spill, I propose two alternative methods for measuring schematic similarity in 

personal-network resource retrieval. First, I offer an “inside-out” approach that uses hierarchical 

clustering and similarity profile analysis to identify statistically significant partitions in how people 

bundle resources together. I then use information-theoretic measures to capture similarities in the 

resulting dendrograms and use multidimensional scaling to place these individuals within a coordinate 

space. Second, I offer an “outside-in” approach that transforms each individual’s personal networks 

into a distance matrix representing the similarity of social-support resources to one another based 

upon how frequently a respondent claims that a single person can provide them both. I then use 

permutation analyses — Mantel’s r-test — to estimate the likelihood that these distance matrices are 

statistically similar. Using p < 0.001 as a threshold, I conceptualize respondents whose distance 

matrices resemble each other to a statistically unlikely extent as having a relationship of schematic 

similarity. Using a modularity-optimization community-detection algorithm, I split the population into 

multiple schematic communities.  

 My results suggest a few conceptual advantages over the predominant approach to studying 

retrieval of social-support resources. First, whereas previous research on social-support retrieval has 

tended to pigeonhole its data into the cultural categories – service, financial support, emotional 

support, etc. — that prevail in the aggregate structure of the data, the methods I propose enable the 

identification of multiple distinctive logics of resource retrieval. Second, whereas previous research 

tends to interpret the existence of multiple factors in the aggregate as evidence of tie specialization 

(such that, for example, respondents go to one alter for small loans and another for emotional 

support), visualizations of how people organize their personal networks suggest that these factors 
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might instead exist not because individuals are specializing their personal networks but, rather, 

different individuals are developing distinctive strategies for bundling resources together. In line with 

these insights, I suggest that functional specificity should not be treated as a principle structuring 

personal-network resource retrieval in general but, rather, approached as an operationally measurable 

and empirically variable characteristic of individuals’ strategies of resource retrieval. 

 

Contributions to Sociology 

Though varying in terms of empirical substance, these studies share a common relational sensibility. 

Moreover, they share the same analytic virtues. In this section, I discuss the advantages of cultural 

alignment with respect to five criteria: (1) formalization of measurement, (2) analytic priority of formal 

aspects of culture, (3) a pragmatist semiotic approach, (4) opportunities for endogenous explanation, 

and (5) validity with respect to cognitive science. 

 

Formalization of Conceptual Measurement 

One benefit of adopting a network-analytic approach to culture is that it offers opportunities to 

formalize measurement of important concepts in cultural sociology. For example, consider Pachucki 

and Breiger’s (2010) concept of “cultural holes,” defined as contingencies of meaning, practice, and 

discourse that enable social structure. A conceptual analogue to the structural hole in network theory, 

the cultural hole may be analytically defined as a relational discontinuity within a patterned network 

of cultural relationships. The cultural hole promises to facilitate formal measurement of culture by 

enabling relational operationalizations of boundary-related concepts, quantitative measurement of 

boundary properties, and visual modeling of gaps in the patterning of cultural relations. In recent 

research at the culture-network nexus, there have been efforts to translate network-analytic concepts 

including but not limited to centrality (Boutyline and Vaisey 2017; Ghaziani and Baldassarri 2011), 
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network brokerage (Koppman 2016; Lizardo 2014; Stoltz and Taylor 2019), modularity-optimized 

community structure (Goldberg 2011; Boutyline 2017; Sokolov and Sokolova 2019), network position 

(Mohr 1994; Giuffre 1999; Puetz 2017), and tie strength (Schultz and Breiger 2010) to patterns of 

cultural alignment.  

This dissertation draws upon and builds upon these efforts. In Studies II and III, I develop 

operational measures that pertain to the properties that individuals’ cultural neighborhoods acquire by 

virtue of their embeddedness within a global cultural network, pertaining to both endogenous 

boundaries and sociodemographic discontinuities therein. In Study IV, I propose ways of measuring 

schematic similarity in instances in which individuals are not offering position-takings with respect to 

a uniform set of social objects.  

 

Analytic Priority of Formal Aspects of Culture 

Since its inception, cultural sociology has, depending upon one’s perspective, either enjoyed or 

suffered a proliferation of items theorized as distinctive objects of analysis, including values, beliefs, 

norms, tastes, identities, and attitudes. Very frequently, cultural sociologists treat these as distinctive 

social phenomena, justifying these analytical distinctions based upon our phenomenological 

experience of these phenomena being unique in some way, such that — for example — values have 

a connotation that we experience as moral in some respect, beliefs tend to correspond to propositional 

constructions that posit some statement as true, identities refer to meanings that we deem as important 

in some respect to our self-understanding, etc. From a relational perspective, making a priori 

assumptions that these differ on an ontological basis seems philosophically questionable and threatens 

to be empirically untenable. Whereas social scientists have historically made distinctions between 

cultural elements on the basis that there is something distinctive about them in terms of their content, 

the idea of cultural alignment instead suggests the analytical study of formal patterns of relations. For 
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example, analyzing the organization of beliefs within multiple urban communes, Martin (2002:862) 

argues in favor of a “wholly formal investigation of the relation between [cultural elements] and social 

structure,” such that the structure of authority in the social context shapes formal features of the 

distribution of cultural elements therein.  

Studying the relational organization of cultural elements vis-à-vis one another points to a shift 

in analytical focus from prioritizing specific varieties of cultural content as independent variables (e.g., 

values or tastes) to the formal or relational patterning of one’s cultural position-takings in relation to 

the global structure of position-takings. Specifically, we might expect to find that relational processes, 

such as bandwagoning (Mark 2003) or polarization (Goldberg and Baldassarri 2014), are more relevant 

to explanation of unfolding social processes than which species of cultural content is observed. In this 

dissertation, Studies II and III concern how the boundaries inherent in individuals’ sets of taste 

preferences correspond to boundary-work with respect to how they define who is an appropriate 

friend. If we pursue a formalistic program (Erikson 2013) in cultural sociology, future research should 

extend this research to other cultural phenomena such as political beliefs and moral values. Research 

in this vein will help uncover whether and under what circumstances cultural content, rather than 

patterns of cultural alignment, matters in processes of boundary-work.  

 Future work should be skeptical of theories that make a priori assumptions that kinds of culture 

are ontologically different. For example, to the extent to which social scientists theorize kinds of 

cultural content to be distinctive, they sometimes suppose one species of culture as being causally 

prior to other species, such that values causally precede beliefs and norms (e.g., Stern 2000) or 

identities causally precede attitudes (e.g., Stets and Biga 2003). Rather than making these assumptions, 

relational sociologists use network-analytic measures, such as centrality, to understand which cultural 

items “anchor” others without presuming that cultural items should take conceptual priority based 

upon undertheorized ontological differences (Ghaziani and Baldassarri 2011; Boutyline and Vaisey 
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2017). In this respect, Study I suggests that conceptual problems that take different forms in multiple 

literatures — e.g., value-action gaps in environmental sociology and identity-action gaps in social 

psychology — may have the same solution. 

 

A Pragmatist Semiotic Approach 

Previous research justifying a relational approach to the study of culture has described it in relation to 

the influence of the French linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1959). For example, Mohr (1998:351) 

argues that most relational research “adopts (if only implicitly)” the stance of semiotic traditions that 

construe meaning as “constituted through the systematic distinctions that differentiate words (or 

sounds, or signs) from one another.” Other relational sociologists have suggested that rooting 

relational research in “Saussurean antinomies … poses a number of challenges for the future” of 

relational research (Mische 2011:90). Likewise, Emirbayer (1997:300-01) argues for a pragmatist 

semiotics that agrees with the Saussurean approach “on the relational embeddedness of symbols” but 

diverges sharply by “taking as [the] unit of analysis not dyadic structures … but rather a triadic process 

of ‘sign,’ ‘object,’ and ‘interpretant.’” In this account, a sign represents “something which stands to 

somebody [interpretant] for something [object] in some respect or capacity” (Peirce 1931-58:228). 

 My analyses suggest it is possible to exploit the analytic principle of duality to study different 

aspects of this triadic process. Consider Study I. Holding the set of cultural objects constant, the CCA 

procedure concerns the differentiation of individuals [interpretants] in response to the possible set of 

affordances [signs] offered by those objects. However, once distinctive schematic communities have 

been isolated, analysis shifts. The network visualizations that I produce concern the relationships 

among social objects, such that they have positive or negative relationships based upon the likelihood 

that individuals in each schematic community treat them as offering the same affordance (do I regard 

this value as important or unimportant?). Social objects are “always polysemous, multidimensional, 
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carrying differing meanings with respect to associated principles of action and contradictions among 

those principles, and likely to be interpreted differently with respect to actors’ distinctive locations in 

a social or cultural field” (Breiger 2000:108). Likewise, individuals, conforming to different strategies 

of alignment, will contest, dispute, and otherwise disagree upon the meaning of a given sign. 

Exploiting the duality of persons and social objects, it becomes possible to prioritize aspects of Peirce’s 

triadic process so as to attain analytical leverage in the study of interpretation. 

 

Opportunities for Endogenous Explanation  

Kaufman (2004) argues that traditional research in cultural sociology was oriented toward exogenous 

explanation of cultural outcomes, such that the organization of social-structural parameters in society 

shaped frameworks of artistic classification (DiMaggio 1987) or the economics of artistic production 

shaped the diversity of symbolic expression in popular culture (Peterson 1976). As cultural sociology 

matured, however, practitioners began to illustrate how changes in culture “can occur independently 

of social structural, technological, or material change” (Kaufman 2004:336). A relational approach that 

contextualizes changes in the meaning of a social object through reference to its position in a set of 

relations will look suspiciously like the works of cultural ecology, embodied, for instance, in the work 

of Lieberson (2000). Existing work in relational sociology suggests that the structure of environmental 

affordances will encourage processes of consensus-building (such that individuals orient themselves 

toward established parties), brokerage (such that individuals situate themselves between established 

parties), and negation (such that individual differentiate themselves from the meaningful axes along 

which established parties lie) depending upon the distinctive set of advantages each strategy offers in 

relation to the contemporary state of relations (Puetz 2017).  

Because “boundaries between cultural forms are generative of classification systems,” 

Pachucki and Breiger (2010:216) argue that “the concept of cultural holes will prove productive of 
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endogenous explanation in the sociology of culture.” In this dissertation, I offer analyses that support 

this idea. Studies II and III, for example, address the question of how the structural organization of 

patterns of cultural alignment shape which cultural categories of evaluation people use. I argue that 

specific categories of evaluation, such as “creative” and “intelligent,” become associated with specific 

locations within a field of musical preferences. People in these locations begin to develop definitions 

of friendship that “stand in” for the shape of endogenous boundaries that characterize that location, 

such that demands for “intelligence” connote preference for genres that are unpopular in the aggregate 

and demands for “creativity” connote preferences for genres that are not commonly selected in 

tandem.  

 

Validity with Respect to Cognitive Science 

Cultural sociologists often quietly import into their theories and accounts of cultural phenomena a 

number of assumptions regarding how meaning is created. In the basic account, persons internally 

reproduce a public or shared set of logically integrated cultural structures created through symbol 

manipulation and available through a declarative memory system (Lizardo 2017). Martin (2011:130) 

articulates the ideal-typical grid-of-perception argument in this way: 

“The basic assumption is that (1) perceptions must be ordered by a mental scheme for them 
to make sense; (2) these mental schemes consist of conceptual ‘boxes’ into which we can put 
perceptions; (3) a great deal of the overall structure of boxes — the grid we use to carve up 
reality — is, from the standpoint of nature, arbitrary; and (4) these boxes map on to language 
(again highlighting their social nature).”  

 
This account hypothesizes that there is a close correspondence between interior (or personal) and 

exterior (or public) forms of culture: that a publicly articulated, group-based “structure of beliefs” 

becomes internalized and mirrored in aspects of persons’ interiority, primarily through negotiation 

with other persons using linguistic symbols. Such an argument is problematic, principally, for its 

empirical implausibility (Martin 2010). This argument relies upon two implicit conceptual 
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understandings of culture: (1) culture as a publicly available and complex web of meanings that exists 

externally to the individual and (2) an internalized model of these complex webs inside the head of 

individuals. However, human beings simply do not have the cognitive apparatus to internalize such 

theorized systems, as there are limitations in terms of cognitive processing and memory (Martin 2010). 

The move to an empirically valid model of cognition requires non-representationalist theories or 

modified representationalist theories that do not require the agent to reproduce internally a publicly 

available cultural system (Barsalou 1999; Lizardo and Strand 2010). 

The concept of cultural alignment actively avoids problematic connotations of the 

“internalization” metaphor that undergirds much of contemporary thinking about culture. Insofar as 

the articles in this dissertation suggest that people internalize culture, as in Studies I and IV, they 

endorse a conceptualization of culture as schemas: fast-and-loose heuristics and rules of thumb that 

people have developed in conversation with the positions that they occupy in some environment of 

relations. The metaphor of alignment specifically highlights how individuals take stances and positions 

in relation to the affordances of his or her qualitative environment.  
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APPENDIX A. ENVIRONMENTALIST VALUE-IDENTITIES 
AND PRO-ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIORS:  
AN ANALYSIS ACROSS IDENTITY SCHEMAS 

 
Research in environmental sociology holds that internalization of pro-environmental values is 
positively associated with participation in pro-environmental behaviors, such as belonging to 
environment-related organizations or donating money to environmental causes. However, this 
research has frequently confronted a “value-action gap,” which concerns the question of why 
environmental values fail to translate into pro-environmental action. Drawing upon identity theory, I 
treat values as value-identities and argue that the capacity of a given value-identity to influence social 
action depends upon its relation to the complete set of competing value-identities that comprise an 
individual’s self-structure. I contribute to the environmental sociology and identity theory literatures 
by illustrating how relational methodologies, such as Correlational Class Analysis, may be used to 
model the relationships among identities that constitute individuals’ self-structures and to measure 
similarities among individuals in how they organize their identities. Using Wave Six of the World 
Values Survey, I identify three distinctive identity schemas that U.S. respondents use to organize their 
self-structures and show that environmentalist value-identity occupies a distinctive position within 
each schema. Employing logistic regression, I show that the strength of the relationship between 
environmentalist value-identity and pro-environmental behaviors depends upon the relational 
organization of the identity schema an individual has adopted. 
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Environmentalist Value-Identities and Pro-Environmental Behaviors: An Analysis across 
Identity Schemas 

 

Why do people engage in pro-environmental behaviors (Buttel 1987; Stern 2000)? Why do they 

participate in environment-focused protests, become members of environmental organizations, or 

donate money to environmental causes? Many explanations of pro-environmental behaviors focus 

upon the role of meaningful cultural content, such as environmental values, beliefs, and identities, as 

motivators (Dietz, Fitzgerald, and Shwom 2005; Stets and Biga 2003).2 Within this literature, one 

pressing theoretical question regards a “value-action” (Blake 1999) or “concern-behavior gap” (Tam 

and Chan 2017), which exists when the care and concern that individuals express for the environment 

is not translated into pro-environmental behaviors. Why does this gap exist? One way to achieve 

analytical leverage in answering this question is to examine why people with ostensibly similar 

environmental values participate in pro-environmental behaviors at different rates. In other words, 

why are there observable differences among individuals who claim environmental values or identities 

in terms of their proclivity to adopt or change behaviors oriented to addressing environmental 

problems? The prevailing theory used to explain variation in participation is values-beliefs-norms 

(VBN) theory (Stern et al. 1999; Stern 2000), which posits that, following their adoption of 

environmental values, individuals form beliefs about what aspects of the environment are threatened 

and which actions might plausibly remedy environmental degradation. These beliefs represent 

mediating variables that intervene in the relationship between environmental values and pro-

environmental behaviors. VBN theory thus offers an explanation in which environmental values spur 

individuals to develop corresponding propositional beliefs about the environment and subsequently 

                                                 
2 This represents one strand of a larger contemporary focus on the motivational functions of culture 
(Martin 2011; Vaisey 2009). 
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adjust their environmentally relevant behaviors. Depicting social action as occurring in accordance 

with a deductive, sequential logic, this account is at odds with contemporary work in cultural sociology 

(Martin 2011; Strand and Lizardo 2015). 

I draw upon insights from identity theory (Burke and Stets 2009; Hitlin 2003; Stryker and 

Burke 2000) to develop an alternative explanation for why social scientists observe inconsistent levels 

of participation in pro-environmental behaviors among individuals who espouse environmental 

values. Social psychologists generally use the concept of identity to refer to the parts of a self composed 

of meanings that persons cultivate and adopt in interaction with others. Recently, identity theorists 

have imported values into identity theory through the concept of “value-identity,” which refers to a 

type of person identity that “people adopt when they conceive themselves in terms of the values they 

hold” (Gecas 2000:96). As such, social psychologists have begun to encourage analysis of which values 

constitute an individual’s self-definition and contribute to one’s sense of self (Verplanken and Holland 

2002). Identity theory in social psychology offers a multiple-identity model of the self, such that 

multiple identities, sometimes complementary, sometimes competing, comprise the self. The self is a 

structure internal to persons, and people in reflexive fashion hierarchically organize identities in terms 

of their prominence with respect to their self-understanding and/or the anticipated probability that a 

given identity will be situationally salient. This internal organization of identities — i.e., the relative 

prominence or salience of various identities vis-à-vis one another — motivates individuals’ social 

action (Stryker and Serpe 1994; Stets and Biga 2003). Identity theory thus proposes that, even if an 

environmentalist value-identity is important in motivating pro-environmental behaviors, analysis 

should consider how its position relative to alternative competing value-identities within the self-

structure moderates the strength of the relationship. 

One obstacle to this analysis is that practitioners of identity theory have not yet developed a 

systematic way of measuring similarities among individuals in terms of how they organize identities 
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within their self-structures. Departing from conventional social-psychological methodological 

procedures, I use a recently developed relational methodology, Correlational Class Analysis (CCA), to 

identify shared understandings of how identities should be organized vis-à-vis one another, which I 

call identity schemas (Boutyline 2017; see also Goldberg 2011). Each identity schema is characterized by 

a distinctive internal organization of identities. Relational sociologists argue that relational 

methodologies afford analytic access to how people sort cultural elements vis-à-vis one another and 

interpret distinctive relational arrangements as illustrating differences in interpretation and meaning-

making (Mohr 1998). If we accept this premise, then the differential positioning of environmentalist 

value-identity within each identity schema indicates that it achieves distinctive meanings across 

schematic communities. I posit that these divergent meanings account for the variation that 

environmental sociologists observe in terms of why some people with environmental values adopt 

pro-environmental behaviors and others do not. Using Wave Six of the World Values Survey dataset, 

I answer the following questions: First, what are the prevailing identity schemas among respondents 

in the United States and where is environmentalist value-identity placed within each internally? 

Second, what are the sociodemographic correlates of adopting an environmentalist value-identity 

across schematic communities? Third, how does the strength of the relationship of environmentalist 

value-identity and pro-environmental behaviors vary across schematic communities? 

The resulting analyses indicate that the schematic community characterized by the strongest 

linkage between environmentalist value-identity and pro-environmental behavior uses a schema that 

differs from alternative schemas in two major respects. Using network visualization, I illustrate that, 

in contrast to its position in alternative identity schemas, environmentalist value-identity helps 

constitute the polar structure of this identity schema and is defined by its lack of compatibility with 

materialism, traditionalism, self-pleasure, and security value-identities. Second, a delta statistic 

measuring preference for environmentalist value-identity over competing value-identities experiences 
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the greatest variation in relation to social-structural variables in this schematic community, which 

implies that adopting an environmentalist value-identity is a more efficient social marker of gender 

identity, racial identity, generational identity, and educational status for members of this schematic 

community than for alternative schematic communities. Together, these results suggest that the 

capacity of a given identity to motivate social action depends upon how individuals couple that identity 

with a sense of position within a larger field of action (Martin 2011). In my conclusion, I relate the 

implications of these arguments to contemporary theorizing in environmental sociology and identity 

theory in social psychology. 

 

The Value-Action Gap in Environmental Sociology 

Researchers in the 1990s found evidence that members of the public were becoming more aware of 

and concerned about environmental problems (Dunlap et al. 1993), though more recent studies 

indicate that this trend has seemingly slowed or reversed (Franzen and Vogl 2013). One puzzle in 

environmental sociology concerns the fact that developing concern regarding environmental issues, 

espousing environmental values, and claiming environmental identities does not necessarily translate 

into pro-environmental behaviors (Dunlap 1991). Accordingly, environmental social scientists have 

discussed a “value-action gap” (Blake 1999; Flynn, Bellaby, and Ricci 2009; Kollmuss and Agyeman 

2002) or “concern-behavior gap” (Tam and Chan 2017, 2018), referring to observed discrepancies in 

individuals’ stated level of care or concern regarding environmental issues and the extent to which 

they adopt or change behaviors in ways oriented to addressing environmental problems. 

Environmental social scientists and ethicists argue that understanding this gap will become 

increasingly important as the threats associated with climate change and environmental degradation 

accrue (Van den Noortgaete and De Tavernier 2014). 
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The prevailing school of sociological thought that explains variation in why people engage in 

pro-environmental behaviors employs a model of reasoned moral action called the value-belief-norm 

(VBN) theory of pro-environmental behaviors (Dietz, Fitzgerald, and Shwom 2005; Stern et al. 1999; 

Stern 2000). VBN theory posits a specific causal chain of action; it assumes that action flows 

downstream from “acceptance of particular personal values” to “beliefs that things important to those 

values are under threat” to “beliefs that actions initiated by the individual can help alleviate the threat 

and restore the values” and finally to pro-environmental action (Stern et al. 1999:83). In this account, 

the “link from values to environmentalism [i.e., pro-environmental behaviors] is mediated by particular 

beliefs” (Stern 2000:414). Because beliefs mediate the relationship between values and action, people 

who highly rank environmental values as important or who strongly self-identify with aspects of the 

environment may still decline to participate in pro-environmental behaviors for both diagnostic 

reasons (i.e., they may remain unaware of environmental degradation) and prognostic reasons (i.e., 

they may believe that changing their actions will have little effect).  

Contemporary research in cultural sociology confirms that deeply held values are robust 

predictors of social action (Vaisey 2009; Miles 2015). However, other aspects of VBN theory seem 

more suspect. VBN theory draws upon understandings of values as propositional beliefs that a 

“specific mode of conduct is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of 

conduct or end-state of existence” (Rokeach 1968:16). Once individuals have selected their values, 

they use available information regarding the environment to formulate beliefs and attitudes, which 

then inform their environmental decision making. In this way, VBN theory implicitly relies upon a 

notion of values as “semantically interpretable mental states that play a causal role in the production 

of other propositional attitudes and ultimately in the production of action” (Ramsey, Stich, and Garon 

1990:121). VBN theory can thus be characterized as a strain of representationalist and intentionalist 

theory of action in which action is the “pragmatic end of a ‘deductive chain’” that begins with 
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antecedent premises generated within a cultural system (Strand and Lizardo 2015:46). Strand and 

Lizardo identify two problems with such a framework. First, it offers a model of action, reliant upon 

deductive logic as explanatory mechanism, that does not accurately depict how social action usually 

occurs.3 Second, it struggles to coherently explain the process by which individuals first develop values 

because the development of values according to non-decisional processes is inconsistent with VBN 

theory’s focus on decision-making processes. 

 

Identity Theory as an Alternative Framework  

Strand and Lizardo (2015) warn against understanding linkages of cultural content and action as 

occurring in accordance with a deductive, sequential logic from the development of values to beliefs 

to action. This suggests that environmental sociologists should develop alternative models for 

understanding the relationship between environmental values and pro-environmental behaviors. For 

example, some sociological theorists of values have sought to reestablish the linkage between values 

and action by integrating sociological understandings of value with identity theory in social psychology 

(Gecas 2000; Hitlin 2003; Miles 2014, 2015). 

Social psychologists use the concept of identity to refer to how people see themselves based 

upon reactions to their behavior from others with whom they interact in social settings (Weigert 

1983).4 Within social psychology, identity theorists have used this idea to explain regularities in social 

action (Stryker 1980). Identity theory treats identities as self-meanings that people develop in the 

                                                 
3 Furthermore, this causal sequence is only assumed to be operative in decision-making processes: As 
advocates of VBN theory point out, the methods they use “cannot establish causal order” (Dietz, 
Fitzgerald, and Shwom 2005:364). 
4 At times, social psychologists have broadly defined “others” to include not simply human interactants 
but potentially non-human actors as well, including pets and wildlife, inanimate objects such as 
treasured possessions or land, and elements of both built and natural environments (Weigert 2008; 
Cerulo 2011).  
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context of interaction with others and claim as cultural representations of who they are. Initially, 

identity theory featured a narrowly circumscribed idea of identities as institutionalized role identities 

that correspond to positions within institutional structures such as work organizations or families 

(Stryker 1980). People claim identities when they anticipate that they can successfully fulfill the 

expectations they think that others have regarding how people adopting that identity will behave. In 

this way, identities have a self-fulfilling property, shaping behavior because persons act in ways that 

allow themselves and external audiences to verify the identities they have claimed. Thus, a professor 

will adjust her behavior such that it is consistent with her understanding of how a professor should 

behave, a student will adjust her behavior such that it conforms to her understanding of how a student 

should behave, and so on. 

People tend to inhabit multiple social contexts (e.g., workplaces, families, friend networks, 

social organizations) and sometimes occupy multiple social roles in each (such that, for example, a 

graduate student may occupy a role as student and teacher simultaneously). For this reason, identity 

theorists have developed multiple-identities models of the self (Burke and Reitzes 1991; Burke and 

Stets 2009; Stryker 1980; Stryker and Serpe 1994) that treat the self as composed of multiple, variably 

important identities. Multiple-identity models suggest that analysts should not consider each identity 

independently but in relation to others. For example, a person might consider a familial role (e.g., 

daughter) as more important to her overarching sense of self than her membership in some social 

group or the occupational position she occupies. To take account of the potential diversity of identities 

and their relational organization vis-à-vis one another, identity theorists conceptualize the self in terms 

of the hierarchical organization of an individual’s identities (Stryker 1980; Gecas 1982) and have 

theorized multiple dimensions by which identities may be hierarchically arranged. First, identity 

prominence refers to the individual’s ideal self, or what persons desire or perceive to be central to their 
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self-concept.5 Second, identity salience refers to the anticipated probability of enacting a line of action 

consistent in meaning with the identity being claimed. Third, identity commitment refers to individuals’ 

connections to social-network alters that are based upon their assumption of a given identity. Identities 

located higher in the prominence, salience, and commitment hierarchies are more likely to be activated 

across situational contexts. The analytical utility of the self-structure concept lies in how it represents 

a “type of cultural content that advances understanding of cross-context consistency in action” (Miles 

2014:212), such that the identities that rank most highly best predict social action across multiple 

situations. 

More recently, analysts have extended the identity-theoretical framework beyond institutional 

roles to social identities such as “woman” and “American” (Tajfel 1982) and person identities that pertain 

to some characteristic, trait, or attribute, such as “kind person” or “tough person” (Burke and Stets 

2000; Smith-Lovin 2007). The concept of person identity has proven especially useful for theorists 

interested in integrating the sociological study of values with identity theory. Gecas (2000:96) 

conceptualizes value-identities as a type of person identity that occurs when “individuals conceive of 

themselves in terms of the values they hold.” Building upon this foundation, Hitlin (2003:122) argues 

that value-identities represent “self-descriptions” that help “situate individuals in relations to others 

in social space.” In his account, persons’ value-identities allow them to acquire “a sense of a unified, 

transsituational personal identity” that impels them to act in accordance with their value-structures. 

These theorists argue that “motivation may be tied to the extent to which values have been 

incorporated into the self” such that values “interact with situations in much the same way as 

identities” (Miles 2015: 700). As Hitlin (2003) argues, Schwartz’s (1992, 2012) theory of values employs 

                                                 
5 Stryker and Serpe (1994) instead use the term “psychological centrality.” Similarly, Verblenken and 
Holland (2002) refer to this as “value centrality.” 
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a number of assumptions similar to identity theory’s, including that values represent a form of cultural 

content, that values transcend specific situations, that individuals order the importance of values 

relative to one another as a system of priorities, and that the relative importance of multiple values 

guides action. Given these commonalities, it seems theoretically promising to pursue a fuller 

integration of the concept of value with identity theory through the concept of value-identities. 

 Whereas VBN theory’s assumption of a deductive causal chain conflicts with contemporary 

understandings of social action, identity theory shares fruitful commonalities with Strand and 

Lizardo’s field-based model of action. In this model, people develop values and beliefs through the 

retrieval of information from one’s social environment pertinent to opportunities for action. Below, I 

elaborate three conceptual resemblances between identity theory and Strand and Lizardo’s notion of 

action as occurring within a field of opportunities for action. 

First, identity theory suggests that regularities in social action become referenceable in and of 

themselves as identities; identities are “self-meanings” that individuals associate with particular ways 

of behaving. Identities correspond either to the occupancy of an institutionalized role such as teacher 

(Stryker 1980), expression of some social category such as woman (Tajfel 1982), or characteristics or 

attributes that individuals use to indicate who they are, how they feel, and what they value (Hitlin 2003; 

Stets and Burke 2000; Stets and Biga 2003). The social organization of these heuristics in relation to 

one another (such that for many of us the roles of “husband” and “father” seem to inhabit nearly the 

same location in social space) offers opportunities for individuals to situate themselves with respect 

to others in the social world. Similarly, field theories posit that, in relation to sets of intersubjectively 

recognized regularities in action, people develop a vocabulary of heuristics that pertains to which kinds 

of person engage in which behaviors. In this way, field positions achieve an “existence in thought’ not 

only for “those whom the taxonomies designate as [members], but also in the thinking of the 

occupants of the positions remotest from the [members] in the social space” of the field (Bourdieu 
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1985:741). Accordingly, both identity theory and field theory suggest that unique patterns of action 

become socially and cognitively retrievable as identities such as “woman,” “Evangelical Christian,” 

“activist,” “sociologist,” “vegetarian,” or “good person.” 

Second, identity theory holds that people develop durable, transsituational self-structures 

composed of identities that they organize in terms of how they anticipate the enactment of their 

associated action expectations will be contextually useful. According to multiple-identities models of 

the self, a person adopts multiple self-images and self-concepts. To characterize the differential 

prominence or salience of competing identities, identity theorists frequently draw upon a metaphorical 

imagery of identities as connected to one another as a network or structure. For instance, Gecas (1982) 

defines a person’s identity-set as a “network” of roles and role-relationships. Likewise, Deaux and 

Burke (2010) describe the self as a “structure of identities” in which identities are relationally 

“organized on the basis of their probability of being enacted in a person’s social settings.” Hitlin (2003) 

sees the self-structure as coterminous with a sense of “who we are”; this suggests that the hierarchically 

arranged value-identities in a person’s self-structure offer analytic access to their practical sense of 

where one “belongs” in relation to a socially organized ecology of possibilities for shaping one’s action. 

This vision of the self-structure bears a striking resemblance to the field-theoretical notion of habitus 

(Bourdieu 1990) insofar as it represents an internal organization of cultural content that corresponds 

to a set of (anticipated) contextual affordances for action. Like the habitus, the self-structure is 

conceptually treated as stable and cross-contextual, akin to a “‘personality’ variable carried by persons 

as they move across situations and respond in particular situations” (Stryker and Serpe 1994:18). 

Third, identity theorists argue that individuals adopt and maintain identities when they 

anticipate that their fulfillment of action expectations associated with those identities will be accepted 

by others. Identity theory (Stryker 1980; Stryker and Serpe 1994) holds that individuals develop self-

identities in interaction with others and change their behavior through an identity verification process 
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in which they receive feedback on their performance of sets of expected behaviors associated with the 

identity they’ve claimed. Thus, when a person treats an identity as important to her sense of self, she 

will coordinate and adjust her activity in such a way that it meets the practical expectations associated 

with that identity (or else abandon the identity). Developing the practical competencies necessary to 

be perceived by external audiences as that kind of person, individuals assume a comfort and ease with 

their adoption of an identity. As a consequence, persons’ adoption of identities as forms of cultural 

content is tightly connected to their practical anticipation of how their expression of specific lines of 

action will be received by others; individuals tend to adopt identities only after they have cultivated 

the necessary social resources to have them verified by others so as to avoid enacting roles and 

identities for which they lack the necessary skills and competencies (Miles 2014). Similarly, Strand and 

Lizardo’s model of action posits that people “self-fulfill” realities for which they are already pre-

adapted. In this way, both identity theory and field theory conceptualize individuals’ action as a “joint 

feature” of individuals’ internalization of cultural content and contextual information regarding the 

appropriateness and competence of their identity performance (Martin 2011).6 

 

Modeling Identity Prominence Relationally 

I return now to the question that initiated this discussion: Why are there differences among individuals 

with highly prominent environmental value-identities with respect to whether they participate in pro-

environmental behaviors? Identity theory suggests that the relative strength of the linkage between 

environmentalist value-identity and pro-environmental behavior depends upon how environmentalist 

                                                 
6 As Lizardo (2014:350) points out, “persons come to prefer that which they already anticipate getting 
at an implicit level and dislike precisely those experiences that are objectively least probable and are 
thus practically least likely to be anticipated as part of a plausible future. Thus, saying ‘I like’ is 
tantamount to saying ‘I expect’ and saying ‘I don’t like’ is tantamount to saying ‘I don’t expect.’” 
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value-identity is situated in relation to other competing identities within a self-structure. Insofar as 

researchers study the effectiveness of a given identity in isolation from other identities that are 

potentially relevant for motivating behavior, they may remain unaware of how the effectiveness of 

that identity is conditioned by — and, indeed, how that identity derives its meaning through — the 

presence of competing identities. Much social-psychological work, emphasizing analytical sensitivity 

to context, has focused upon how situational factors contribute to the cognitive activation of specific 

identities. Suggesting a different approach, I model recurring patterns of identity prominence by 

measuring similarities in how people organize identities within their self-structures. 

The social-psychological idea that identities exist in relational organization vis-à-vis one 

another suggests that relational methodologies can be useful in identifying distinctive strategies for 

ordering the identities that comprise individuals’ self-structures. Goldberg (2011) offers Relational 

Class Analysis (RCA) as one methodology for modeling the relationships between cultural elements 

within a single social domain. RCA measures individuals’ pairwise relationality, defined as the extent to 

which individuals exhibit similar patterns of association to a given set of response stimuli. Goldberg 

theorizes that individuals who have high pairwise relationality scores share cultural schemas, or 

structures of mental representations that people develop through their interaction with their 

sociomaterial environment. Drawing upon the work of cognitive social scientists, Goldberg 

(2011:1401) defines schemas as “implicit recognition procedures that emerge from intricate 

associational links among salient aspects of our cognitively represented experiences.” As a method, 

RCA simultaneously exploits the relationships between variables and individuals, such that it calculates 

schematic resemblances between all pairs of observations and subsequently partitions the sample into 

subgroups, or schematic communities, that are characterizable in terms of specific patterns of preference. 

Since publication of this work, Boutyline (2017) has identified methodological issues with Goldberg’s 

relationality measure and offered an alternative methodology that addresses these problems, 
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Correlational Class Analysis (CCA).7 In keeping with Goldberg’s terminology, I suggest studying 

similarities in how individuals organize their self-structure by detecting common identity schemas. 

This approach promises to improve theoretical understandings of the linkages between 

identity and action by offering a set of conceptual tools for dealing with the multivocality of identities. 

Identity theorists recognize that identities may have multiple meanings that people contest or dispute. 

Frequently, individuals must balance multiple identities, which may generate conflicts or discrepancies 

between identities (Burke and Stets 2009). This process is easier whenever identities share congruent 

meanings. For example, “gay person” and “Democrat” represent two identities whose expectations 

for behavior could be complementary to an extent that those who adopt both are unlikely to 

experience much dissonance or conflict. There can, likewise, be negative relationships between 

identities, such that the adoption of one identity tends to problematize verification for the other. In 

these instances, identity-confirming practices associated with each identity diverge to an extent that 

the concurrent adoption of both identities becomes difficult. This discussion, however, neglects that 

whether two identities are compatible may itself be a matter of disagreement among individuals. 

Whereas some see identities as being in opposition, others deny any such conflict. For example, gay 

Democrats and socially conservative Republicans may agree upon the incompatibility of gay identity 

and Republican political identity, whereas Log Cabin Republicans dispute that these identities conflict 

in any meaningful way. In this sense, gay Democrats and socially conservative Republicans agree upon 

the structures of relevance and opposition that structure the domain of political identities, even as 

they take contrasting stances, whereas Log Cabin Republicans adhere to a distinctive set of structures 

                                                 
7 Specifically, Boutyline (2017) illustrates the Goldberg’s Relational Class Analysis subtraction-based 
measure of relationality has difficulties identifying many instances in which a cultural schema has been 
undergone a linear transformation — that is, it has been scaled, inverted, or shifted in some way — 
and that correlation-based measures offer substantially more accurate results. 
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of relevance and opposition. We might reasonably anticipate that these differences in interpretation 

have an effect on social action, such that a high-prominence gay identity may predict participation in 

LGBTQ-related activism for those with the schema adopted by gay Democrats but not for those with 

the schema adopted by Log Cabin Republicans. Likewise, some agree that environmentalism and 

materialism are incompatible value-identities, whereas others do not perceive any such conflict 

between value-identities.  

In these examples, “gay person,” “social conservative,” “environmentalist,” and “materialist” 

as identities have meanings that depend upon the position they occupy within a person’s self-structure. 

From this perspective, identity theory requires a method that can account for potential disagreements 

among individuals regarding the compatibility of identities. These contingencies of meaning demand 

a methodological approach that can differentiate “groups who share an understanding of the 

structures of mutual relevance and opposition that define a particular domain, even if they take 

different positions on the elements that these structures comprise” (Goldberg 2011:1398). 

Furthermore, relational sociology offers a set of scope conditions under which we should expect self-

identification will influence social action: that identities are most effective in orienting action when 

they are “combined with a sense of position” (Martin 2011:319). For example, identifying as a political 

liberal should not inspire a person to organize his or her action in any specific way except in relation to 

how those who have adopted countervailing identities (e.g., political conservatives) are also organizing 

their action. Insofar as they help measure the extent to which people are developing countervailing 

positions vis-à-vis one another, identity schema can help analytically link the social-psychological 

concept of identity with the field-theoretical notion of position. 

 

Analytic Strategy 
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The extant literature in environmental sociology has suggested that environmentalist values are 

important predictors of pro-environmental behaviors. Meanwhile, identity theory suggests that the 

efficacy of a given value-identity on social behavior will be influenced by its prominence or salience 

relative to other value-identities an individual could plausibly adopt. In other words, adopting an 

environmentalist value-identity in and of itself does not guarantee that a person will practice pro-

environmental behaviors, and the prominence of other competing identities may influence the 

magnitude of the relationship between environmentalist value-identity and pro-environmental 

behaviors. Because they enable social scientists to model social phenomena relationally, network-based 

methodologies such as RCA and CCA promise to help analysts measure the relationships among the 

identities that comprise the self-structure and distinguish classes of individuals based upon their 

common orientations toward organizing their self-structures. 

 Previous theorizing in relational sociology suggests two ways through which to understand the 

placement of environmentalist value-identity within each identity schema. First, it is possible to 

retrieve an identity’s position in terms of how it fits within the internal organization of a complete set 

of potential identities. Relational sociologists contend that elements in a cultural system do not derive 

their meaning from anything inherent in the elements themselves but rather how they are defined 

relationally with respect to one another. Thus, the meaning of a given cultural element such as 

environmentalist value-identity will vary according to its relational positioning vis-à-vis a set of other 

corresponding cultural elements (Emirbayer 1997; Mohr 1998). Second, it is possible to retrieve an 

identity’s position in relation to how the complete set of identities are themselves organized in terms 

of a distinctive set of exogenous social-structural variables (similar to how Bourdieu [1984] performed 

correspondence analysis to represent homologies among the distribution of individuals’ cultural tastes 

and their class memberships). Investigating individuals’ preference for environmentalist value-identity 

over competing potential identities taps an “underlying relational mechanism of cultural distinction” 
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by illustrating how individuals use self-identifications to communicate and reinforce their difference 

from others along conventional sociodemographic dimensions such as racial identity, gender identity, 

generational identity, class status, and educational status (Goldberg 2011:1420). 

My analytic strategy is as follows: First, I use Correlational Class Analysis to identify schematic 

similarities among respondents with respect to how they recognize which value-identities are central 

to their self-understandings and use multiple-groups analysis to demonstrate that the resulting 

schematic communities better represent the structure of heterogeneity within the data than a null 

model of no schematic communities. Second, I use network-visualization techniques to represent 

where environmentalist value-identity is situated within the internal organization of value-identities 

within each identity schema. Third, I use analysis of delta correlation coefficients to illustrate the extent 

to which the prominence of environmentalist value-identity vis-à-vis other competing identities is 

associated with membership in a set of social-structural groups across schematic communities. Finally, 

there is reason to expect that variation in the efficacy of environmentalist value-identity to predict pro-

environmental behaviors can be explained by virtue of how environmentalist value-identity has been 

situated vis-à-vis other competing identities within a self-structure. This suggests that identity schema 

represents a moderating variable that influences the strength of the linkage between individuals’ 

adoption of an environmentalist value-identity and their proclivity to participate in pro-environmental 

behaviors. I use Seemingly Unrelated Estimation to simultaneously model generalized linear models 

(GLMs) with logit links testing the relationship between environmentalist value-identity and pro-

environmental behaviors for each identity schema subsample; this enables comparison of effects 

across schematic communities (Mize, Doan, and Long forthcoming). 

 

Data 
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I use data from Wave Six (2010-2012) of the World Values Survey. Taking place every five to six years, 

the World Values Survey is a large data-collection effort by an international network of scholars 

seeking to collect information regarding the social and political values, attitudes, and beliefs of 

residents of countries around the world. Consequently, the World Values Survey is an important 

source of data that social scientists use to investigate and measure processes of democratization, 

secularization, and other sociologically important global transformations. Historically, the World 

Values Survey has been used to study a number of processes relevant to environmental sociologists; 

these include studies of the emergence and diffusion of post-materialist values (Inglehart 1995) and 

environmental concern (Running 2013). I restrict my analyses to respondents from the United States. 

 

Value-Identity Prominence 

For one battery of questions in the World Values Survey, the interviewer reads the following prompt: 

“Now I will briefly describe some people. Using this card, would you please indicate for each 

description whether that person is very much like you, like you, somewhat like you, a little like you, 

not like you, or not at all like you?” The ten unique descriptions that interviewers offer can be found 

in Table 1. They correspond roughly to the value-identities of self-expression, materialism, security, 

self-pleasure, social-mindedness, self-achievement, stimulation, social conformity, environmentalism, 

and traditionalism.8 Because respondents were asked to think about how closely they resembled a 

description of a hypothetical person, the focal point of these questions was the respondent’s self-

identification with this hypothetical person, rather than a role or position that one occupies in the 

social structure. Thus, World Values Survey data enables measurement of identities in terms of person 

identity. These measures have been used in numerous previous studies on environmental values and 

                                                 
8 These values closely — but not exactly — approximate the ten values discussed by Schwartz 
(1992). 
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identities (Dobewell and Strack 2014; Givens and Jorgenson 2013; Havasi 2012).9 Given that this 

battery of question instructs respondents to assess the similarity of a hypothetical person to themselves 

(and thus capture self-understandings), these variables most closely resemble measures of identity 

prominence rather than salience or commitment.  

[Table 1] 

 

Social-Structural Variables 

I also include a number of social-structural variables in my analyses. These include gender (measured 

via a “male” dummy variable), race (measured via a “white” dummy variable), age, college (measured 

as a binary dummy variable representing whether the respondent is a college graduate), and income 

(measured via a self-estimated 10-point scale). I include these variables for two reasons: (1) to indicate 

the association of social-structural variables with preference for environmentalist value-identity across 

identity schemas and (2) for use as control variables when assessing the relationship between 

environmentalist value-identity and pro-environmental practices. 

 

Dependent Variables: Pro-Environmental Practices 

Finally, I measure whether respondents report engaging in multiple pro-environmental behaviors. 

Specifically, I measure whether (1) a respondent reports giving money to an ecological organization, 

(2) a respondent reports participating in a demonstration for some environmental cause, and (3) a 

respondent reports being a member of an environmentalist organization. With respect to the last 

variable, I measure whether the respondent reports being an active member and a member in general. 

                                                 
9 Havasi (2012) looks at the relational position of environment-related identities vis-à-vis potential 
competing identities but does so exclusively at the country-level — that is, he does not distinguish 
between distinctions made within national populations. 
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These variables are binary, indicating that a person either participated in a pro-environmental behavior 

or did not. Descriptive statistics for all variables used in the analysis can be found in Table 2. 

[Table 2] 

 

Analysis #1: Correlational Class Analysis 

I use Correlational Class Analysis to identify distinctive identity schemas within the population.10 As a 

method, Correlational Class Analysis identifies common schemas within a population of interest with 

respect to some set of cultural elements within a single domain. It is designed so as to identify not 

merely a single schema (i.e., some pattern of evaluating the importance of value-identities) but possible 

transformations of that schema, including instances in which the original schema has been inverted 

(such that the respondent transposes the original pattern of identity prominence), shifted (such that 

the respondent changes the pattern in a way that is representable via additive transformations), and/or 

scaled (such that the respondent changes the pattern in a way that is representable via multiplicative 

transformations). To complete this task, CCA measures the absolute Pearson’s correlation |r| 

between individuals X and Y with respect to a set of common cultural elements. As respondents X 

and Y’s answers become linearly independent of one another — that is, the responses conform neither 

to a common cultural schema nor its possible inverted, shifted, or scaled transformations — the value 

of |r| decreases monotonically toward 0 (Boutyline 2017). Two people will share a score of 1 

whenever they follow exactly the same schema and will achieve a score of 0 whenever the best linear 

approximation of Y completely ignores X. After a score has been constructed for each pair of 

individuals, CCA then uses a modularity-optimization algorithm (Newman 2006) to partition the 

pairwise similarity network into subgroups who share relatively high scores of schematic similarity. 

                                                 
10 I completed this task in R using Boutyline’s (2017) “corclass” package. 
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The CCA procedure cleaved the aggregate population into three groups. Respectively, these 

groups represented 39.2% (832/2121), 31.3% (664/2121), and 26.4% (561/2121) of the population.11 

Boutyline and Vaisey (2017; see also Boutyline 2017) remark that using modularity optimization to 

detect cultural similarities can be biased in that it may divide the population into groups in instances 

when a single-group solution is intuitively more correct. Accordingly, they advise using goodness-of-

fit tests to determine whether groupings that result from modularity-based methods such as CCA fit 

the data better than a null model of no groupings. Following their suggested method, I use structural 

equation models to examine the fit of the three-group partition generated by the CCA procedure by 

fitting two models to the identity data: a homogeneity model in which a single correlation matrix 

describes the whole population and a model with three correlation matrices corresponding to the 

CCA-partitioned groups.  The single-matrix model has a log-likelihood of -32372.54, whereas the 

CCA-partitioned model has a log-likelihood of -30892.11. To understand whether this increase in 

model fit is meaningful, I use AIC and BIC as metrics to evaluate changes in model fit in relation to 

the added complexity of the multiple-groups model (Raftery 1995). According to these metrics, the 

CCA-partitioned model is superior in terms of model fit (∆ AIC = -2700.85; ∆ BIC = -1969.08). 

Consequently, the confirmatory SEM analysis suggests that CCA offers a better description of 

heterogeneity within the data than a null model of no distinctive schematic communities. 

 

Relational Organization of Identity Schemas 

                                                 
11 Per the suggested approach of Baldassarri and Goldberg (2014), 111 respondents were removed 
because they did not complete the entire battery of questions on value-identities. Of the remaining 
respondents, 3.0% (64/2121) were not placed into a major schematic community via the CCA 
procedure and were consequently dropped from all CCA-related analyses. 
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I provide network-graphical representations of the correlation matrices of each schematic community 

in Figure 1. In these network graphs, each node represents one value-identity and each edge represents 

a statistically significant correlation between value-identities. Solid lines represent positive correlations, 

whereas dashed lines represent negative correlations. The width of each edge depends upon the 

relative strength of the correlation between variables. The placement of nodes was determined using 

a Fruchterman-Reingold force-directed graph-drawing algorithm. 

[Figure 1] 

These network graphs are useful in that they reduce the complexity of meanings relevant 

within each subpopulation to a set of simpler structural principles. Positive correlations among 

identities indicate that individuals using these schemas see the relevant identities as closely connected 

or otherwise complementary to one another. Theorizing in relational sociology suggests that it is the 

lack of complete connections among cultural forms through which cultural forms derive their 

meanings and that attention to absences within a cultural network can reveal the fundamental 

structural principles that organize relational patterns in the aggregate and in ways that correspond 

closely to the phenomenological experience of respondents to boot  (Mohr 1998). Two particular 

features are important in this respect. First, cultural holes (Pachucki and Breiger 2010) may be defined 

as absences within the patterns of relations among a set of cultural elements. Second, negative ties 

(Breiger and Puetz 2015) represent deep oppositions among cultural elements. As such, cultural holes 

may exemplify a lack of compatibility between identities, whereas negative correlations indicate that 

respondents see the relevant identities as being in active opposition to one another within an identity 

schema.  

These figures suggest three distinctive schemas for organizing identities vis-à-vis one another. 

These include:   
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(1) Utilitarian versus Expressive-Communitarian (U/EC): The most popular grouping is defined by the 

lack of positive association between two sets of identities: (1) traditionalism, materialism, and 

self-pleasure versus self-expression and (2) materialism, self-pleasure, and security versus 

environmentalism and social-mindedness. The first axis resembles something similar to 

Bourdieu’s (1984) distinction between economic and cultural capital. Within the sociology of 

taste, cultural capital theorists argue that those who have not developed highly valued aesthetic 

competencies tend to appreciate material goods that prioritize function over form and provide 

autotelic pleasures. In contrast, those who develop highly valued aesthetic competencies 

develop preferences for goods that provide opportunities for self-actualization and self-

expression (Bourdieu 1984; Holt 1998). In the vocabulary coined by Bellah et al. (1985), this 

axis might be said to represent a tension between “utilitarian individualist” and “expressive 

individualist” self-images. The second axis captures respondents’ distinction between desires 

for wealth, self-pleasure, and security on one hand and concern for the environment and other 

members of society on the other. In other words, it seems to represent a tension between 

“utilitarian individualist” and “communitarian” self-images. Consequently, we might 

characterize this schema as one in which respondents make distinctions between utilitarian 

individualist and alternative value-identities, while lumping expressive individualist and 

communitarian value-identities together. 

(2) Identity Omnivore versus Identity Univore (O/U): The second most popular grouping is defined by 

an identity-univore versus identity-omnivore structure. This identity schema is characterized 

by a lack of differentiation among identities. In this network graph, identities are positively 

connected to one another in something that very closely approximates a clique, such that each 

identity is connected to every other identity. The sole exception is the absence of a connection 

between materialism and social conformity self-images. Consequently, respondents who adopt 
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this schema perceive identities as largely compatible with one another. Similar to the 

omnivore-univore logics of musical taste identified by Goldberg and Boutyline, individuals 

who adopt this schema tend not to make strong distinctions between identities, such that they 

assess most value-identities as either relevant to their selves or as irrelevant to their selves. 

(3) Self-Directed versus Other-Directed (SD/OD): The final grouping is defined largely in terms of the 

mutual opposition between two sets of identities. There are strong positive associations 

between selection of self-achievement, materialism, stimulation, self-pleasure and self-

expression. Likewise, there are positive associations between selection of social conformity, 

traditionalism, social-mindedness, security, and environmentalism. Whereas the first identity 

schema was marked by the contrast of utilitarian and expressive facets of individualism, this 

identity schema instead seems to be characterized by a “lumping” of utilitarian and expressive 

individualist value-identities and by their differentiation from communitarian value-identities. 

These differences seem to be strongly felt: There are statistically significant negative 

correlations between selection of materialism and traditionalism, materialism and social 

conformity, stimulation and social conformity, stimulation and security, and stimulation and 

traditionalism. 

In each of the schematic communities identified via CCA, environmentalist value-identity occupies a 

different position. In the U/EC community, environmentalist value-identity helps define the main 

axes through which respondents differentiate themselves. In other words, the contrast between 

environmentalism and the value-identities of materialism, self-pleasure, and security represents one of 

the main principles of division structuring responses within the schematic community. At the same 

time, environmentalism has an uncommonly strong association with social-mindedness. In the 

omnivore/univore community, the clique-like organization of identities vis-à-vis one another means 

that the environmentalist value-identity is deeply embedded in a network of competing identities from 
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which it does not achieve differentiation. In the self-directed/other-directed community, 

environmentalist value-identity occupies something akin to a bridging role. Although it is not 

associated with self-images that constitute the other pole (materialism and stimulation) to a statistically 

significant degree, it retains positive associations with self-expression and self-pleasure. Whereas 

traditionalism and social conformity as value-identities are characterized by their complete disconnect 

from the five value-identities that constitute the other clustering (materialism, stimulation, self-

pleasure, self-expression, and self-achievement), environmentalism occupies a more intermediary 

position within the schema. Accordingly, it is reasonable to argue that environmentalist value-identity 

helps constitute the polar structure of the utilitarian/expressive-communitarian schema, does not 

occupy a relationally differentiated position within the clique-like structure of the omnivore/univore 

schema, and occupies an intermediary, bridging position within the self-directed/other-directed 

schema. 

 

Organization of Environmentalist Value-Identity in Relation to Sets of Social-Structural 

Variables 

What are the social-structural correlates of environmental concern? This has been a well-studied 

question in environmental sociology (Van Liere and Dunlap 1980; Jones and Dunlap 1992; Dietz, 

Stern, and Guagnano 1998). Although researchers commonly frame this question in terms of which 

social-structural variables predict the adoption of environmentalist values, it is possible instead to ask 

under what circumstances adoption of an environmentalist value-identity becomes a mechanism 

through which people articulate gendered, racial, classed, or generational identities. Delta correlations, 

which refer to how personal attributes are correlated with differences in preference with respect to 

pairs of identities, help indicate which sociodemographic characteristics are associated with favoring 

one identity over another across schematic communities. Per Goldberg’s suggested method, I calculate 
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delta correlation coefficients for each pair of identity variables. Delta correlations may be represented 

by the following equation: 𝑟(𝑠, 𝑖1 − 𝑖2), where 𝑟 represents a Pearson correlation coefficient between 

a social-structural variable, s, and the difference between two identity variables, 𝑖1 and  𝑖2. I calculate 

delta coefficients by iteratively subtracting from respondents’ valuation of environmentalist value-

identity (𝑖1) their valuation of some other possible value-identity (𝑖2). This results in a value ranging 

from 5 (which occurs when the respondent selects the maximum value for environmentalist value-

identity and minimum value for the competing value-identity) to -5 (which occurs when the 

respondent selects the minimum value for environmentalist value-identity and maximum value for the 

competing value-identity).  

Calculation of delta correlations conveys information on how members of social groups tend 

to treat a given value-identity as more central to their overarching self than its alternatives. 

Furthermore, they represent the “different social polarities on which each group is structured” 

(Goldberg 2011:1422) by illustrating to what extent members of competing social groups are defining 

themselves by staking out contrasting positions, such that adoption (or eschewal) of an 

environmentalist value-identity becomes a means of expressing and reaffirming one’s membership in 

a social group. Importantly, these dynamics may differ across schematic communities. As Baldassarri 

and Goldberg (2014) remark, one explanation for a null result in the aggregate data is that there is 

unobserved heterogeneity that has not been properly parsed. Consider one schematic community in 

which the correlation between a structural variable and an identity variable is positive and a second in 

which the same correlation is negative. Studying this relationship in the aggregate may make the 

structural and identity variable appear uncorrelated in the larger sample, which obscures potentially 

legitimate associations between variables within schematic communities.  

[Figure 2] 
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Figure 2 contains the results of the delta correlations analysis. Each row within Figure 2 

represents the correlation between one social-structural variable and the delta statistic between 

environmentalist value-identity and an alternative value-identity. A positive result indicates that the 

sociodemographic variable is associated with rating environmentalist value-identity as more 

prominent, whereas a negative result indicates the opposite. A large circle indicates that the result is 

statistically significant, whereas smaller circles indicate insignificant correlations. Figure 2 illustrates 

that preference for environmentalist value-identity tends to be uniform across identity schemas for 

the sociodemographic variables of age and gender: Age tends to be positively associated with 

preference for environmentalist value-identity over competing value-identities across all schematic 

communities, while male gender identity tends to be negatively associated with preference for 

environmentalist value-identity over competing value-identities across all identity schemas. In 

contrast, college education tends to be associated with preference for environmentalist value-identity 

only for individuals using the utilitarian/expressive-communitarian schema (more specifically, 

preference for environmentalist value-identity over materialism, traditionalism, security, self-pleasure, 

and conformity). These analyses also indicate that white racial identity is positively associated with 

preference for environmentalist value-identity over materialist value-identity for the U/EC subsample 

but negatively associated with preference for environmentalist value-identity over materialist value-

identity for the O/U subsample. 

[Figure 3] 

By calculating the mean of the delta correlations between environmentalist value-identity and 

all other identities, it becomes possible to interpret which sociodemographic characteristics best 

explain preference for environmentalist value-identity across schematic communities. Following 

Goldberg’s method of visualizing the data, each bar in Figure 3 represents the average delta correlation 

between the status-characteristic variable on the Y-axis and the delta statistic measuring preference 
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for environmentalist value-identity versus alternative identities. In this figure, a positive correlation 

represents that the sociodemographic variable is associated with preference for environmentalist 

value-identity. According to Figure 3, social-structural variables explain more variation in reference to 

respondents’ preference for environmentalist value-identity over alternative value-identities for the 

U/EC schematic community than alternative schematic communities. This suggests that, for 

individuals who use a U/EC schema, adopting (or eschewing) an environmentalist value-identity 

represents a mechanism through which they communicate racial identity, gender identity, generational 

identity, and educational status, to an extent that is not duplicated among the other schematic 

communities. 

 

Analysis #2: Logistic Regression Models 

[Table 3] 

Finally, I address the question that motivates this research: How is adoption of an environmentalist 

value-identity associated with participation in pro-environmental behaviors? Furthermore, how does 

this relationship differ across schematic communities? In this section, I analyze the relationship of 

environmentalist value-identity and pro-environmental behaviors using logistic regression models. 

These models include the control variables male, white, age, college, and income. Analyses pertain to 

four distinct dependent variables: (1) Does the respondent provide money to environmental causes?, 

(2) Is the respondent an active member in an environmental organization?, (3) Is the respondent a 

member, active or inactive, in an environmental organization?, and (4) Does the respondent participate 

in protests organized around environmental causes? The dependent variables are all dichotomous, 

which makes logistic regression a natural choice for analysis despite well-known issues with using 

logistic regression to analyze differences across groups (Allison 1999; Long and Freese 2014). I use 

generalized structural equation modeling in Stata 14.2 to jointly estimate multiple GLMs with logit 
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links, which represents a general approach for comparing effects across models. Essentially, this 

procedure approximates Seemingly Unrelated Estimation, allowing analysts to “stack” results so as to 

combine estimates across models and obtain correct standard errors (Mize, Doan, and Long 

forthcoming). This is necessary if the analyst’s objective is to test for statistically significant effects 

across schematic communities. Specifically, this enables (1) comparison of predicted probabilities 

across schemas and (2) analysis of cross-model differences through calculation of discrete change in 

probabilities as the value of environmentalist value-identity increases. Table 3 contains the results of 

these models. They indicate that there is a positive, statistically significant relationship between 

adoption of environmentalist value-identities and each of the four pro-environmental behaviors 

selected as dependent variables and that this relationship persists across all three schematic 

communities. Importantly, the models also contain the gender, race, age, education level, and income 

levels of respondents, so this relationship exists independently of the effects of persons’ membership 

in social-structural groups. 

[Figure 4] 

 As noted in the methodological section, respondents rated the prominence of the 

environmentalist value-identity on a 1-6 scale. Figure 4 graphically depicts changes in predicted 

probability over all values of environmentalist value-identity for each schematic community. First, 

Figure 4 illustrates there are large differences in the probability that an individual participates in a pro-

environmental behavior depending upon the prominence of their environmentalist value-identity. 

Controlling for social-structural variables, the probability that an individual who rated their 

environmentalist value-identity as 1 (“not at all like you”) participated in an environment-related 

protest was 0.03%, whereas the probability for an individual who rated it as 6 (“very much like you”) 

is 13.77%. The probability that an individual who rated their environmentalist value-identity as 1 was 

an active member of an environmental organization was 0.04%, whereas the probability that an 
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individual who rated it as 6 was an active member of an environmental organization was 16.8%. The 

probability that an individual who rated their environmentalist value-identity as 1 was a member, active 

or inactive, of an environmental organization is 1.48%, whereas the probability for an individual who 

rated their environmentalist value-identity as 6 is 39.72%. Finally, the probability that an individual 

who rated their environmentalist value-identity as 1 gave money to environmental causes was 1.65%, 

whereas the likelihood that an individual who rated it as 6 gave money was 40.8%. 

However, the main objective of this article is to determine whether the effect of 

environmentalist value-identity varies across identity schemas. Accordingly, Figure 4 illustrates 

substantial variation in outcomes across schematic communities, particularly as the prominence of the 

environmentalist value-identity increases. For instance, the probability that an individual using a U/EC 

schema who rated their environmentalist value-identity as 6 participated in an environmental protest 

is 16.44%, compared to 12.64% for individuals using an O/U schema and 8.74% for individuals using 

a SD/OD schema. The probability that an individual using a U/EC schema who rated their 

environmentalist value-identity as 6 is an active member in an environmental organization is 24.31%, 

compared to 9.22% for individuals using an O/U schema and 6.35% for individuals using a SD/OD 

schema. The probability that an individual using a U/EC schema who rated their environmentalist 

value-identity as 6 is a member, active or inactive, in an environmental organization is 48.59%, 

compared to 38.57% for individuals with an O/U schema and 23.31% for individuals with a SD/OD 

schema. Finally, the probability that an individual using a U/EC schema who rated their 

environmentalist value-identity as 6 gave money to an environmental cause was 52.92%, compared to 

30.25% for individuals using an O/U schema and 35.30% for individuals using a SD/OD schema. 

[Table 4] 

 Are these differences statistically significant? Answering this question is complicated because 

the value of the discrete change of the dependent variable across groups depends on the values of the 
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independent variables where the change is estimated (Long and Freese 2014). One solution to this 

problem is to calculate the average discrete change (ADC) for each group (Long and Mustillo 2018). 

The ADC is the average of the discrete changes computed conditionally on the observed values of the 

independent variable for each observation; it captures the average change in the probability for each 

observation as the independent variable increases by a preselected value from its observed values 

(while holding the values for all other variables constant). Once ADCs have been calculated, it 

becomes possible to test whether group differences in 𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼 , or the average discrete change with 

respect to environmentalist value-identity, are statistically significant. Table 4 contains the results of 

these analyses with respect to each dependent variable. For example, 𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼
𝑈/𝐸𝐶 is 0.04, which 

represents the average change in the probability for each member of the U/EC community as her 

ranking of environmentalist value-identity increases by 1 from its observed values. Similarly, 𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼
𝑂/𝑈 

is 0.039 and 𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼
𝑆𝐷/𝑂𝐷 is 0.033. Following Long and Mustillo (2018), I next compute group 

differences in the effect of environmentalist value-identity on each pro-environmental behavior and 

test whether the effects across 𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼
𝑈/𝐸𝐶, 𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼

𝑂/𝑈, and 𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼
𝑆𝐷/𝑂𝐷 are equal. For environmental 

protest, there are no statistically significant differences between schematic communities. Analyses of 

other dependent variables indicate statistically significant group differences. With respect to being an 

active member of an environmental organization, analysis of ADCs shows statistically significant 

differences between U/EC and O/U schematic communities (∆𝐴𝐷𝐶 = 0.041, p < 0.01) and between 

U/EC and SD/OD schematic communities (∆𝐴𝐷𝐶 = 0.051, p < 0.001). With respect to being a 

member of an environmental organization, analysis of ADCs shows statistically significant differences 

between U/EC and SD/OD schematic communities (∆𝐴𝐷𝐶 = 0.064, p < 0.001). Finally, with respect 

to giving money to environmental causes, analysis of ADCs shows group differences between the 

U/EC and O/U schematic communities (∆𝐴𝐷𝐶 = 0.056, p < 0.001) and between U/EC and SD/OD 
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schematic communities (∆𝐴𝐷𝐶 = 0.034, p < 0.05). Using cross-group comparisons of ADC, I 

conclude that the average effect of environmentalist value-identity on pro-environmental behaviors is 

significantly larger for individuals who have a U/EC schema rather than an alternative schema for 

three of the four dependent variables.  

[Figure 5] 

The previous analysis of predicted probabilities suggests that identity schema affects the 

linkage of individuals’ adoption of an environmentalist value-identity and their participation in pro-

environmental behaviors disproportionately for those who select the highest values of the 

environmentalist value-identity variable (i.e., those who communicate that the environmentalist 

identity described was “like” or “very much like” them). To determine whether this finding is 

statistically significant, I follow Long and Mustillo (2018) by offering an analysis of discrete change at 

representative values (DCR). DCRs enable comparison of the effect of environmentalist value-identity 

at the same values of the regressors across schematic communities. For each dependent variable, I run 

a GLM with a logit link that includes environmentalist value-identity, U/EC schema as an independent 

variable, a U/EC schema and environmentalist value-identity interaction term, and all control variables 

as regressors. This allows comparison of individuals with a U/EC schema and those who adopt an 

alternative schema (~U/EC). Next, I calculate the DCRs for each value of environmentalist value-

identity on each dependent variable for each group (U/EC and ~U/EC). Third, I compute group 

differences in the effects of environmentalist value-identity for each dependent variable. Representing 

the results of this analysis, Figure 5 plots differences in predicted probabilities of participation for 

those who adopt the U/EC schema versus those who adopt an alternative schema. Schematic 

community does not have a significant effect in moderating the relationship between environmentalist 

value-identity and environmental protest, as the confidence interval includes 0 across all values of 

environmentalist value-identity. For the remaining three dependent variables, Figure 5 indicates there 
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are no group differences in terms of environmentalist value-identity’s effect on participation among 

the lower values of environmentalist value-identity (0 [“not at all like you”], 1 [“not like you”], or 2[“a 

little like you”]). However, group differences increase for later values, such that differences across 

schematic communities are statistically significant at 5 (“very much like you”) and 4 (“like you”) for 

all three dependent variables and 3 (“somewhat like you”) for donating money. 

 

Discussion 

For individuals with a highly prominent environmentalist value-identity (i.e., those who communicated 

that the survey’s description of an environmentalist was “like” or “very much like” them), identity 

schema plays an important role as a moderating variable that influences the strength of the relationship 

between environmentalist value-identity and pro-environmental behaviors. Using Correlational Class 

Analysis, I identified three distinctive identity schemas that represent shared understandings of how 

value-identities relate to one another. These include: (1) a utilitarian/expressive-communitarian 

schema, defined by the strong positive association of environmentalism and social-mindedness at one 

pole and the strong positive association of materialism, self-pleasure, and security at the opposing 

pole; (2) an omnivore/univore schema, characterized by respondents making few meaningful 

distinctions among value-identities; and (3) a self-directed/other-directed schema, defined by the 

strong positive association of traditionalism and social conformity at one pole and the strong positive 

association of materialism and stimulation at the opposite pole. Compared to subsamples of 

respondents who use an O/U or SD/OD schema, those who use a U/EC identity schema are more 

likely to engage in pro-environmental behaviors. Differences across schematic communities are 

statistically significant with respect to three of the dependent variables studied: belonging to an 

environmental organization, being an active member within an environmental organization, and giving 

money to environmental causes. 
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Why does adhering to a U/EC schema strengthen the relationship between prominence of an 

environmentalist value-identity and pro-environmental behaviors? My analyses suggest two plausible 

reasons. The first pertains to the internal organization of identities within each identity schema; it is 

possible that the efficacy of environmentalist value-identity in motivating pro-environmental 

behaviors depends upon its relational positioning vis-a-vis other identities within the individual’s self-

structure. Relational sociology treats the meaning of a given object or elements as deriving from its 

position within a larger cultural system. Insofar as environmentalist value-identity occupies a different 

position within each schematic community, this indicates that members of those communities have 

distinctive interpretations of what environmentalist value-identity means. Within the U/EC schematic 

community, environmentalist value-identity helps constitute the polar structure of the identity schema 

and is defined in explicit opposition to the competing value-identities of materialism, self-pleasure, 

and security. When prominent or salient identities experience such polarization, this may contribute 

to a strengthened relationship between the identity and social action. The second reason pertains to 

how identity schemas are organized in relation to a set of exogenous social-structural variables such 

as gender, age, and race. Analysis of delta correlations indicates that, relative to alternative schematic 

communities, adoption of an environmentalist value-identity becomes a litmus test through which 

individuals affirm the veracity of their racial, gender, generational, and educational identities. Insofar 

as processes of cultural distinction are more operative within the U/EC schematic community in 

comparison to others, this may contribute to a strengthened linkage between value-identity and social 

action. 

These results have implications for multiple sociological literatures, including environmental 

sociology and identity theory in social psychology.  

 

Contributions to Environmental Sociology 
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Within environmental social science, a great deal of attention in recent decades has been paid to the 

“value-action gap” or “concern-behavior gap” (Blake 1999; Tam and Chan 2017, 2018). A number of 

researchers have attempted to tackle this question empirically: What accounts for observed differences 

in pro-environmental behaviors among people who claim environmental values as important? Why 

will one person who claims environmental values recycle, avoid air travel, and donate money to 

environmental causes when another does not? To explain why individuals who express the same values 

engage in pro-environmental behaviors at different rates, environmental sociologists have argued that 

environmental beliefs, regarding which kinds of people or things are threatened by environmental 

problems and how individual actions might lessen threats to valued persons or things, mediate the 

linkage between values and action. I have argued that, insofar as VBN theory “makes the causal effect 

of belief on action exclusively a matter of deductive logic from ideas” (Strand and Lizardo 2015:47), 

it departs from contemporary understandings of how cultural content motivates action. 

 I have offered an alternative model for understanding the linkage between pro-environmental 

values and pro-environmental behavior by integrating identity theory with insights from relational 

sociology. Following theorists in social psychology, I call for reconceptualizing values as “value-

identities” that indicate the centrality or prominence of a given value to the individual’s self-

understanding. Drawing upon relational sociologists, I argue that environmental concern and 

associated concepts such as “environmentalist value-identity” should not be treated as unified 

concepts with a common meaning within a whole population, nor should they be measured in isolation 

from other potentially relevant cultural elements. I use these insights to explain variation in the value-

action gap across schematic communities — that is, the value-action gap varies according to the ways 

that people organize environmental value-identities in relation to a set of alternative value-identities 

competing for prioritization. For individuals who claim a highly prominent environmentalist value-

identity, the average effect of environmentalist value-identity on pro-environmental behaviors is 
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significantly larger for individuals who strongly couple environmentalist value-identity with social-

mindedness and define environmentalist value-identity as incompatible with the competing value-

identities of security, traditionalism, self-pleasure, and materialism. 

The relational methodologies I use may be adopted in research on cultural content within 

environmental sociology more generally. Schwartz (1992) originally analyzed Pearson correlation 

matrices of respondents’ assessments of the importance of values using Smallest Space Analysis, which 

represents variables as points within a multidimensional space depending upon their relative frequency 

of co-selection. Other researchers have replicated Schwartz’s findings by using methodologies that 

identify linear dependencies between sets of variables or explain correlations among a set of variables 

in terms of a limited set of unobserved variables (e.g., Dobewall and Strack 2013). Although the use 

of these methodologies is justifiable, they also have potential shortcomings. Specifically, they exploit 

the duality of cases and variables (Breiger 2009) in a way such that they represent the relationships 

among variables or investigate how individuals conform to dominant patterns in the aggregate but 

ignore heterogeneity that exists among the cases (Goldberg 2011). Consequently, practitioners of these 

methods tend to sidestep the question of how and whether individuals deviate from patterns that exist 

in the aggregate and disregard the consequences such deviation has for social action. Relational 

methodologies such as CCA promise to bring new insights to analysis of values in environmental 

sociology because they can parsimoniously represent differences in how respondents meaningfully 

interpret environmental concern in relation to other cultural elements. This meaning-centric approach 

offers a shift from an understanding of pro-environmental behaviors being grounded in internalized 

norms that constrain action (Stern et al. 1999) to a conceptualization of pro-environmental behaviors 

as driven by individuals’ position-contingent anticipations of how their actions meaningfully conform 

to the expectations of themselves and others (Swidler 2001; Martin 2011). 
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Future research should address whether these findings hold for other pro-environmental 

behaviors, such as recycling, composting, diminishing one’s greenhouse gas production through 

reducing travel or using low-emission modes of transportation, adopting a vegetarian diet, or making 

consumption decisions oriented toward conserving natural resources. Future research should also 

extend this approach to nations beyond the United States, especially non-Western nations, to 

investigate cross-cultural variation in terms of which identity schemas are available and in use. 

 

Contributions to Identity Theory 

Stryker and Stryker (2016:51) call for work that seeks to “cross-fertilize theory and research in the 

social psychology of identity with theory and research in the sociology of culture.” This research 

accomplishes this in multiple ways. First, I bring the study of self-structures into conversation with 

the concept of schematic similarity (Goldberg 2011; Boutyline 2017). The idea that individuals have 

multiple identities has its roots in the research and theorizing of social psychology’s pioneers (James 

1890; Mead 1934). This idea has been further developed within identity theory, in which social 

psychologists measure the differential prominence and salience of identities in individuals’ self-

structures and theorize that the organization of identities within an individual’s self-structure shapes 

motivations and social action. The concept of the self-structure suggests that individuals develop and 

use an internally organized set of differentially prominent or salient identities. Schematic similarity 

suggests that there is some benefit in conceptually and operationally measuring similarities in the 

organization of self-structures across individuals. Social psychologists should consider established 

network-analytic methodologies, CCA among them, to model and represent self-structures in 

relational terms and to identify common principles that people use to organize their self-structures. I 

use the concept of identity schema to connote similar understandings among respondents with respect 

to how they organize their self-structures. As a method, CCA enables researchers to identify distinctive 
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classes of individual based upon cultural similarities that crosscut conventional sociodemographic 

variables. 

Second, this article advances theorizing in identity-action and value-action gaps. Such gaps 

occur when there are observable differences in individuals’ adoption of a specific identity or value and 

their participation in behaviors that analysts anticipate should be associated with that identity or value. 

Although my work concerns the well-known gap in environmental values and pro-environmental 

behaviors, recent research in social psychology addresses other such gaps. Previous theorists have 

explained identity-action gaps by invoking identity standards — that is, individuals have varying ideas 

regarding the set of behavioral expectations associated with a given identity. For example, Cantwell 

(2011) argues that individuals who perceive a more limited set of identity meanings pertinent to the 

student identity (e.g., studious or hardworking) experience more intense emotion following poor 

academic performance and were more likely to respond by altering related behaviors (e.g., by studying 

longer) than those with more dispersed sets of identity meanings. Collett, Vercel, and Boykin 

(2015:348) argue that fathers who develop more specific and clearly articulated identity standards — 

rather than vague identity standards such as “being there” — are more likely to provide “program-

level standards of behavior associated with those meanings” such as bathing and feeding children.  

Whereas previous research explicitly measured and detailed differences in interpretations 

among respondents, I instead exploit relational methodologies to indicate divergences in individuals’ 

understandings of the meaning of environmentalist value-identity in relation to competing value-

identities. Although identity theorists have recognized that the meaning of a given identity is 

contextual in nature (Smith-Lovin 2007), they have not yet developed systematic ways of measuring 

differences in how individuals interpret identities. Offering an existing set of conceptual and 

methodological tools, relational sociologists posit that the meaning of a given cultural element, such 

as environmentalist value-identity, depends upon its position within a larger organization of alternative 
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cultural elements (Mohr 1998). For example, insofar the individuals using a SD/OD schema tend to 

see “traditionalist” and “environmentalist” as compatible or complementary identities and individuals 

using a U/EC schema tend to see them as incompatible, we can say that individuals using these 

schemas have discrepant interpretations — and potentially different identity standards — regarding 

the meaning of environmentalist as a value-identity. It is plausible that individuals with different 

identity schemas likewise have differing ideas regarding whether two distinctive identities place 

incongruous demands on their behavior. These insights could prove generally useful in theorizing 

identity. For instance, consider identity conflict, which occurs when individuals’ ideal self-images 

provide incompatible self-standards and personal norms (Hirsh and Kang 2015).  

Accordingly, this article illustrates how relational methodologies can be leveraged to better 

understand how cultural meanings affect the strength of the linkage between identities and social 

action. I have offered two possible mechanisms to explain why the U/EC schema outperforms 

alternative identity schemas in terms of influencing the magnitude of the relationship between 

environmentalist value-identity and pro-environmental behaviors. The first mechanism relies upon 

the internal organization of identities within the self-structure. It seems plausible that the relationship 

of prominent or salient identities and social action becomes stronger when the identity helps constitute 

the polar structure of an identity schema. The second relies upon the organization of identities in 

relation to a set of exogenous social-structural variables: Does the adoption of an identity within a 

schematic community correspond to greater levels of variation with respect to a set of social identities, 

such as gender, race, education, or age? Future research could strive to identify social contexts in which 

these two conditions are isolated so as to determine their independent effects. Alternatively, future 

research could formalize the measurement of these mechanisms in conjunction with hierarchical linear 

models that treat schematic communities as level-two aggregate units so as to systematically investigate 

how differences in identity schemas’ relational organization contribute to differences in outcomes 
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across schematic communities. Following Collett, Vercel, and Boykin (2015), future research should 

also investigate the extent to which different identity schemas are associated with different identity 

standards and expectations for behavior for specific identities. These opportunities suggest that 

relational theorizing of the self-structure will be a fruitful avenue through which to pursue more robust 

explanations of the linkage between identity and action. 
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Table 1. Description of Value-Identity Variables  
 
Self-expression 

 
It is important to this person to think up new ideas and be creative; to do 
things one’s own way.  
 

Materialism It is important to this person to be rich; to have a lot of money and 
expensive things.  
 

Security Living in secure surroundings is important to this person; to avoid 
anything that might be dangerous.  
 

Self-pleasure It is important to this person to have a good time; to “spoil” oneself.  
 

Social-mindedness It is important to this person to do something for the good of society.  
 

Self-achievement Being very successful is important to this person; to have people recognize 
one’s achievements.  
 

Stimulation Adventure and taking risks are important to this person; to have an 
exciting life.  
 

Social conformity It is important to this person to always behave properly; to avoid doing 
anything people would say is wrong. 
 

Environmentalism Looking after the environment is important to this person; to care for 
nature and save life resources.  
 

Traditionalism Tradition is important to this person; to follow the customs handed down 
by one’s religion or family.  
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics 

 N mean sd min max 
Dependent Variables      
Give money to environmental cause 2207 .187585 .3904689 0 1 
Active member of environmental org 2190 .0479452 .2136991 0 1 
Member of environmental org 2190 .1762557 .3811246 0 1 
Participated in environmental protest 2202 .058129 .2340403 0 1 
 
Control Variables      
Male  2232 .4856631 .4999064 0 1 
White 2232 .7226703 .447781 0 1 
Age 2232 48.90591 16.90557 18 93 
College 2232 .3767921 .4846907 0 1 
Income 2168 5.165129 1.914037 1 10 
      
Identity Variables      
Environmentalism 2193 3.044688 1.279688 0 5 
Self-expression 2199 2.967258 1.263983 0 5 
Materialism 2197 1.412381 1.17394 0 5 
Security 2196 3.294627 1.228807 0 5 
Self-pleasure 2194 1.948496 1.306126 0 5 
Social-mindedness 2184 3.269689 1.142634 0 5 
Self-achievement 2196 2.437158 1.369091 0 5 
Stimulation 2189 1.989493 1.330413 0 5 
Social conformity 2185 2.980778 1.329641 0 5 
Traditionalism 2195 2.974032 1.399231 0 5 
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Figure 1. Correlation Networks of Identity Schemas 
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Figure 2. Delta Correlations Analysis 
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Figure 3. Average Delta Correlation for Environmentalist Value-Identity across Schematic Communities 
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Table 3. Logistic Regression Estimates of the Effects of Environmentalist Value-Identity on Pro-Environmental Behaviors 
 

 Give Money Member of Organization Member of Organization 
(Active) 

Environmental Protest 

 Model 1a Model 
1b 

Model 
1c 

Model 2a Model 
2b 

Model 
2c 

Model 
3a 

Model 
3b 

Model 
3c 

Model 
4a 

Model 
4b 

Model 
4c 

 U/EC O/U SD/OD U/EC O/U SD/OD U/EC O/U SD/OD U/EC O/U SD/OD 
             
male -0.099 -0.205 -0.125 -0.036 -0.050 0.029 0.601* -0.314 0.033 -0.041 -0.200 0.077 
 (0.18) (0.23) (0.26) (0.19) (0.22) (0.28) (0.30) (0.47) (0.55) (0.30) (0.36) (0.55) 
white -0.268 0.110 -0.040 -0.414* -0.230 -0.784* -0.268 0.767 -0.579 -0.534+ -1.135** -0.419 
 (0.20) (0.26) (0.31) (0.21) (0.25) (0.31) (0.32) (0.65) (0.54) (0.30) (0.36) (0.44) 
age 0.013* 0.016* 0.011 0.012* 0.017* 0.013 0.008 0.029+ 0.016 -0.019* -0.023* -0.057** 
 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02) 
college 0.328+ 0.688** 0.143 0.058 0.417+ 0.394 0.284 0.541 0.695 -0.112 0.753+ -0.889 
 (0.19) (0.25) (0.29) (0.19) (0.24) (0.28) (0.30) (0.52) (0.52) (0.30) (0.40) (0.70) 
income 0.245*** 0.114+ 0.206** 0.082 0.032 0.049 0.058 0.116 0.134 -0.000 0.051 0.201 
 (0.05) (0.06) (0.07) (0.05) (0.06) (0.07) (0.08) (0.11) (0.14) (0.08) (0.09) (0.16) 
enviro value-
identity 0.821*** 0.523*** 0.799*** 0.830*** 0.651*** 0.526*** 1.309*** 0.828*** 0.707* 0.795*** 0.774*** 1.002*** 
 (0.08) (0.10) (0.13) (0.09) (0.11) (0.12) (0.20) (0.22) (0.33) (0.15) (0.18) (0.25) 
constant 

-5.752*** 
-
5.091*** 

-
6.164*** -4.922*** 

-
4.706*** 

-
4.290*** 

-
8.588*** 

-
9.073*** 

-
7.592*** 

-
4.225*** 

-
4.289*** -4.961** 

 (0.58) (0.68) (0.91) (0.59) (0.66) (0.83) (1.18) (1.65) (1.99) (0.88) (0.98) (1.70) 
             
n 2017   2008   2008   2016   
             
log-likelihood -830.93658  -815.39976  -312.51321  -360.93929  
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Figure 4. Predicted Probabilities of Environmentalist Value-Identity on Pro-Environmental Behaviors 
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Table 4. Cross-Model Comparisons of 𝑨𝑫𝑪𝑬𝑽𝑰  
 

 Environmental Protest   Member of Environmental Organization (Active) 
     
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3   Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
 U/EC O/U SD/OD   U/EC O/U SD/OD 
         

𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼 0.044*** 0.039*** 0.033***  𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼 0.070*** 0.029*** 0.019+ 
 (0.009) (0.011) (0.010)   (0.010) (0.010) (0.010) 
         
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3   Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
         

Model 1  0.005 0.011  Model 1  0.041** 0.051*** 
U/EC  (0.014) (0.013)  U/EC  (0.014) (0.014) 

         
Model 2 0.005  0.005  Model 2 0.041**  0.010 

O/U (0.014)  (0.014)  O/U (0.014)  (0.014) 
         

Model 3 0.011 0.005   Model 3 0.051*** 0.010  
SD/OD (0.013) (0.014)   SD/OD (0.014) (0.014)  

         
 Member of Environmental Organization   Give Money to Environmental Cause 
     
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3   Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
 U/EC O/U SD/OD   U/EC O/U SD/OD 
         

𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼 0.117*** 0.088*** 0.053***  𝐴𝐷𝐶𝐸𝑉𝐼 0.122*** 0.066*** 0.088*** 
 (0.010) (0.014) (0.013)   (0.010) (0.012) (0.013) 
         
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3   Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 
         

Model 1  0.028 0.064***  Model 1  0.056*** 0.034* 
U/EC  (0.017) (0.016)  U/EC  (0.016) (0.016) 

         
Model 2 0.028  0.036+  Model 2 0.056***  0.022 

O/U (0.017)  (0.019)  O/U (0.016)  (0.018) 
         

Model 3 0.064*** 0.036+   Model 3 0.034* 0.022  
SD/OD (0.016) (0.019)   SD/OD (0.016) (0.018)  
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Figure 5. Graphic Representation of Discrete Change over Representative Values 
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APPENDIX B. TASTE BOUNDARIES AND  
FRIENDSHIP PREFERENCES: INSIGHTS  

FROM THE FORMALIST APPROACH 
 
Most research on cultural tastes studies how differences in taste correspond to differences in 
membership in social groups. I discuss the virtues of an alternative approach that investigates how 
endogenous boundaries of tastes correspond to patterns of social interaction and/or discursive 
symbolic boundaries that people use to connote moral-aesthetic worth. This formalist approach 
conceptually and operationally defines individuals’ personal tastes in terms of the formal properties 
they obtain via their interface with a global structure of tastes. Employing OLS regression models on 
1993 General Social Survey data, I study how definitions of friendship vary in accordance with two 
formal properties of taste: (1) the relative popularity of respondents’ preferred genres and (2) the non-
redundancy of respondents’ preferred genres within a larger distribution of tastes. I find that 
individuals who prefer genres that are otherwise disconnected in the aggregate rank creativity as an 
important quality in friends, whereas individuals who prefer genres that are disliked by others rank 
intelligence as an important quality in friends. These results suggest that people translate the formal 
properties of their positions in larger distributions or networks of taste into content-laden categories 
of evaluation. 
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Taste Boundaries and Friendship Preferences: Insights from the Formalist Approach 

 

1. Introduction  

The publication of Distinction (Bourdieu 1984) inspired an enormously productive literature on the 

association of persons’ sociodemographic characteristics and cultural tastes. In this literature, social 

scientists study how members of social groups compete over which patterns of taste will define those 

groups. As the struggle over cultural ownership persists, each pattern of taste acquires a distinctive 

meaning by virtue of its relative associations (and/or lack of associations) with social groups, such 

that — for example — the musical genres rap and gospel become “black” (Bryson 1996), preferences 

for putatively “highbrow” forms of culture become feminized (Christin 2012), and “omnivorous” 

preferences for diverse assortments of cultural goods and leisure activities suggest membership in one 

of a set of highly educated occupational groups (Peterson 1992). In this sense, Bourdieu offers a 

framework for studying the “competitive dynamics among members of audiences who occupy 

different [social-structural] positions for exclusive ways to define what it is to be a member of that 

position through unique consumption profiles” (Lizardo 2009:141). 

Recent research points to an alternative, but no less promising, direction for extending 

Bourdieu’s work on tastes. Rather than focusing on tastes’ relative associations with social groups, this 

literature emphasizes how specific patterns of taste retrieve meaning by virtue of their “location” in a 

larger distribution or network of tastes (Lieberson 2000; Kaufman 2004). Given their relational 

connection to other tastes within a larger “ecology” of tastes, specific patterns of taste preference 

acquire a set of formal properties (Lizardo 2018). Research in this school pertains to how individuals 

confer distinctive social meanings upon tastes based upon these formal properties. Both Lizardo 

(2006) and Lewis and Kaufman (2018) theorize that tastes derive a meaning from their relative 

popularity in the aggregate. Pachucki and Breiger (2010) argue in favor of understanding the meaning 
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of cultural objects in terms of their proximity to patterned absences within a larger set of cultural 

relations. Lizardo (2014) reinterprets cultural omnivorousness in purely formalist terms as the non-

redundancy of an individual’s cultural selections, given their connections in a network of cultural 

affiliations. Puetz (2017) illustrates how position-takings within a field of cultural evaluation retrieve 

their meaning in relation to network-related processes of closure, brokerage, and disavowal. Taken 

together, these sociologists offer a distinctly Simmelian and explicitly formalist reimagination of 

Bourdieu’s project. 

These comprise two distinctive approaches to conceptualizing and studying taste boundaries, 

which, respectively, I characterize in ideal-typical terms as a social-groups model and a formalist model. 

Although these approaches share a common theoretical foundation, they diverge in at least two 

significant respects. First, the social-groups model focuses upon exogenous boundaries (i.e., how 

differences in taste correspond to differences in membership in social-structural categories), whereas 

the formalist approach studies endogenous boundaries (i.e., the boundary elements inherent to some taste 

pattern12 that exist due to that pattern’s relation to a larger distribution or network of tastes). Second, 

the social-groups model locates the origin of cultural meanings in structural equivalence (such that, for 

example, preference for “heavy metal” and preference for “opera” acquire divergent meanings because 

they tend to be selected by different audiences and in tandem with different genres), whereas the 

formalist approach locates the origin of cultural meanings in regular equivalence (such that, for example, 

preference for “heavy metal” and preference for “opera” acquire similar meanings because they 

occupy comparably marginal positions vis-à-vis other genres in the aggregate taste network). 

                                                 
12 Throughout this article, I use the term taste pattern as a catch-all term to generalize the multiple ways 
of conceptualizing cultural preferences that sociologists have identified as interesting. Accordingly, it 
may refer to preferences for specific goods or genres or to aspects of a “cultural ego-network” 
(Lizardo 2014) that contains the complete information of a person’s cultural preferences and 
aversions. 
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Historically, the social-groups model has dominated the literature on taste, perhaps because it 

lends itself readily to sociologists’ conventional concerns regarding dimensions of gendered, racial, 

and economic stratification. The relative lack of popularity of the formalist approach means that its 

insights have not been as widely exploited. I illustrate the usefulness of the formalist approach in 

relation to the study of how people form symbolic boundaries (Lamont 1992). A main contribution 

of the formalist literature thus far has been to show that formal properties of individuals’ cultural 

tastes shape patterns of social interaction among persons (Lizardo 2006; Lewis and Kaufman 2018). 

Drawing upon field-theoretical insights (Martin 2003), I argue that people likewise incorporate the 

boundaries implicit in patternings of taste into the cultural categories they use to define others’ moral 

character and intellectual worth. Accordingly, the (content-laden) categories of evaluation that people 

use to distinguish who is and who is not an appropriate friend at least partially derive from their 

experience of a set of (form-derived) implicit boundaries within fields of cultural consumption. 

I structure my argument in the following way: I first elaborate conceptual differences between 

the social-groups and formalist approaches. I then discuss how formalist insights (e.g., Bourdieu 1986; 

Lewis and Kaufman 2018; Lizardo 2006; Schultz and Breiger 2010; Sonnett 2004) offer a useful 

foundation for theorizing elective affinities between patterns of taste and definitions of friendship. I 

develop hypotheses regarding the association of definitions of friendship and two formal properties 

of tastes: (1) the relative popularity of respondents’ preferred genres and (2) the non-redundancy of 

respondents’ preferred genres within a larger distribution of tastes. Finally, I test these hypotheses 

using 1993 General Social Survey data. 

 

2. Social-groups versus formalist models of taste boundaries 

In this section, I elaborate two distinctive lines of research on cultural tastes: a social-groups model 

and a formalist model of taste boundaries. In many respects, the social-groups and formalist 
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approaches share a common explanation of how social positions and cultural tastes each acquire 

meaning in relation to one another. In each account, people use the larger social organization of tastes 

to retrieve a sense of self-identity (Bourdieu 1984). The global patterning of tastes offers a set of 

empirical regularities, according to which people organize their action. People internalize these 

regularities and pursue lines of action according to experience-derived “indices of the accessible and 

the inaccessible, of what is and is not ‘for us’” (Bourdieu 1990:64), either by conforming to one of 

numerous existing strategies for organizing tastes or by innovating new strategies aimed at 

transforming the relations of the field (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992). In this way, people leverage 

the global patterning of tastes to achieve a “sense of one’s place” — a field position (Martin 2011) — 

that pertains to where they belong in relation to others and develop preferences for cultural objects 

that define that position.  

 

2.1. The social-groups model 

The social-groups approach has its roots in the study of statistical associations of sets of social groups 

and sets of cultural objects (Bourdieu 1984). Analyses more or less concern the following question: 

To what extent do specific patterns of preference typify some social group relative to other such 

groups? Insofar as specific preferences or constellations of preferences become disproportionately 

associated with one group as opposed to competing groups, these linkages help constitute the social 

meanings of both the taste patterns/objects and the social groups (Lizardo and Skiles 2016). Indeed, 

Bourdieu argues that socially relevant groupings, such as classes and class fractions, achieve coherence 

and legitimacy through the competitive dynamics of cultural consumption, such that the preferential 

tendencies of groups become reified as “real” qualitative differences in the character of members of 

those groups. In this way, individuals’ positive evaluations of pictures of a cabbage or a gasworks 

become emblems of class membership in 1960s France (Bourdieu 1984), just as the simultaneous 
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appreciation of both classical and country music becomes a pattern of taste characteristic of educated 

persons in the contemporary United States (Peterson and Kern 1996). What is common among these 

analyses is that sociologists take patterns of tastes as mediating relationships between social groups, 

such that persons are conceptualized as using expressions of taste to convey their proximity to and 

distance from the social groups with which those tastes are associated (Bryson 1996, 1997; Lizardo 

and Skiles 2016). 

 

2.2. The formalist model 

In contrast, a formalist tradition (Erikson 2013) posits that cultural preferences offer a set of natural 

boundaries. In this account, every aesthetic judgment creates a “‘we’ … in the sense of establishing a 

presumption of like-mindedness with those of similar taste” (Martin 2011:203).13 As people confront 

each other’s aesthetic judgments, they experience either feelings of shared membership within an 

aesthetic community or feelings of divergence, of dissimilarity, of insurmountable difference in ways 

that crosscut the social groups that sociologists conventionally study (Wohl 2015). In network-analytic 

terms, it becomes possible to treat assessments of cultural objects/genres as a cultural affiliation 

network, with persons occupying the rows of the matrix and objects/genres occupying the columns, 

such that each cell in the matrix contains information regarding person x’s assessment of genre/object 

y. By virtue of her ratings of cultural objects/genres, each person occupies a unique position within 

this network of cultural affiliations, and it becomes possible to characterize each person’s “cultural 

                                                 
13 This idea has its roots in classical work in sociology. Simmel (1957:544) offered some initial formalist 
insights in his essay on fashion, in which he argued that tastes serve a double function “which consists 
in revolving within a given circle and at the same time emphasizing it as separate from others” — that 
is, the simultaneous creation of an ingroup and outgroup. Accordingly, persons’ cultural preferences 
dually convey their “union with those in the same class, the uniformity of a circle characterized by it, 
and, uno actu, the exclusion of all other groups.” 
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ego-network” in terms of the network-analytic properties it obtains through its interface with the 

global structure of preferences (Lizardo 2014). From this perspective, purely formal properties of 

cultural tastes — their “breadth and inclusiveness” (Sonnett 2004) or their generalized or restricted 

popularity (Lizardo 2006) — lend them an inherent semiotic character that exists independent of their 

association with social groups.  

  

2.3. Conceptual differences  

Generally speaking, social-groups and formalist approaches diverge in how they conceive field 

position, with the former literature defining position in terms of individuals’ memberships in 

conventional categories of social group and the latter instead treating formal properties of taste 

patterns as indicating something about the nature of these positions. In this section, I elaborate two 

theoretical differences that follow from this initial difference: (1) their conceptual treatment of taste 

boundaries in either exogenous or endogenous terms and (2) their reliance upon structural equivalence 

versus regular equivalence as the operative principles through which taste patterns acquire meaning. 

 

2.3.1. Exogenous versus endogenous boundaries 

The social-groups approach concerns the question of how the distribution of tastes varies across 

social-structural categories within a population. For instance, Bourdieu (1984:56) points to differences 

in taste as “perhaps the strongest barriers between the classes,” such that the differential consumption 

of cultural objects among social classes meaningfully constitutes the boundaries between these groups. 

Those who pursue this line of research analytically highlight how cultural differences reinforce and 

reaffirm (or, conversely, span and reconcile) conventional distinctions among sociodemographic 

categories such as class (often measured via indicators such as occupation or education), gender, race, 

and age. This analytical focus means that researchers measure taste boundaries only in relation to their 
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correspondence with membership in social-structural categories. Referencing social-structural 

phenomena external to the social organization of tastes, the taste boundaries that social-groups 

theorists study are exogenous.14  

 The formalist approach, in contrast, aims to measure taste boundaries that are endogenous in 

character — that is, boundaries that exist in reference to a patterned set of taste relations in and of 

themselves. Thus, formalist researchers measure cultural tastes in terms of their frequency of 

occurrence within a local setting (Lewis and Kaufman 2018), the “decisiveness” with which persons 

articulate their preferences (Sonnett 2004), or the capacity of a person’s tastes to span relational 

“holes” in the aggregate structure of taste (Lizardo 2014). If we can quantitatively measure tastes’ 

boundary properties in purely endogenous terms, then it becomes possible to analytically distinguish 

how some pattern of taste derives its meaning from its placement within a larger internal organization 

of tastes versus its associations or homologies with social-structural categories. The ultimate goal of 

this approach is to illustrate that formal properties of taste patterns offer “endogenous meanings” that 

exist independently of the influence of social-structural phenomena (Lewis and Kaufman 2018:1690). 

 

2.3.2. Structural versus regular equivalence 

The social-groups approach suggests that there exists a duality of social groups and cultural tastes, 

such that social groups acquire their meaning in relation to the cultural genres that they prefer and 

cultural genres acquire their meaning based upon which groups comprise their primary consumers. 

This idea is perhaps most elegantly illustrated in Bourdieu’s work. Using multiple correspondence 

                                                 
14 This is problematic insofar as sociodemographic indicators of field position correspond imperfectly 
to field participants’ sense of where boundaries actually lie (Puetz 2017). For this reason, the social-
groups model threatens to substitute persons’ subjectively valid understandings of where boundaries 
lie in the field in favor of etic categories such as class. 
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analysis (MCA), Bourdieu (1984) plots the location of both individuals and their preferred cultural 

objects within a multidimensional space, such that the location of individuals vis-à-vis one another is 

determined by their relative association with cultural objects and vice versa. Observing the relative 

closeness or distance of entities within the multidimensional Euclidean space of the correspondence 

analysis plot, we can determine the extent to which persons, the social groups to which they belong, 

and the cultural goods they enjoy share similar meanings. Using network-analytic terminology, we 

might say that the social-group model understands entities’ meanings as deriving from their departures 

from structural equivalence (White, Boorman, and Breiger 1976). Thus, the meaning of “teachers” and 

“engineers” as social groups stems from the totality of differences in the contents of their tastes, 

whereas the meanings of “opera” and “heavy metal” stems from the totality of differences in terms 

of which social groups express preference for them. 

The formalist approach draws upon Simmel’s idea that social phenomena may inspire similar 

interpretations even in instances where they differ in terms of cultural content because they share 

common formal features (Simmel 1971). Let us imagine two individuals, one who likes opera and one 

who likes heavy metal. Using Bourdieu’s preferred method of MCA, we would place these individuals 

in drastically different locations of the field due to the relative dearth of respondents who prefer both 

opera and heavy metal. Although opera and heavy metal are far from structurally equivalent, these 

genres feature some formal similarities in that each is relatively unpopular in the aggregate. In other 

words, whatever their differences in terms of who enjoys them, opera and heavy metal might plausibly 

acquire comparable meanings because they share a similarly marginal position within the distribution 

of tastes. Thus, preference for opera and preference for heavy metal exemplify something more akin 

to the principle of regular equivalence (White and Reitz 1983), such that the meaning of these tastes 

derives from their conformity to some formal regularity in the overall network of taste relations. 

Insofar as we anticipate that opera fans and heavy metal fans will adopt similar strategies of boundary-
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work by virtue of their preferred genres’ relative lack of popularity, we should adopt a method that 

allows measurement of formal resemblances in patternings of taste while abstracting away content. 

 

3. Investigating the meaning of friendship 

To illustrate the analytical benefits of the formalist approach, I perform an analysis of the relationship 

between formal properties of persons’ tastes and the way those persons meaningfully define 

friendship. Previous research on cultural tastes and definitions of friendship has adopted the social-

groups approach. In Distinction, Bourdieu (1984) illustrates that class membership predicts both 

cultural consumption and preferences for friends, such that, for example, higher-education teachers 

disproportionately prefer The Well-Tempered Clavier and desire artistic friends whereas craftsmen 

disproportionately enjoy The Blue Danube and want conscientious friends. Bourdieu does not 

empirically examine the relationship between tastes and preferences for friendship but instead 

provides evidence of their mutual association with specific class fractions. This is because his ulterior 

motive in Distinction is to convey how both cultural tastes and preferences for friends have an 

underacknowledged class origin. This strategy has been subsequently adopted by other researchers 

studying tastes and friendship in tandem (e.g., Kane 2003).15 

In contrast, I show how the formal properties of individuals’ taste preferences acquire 

meanings independent from those tastes’ associations with social groups. As people use the social 

organization of tastes to leverage a sense of where they belong vis-à-vis others, they retrieve the 

underlying boundaries of the field and transform these into subjective heuristics regarding who is and 

who is not an appropriate friend. For this reason, we should anticipate that there exist elective affinities 

                                                 
15 In this respect, Lamont et al. (1996) represents a departure from the social-groups model, insofar as 
they study the direct association between “lifestyle” choices (i.e., tastes) and preferences for friends as 
“cultured,” though the authors do not offer formalist measurements of taste boundaries. 
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between persons’ tastes (as indicators of their field positions) and their definitions of friendship (as 

expressing their idea of where boundaries lie within the field). The formalist model promises to be a 

useful line of research for studying symbolic boundaries, or the distinctions people make regarding the 

moral-aesthetic worth of others (Lamont 1992). Insofar as persons translate the formal properties of 

taste patterns into meaningful contents, formal properties of tastes operate as “platforms” from which 

persons “make inferences with regard to the character, moral worth, and overall standing” of others 

(Lizardo 2018). 

Whereas the social-groups model posits that configurations of taste retrieve their meaning in 

relation to their relative proximity to and distance from a corresponding set of social groups, the 

formalist approach instead holds that specific patterns of taste become referenceable in and of 

themselves as positions that comprise a larger distribution of tastes (Puetz 2017). Accordingly, I 

measure cultural tastes in terms of their formal properties. Insofar as the formal properties of cultural 

tastes account for variation in friendship preferences beyond that accounted for by proxy indicators 

of social-group membership, we can be assured that cultural tastes have an independent association 

with definitions of friendship. An extant literature that features formalist conceptualizations of cultural 

tastes (Bourdieu 1986; Lewis and Kaufman 2018; Lizardo 2006, 2014, 2018; Schultz and Breiger 2010; 

Sonnett 2004) provides a promising foundation for theorizing elective affinities among formal 

properties of cultural tastes and definitions of friendship. I make hypotheses regarding two such 

formal properties: (1) the relative popularity of persons’ preferred genres and (2) the non-redundancy 

of persons’ preferred genres, given connections between those genres in the aggregate. 

 

3.1. Popularity 

The first formal property of a taste pattern I study is popularity. The idea that popularity shapes the 

meaning of cultural objects first appeared in Simmel’s (1957) essay on fashion, with Simmel suggesting 
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that the size of a given object’s audience matters for whether it can satisfy individuals’ goals of 

affiliating oneself with or distinguishing oneself from others (Lizardo 2018). Similarly, Bourdieu 

(1986:245) argues that the capacity of a cultural form to bestow distinction depends upon its relative 

popularity, such that an individual’s cultivated ability to appreciate it “derives a scarcity value from its 

position in the distribution of cultural capital.” In Distinction, Bourdieu (1984) argues that the relative 

unlikeliness of two people sharing a taste that is unpopular in the aggregate affords them opportunities 

to construct their mutual interest in positive affect-laden terms. In short, sociological theorists have 

long argued that people are sensitive to the relative frequency with which specific taste patterns appear 

and, furthermore, cultural preferences carry social meanings that depend upon how frequently people 

encounter them (Lewis and Kaufman 2018). 

 Sociologists of popular culture have tended to relate these insights to the consumption of 

consecrated genres. Lizardo (2006:784) theorized that popular cultural tastes are “more easily 

converted into weak-tie connections with heterogeneous others” and thus support efforts to span 

social boundaries. In contrast, legitimate tastes have historically operated as markers of status due to 

the efforts of cultural authorities to institutionalize and maintain a hierarchical differentiation between 

highbrow and popular forms (DiMaggio 1982). The relative difficulty of cultivating a knowledgeable 

appreciation for legitimate genres means that they are useful resources for constructing not only close, 

intimate social ties with others who share the same taste but also strong boundaries distinguishing 

genre-community insiders and outsiders. However, as Schultz and Breiger (2010:612) point out, “it is 

because highbrow culture is less widely consumed — not because it is more highly valued — that it 

promotes strong ties.” Accordingly, a formalist perspective should not treat restricted popularity as a 

property that belongs to legitimate cultural genres exclusively but, rather, one pertinent to any niche 

cultural object/genre regardless of its status in the cultural hierarchy. 
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Why should we expect that the popularity of one’s preferred cultural genres will be associated 

with which symbolic boundaries a person draws? Drawing upon Simmel's work on fashion, Lizardo 

(2018) theorizes that a preference for popular objects can “become a ‘marker’ of the person in the 

eyes of others” such that a person who likes popular cultural objects is “seen as the ‘type’ that is 

attracted to the mundane and that which others have already adopted” — that is, a trend-follower or 

someone whose tastes are tediously ordinary. Conversely, a person who likes unpopular genres could 

paint himself as aesthetically superior, as more cultured, intelligent, and/or discerning compared to 

those with mass tastes.16 Formalist theorists have shown that having unpopular tastes is unlikely to 

provide the individual with cultural resources that can be used to create weak-tie connections to others 

but does helps the individual to maintain and reinforce social boundaries in patterns of interaction 

(Lizardo 2006). Likewise, it is reasonable to expect that preference for less popular genres will be 

associated with drawing aesthetics-related symbolic boundaries. Accordingly, I anticipate that 

preference for less popular musical genres will be positively associated with demands that friends be 

cultured, intelligent, interesting and/or creative: 

Popularity hypothesis: Respondents who prefer genres that are less popular in the aggregate will make more 

aesthetics-related boundaries in defining who is an appropriate friend. 

 

3.2. Non-redundancy  

The next formal property I study is the non-redundancy of persons’ cultural selections. For much of 

the 20th century, sociologists understood the prevailing cultural hierarchy as an opposition between 

“high culture” and “mass tastes” (Gans 1974). However, there has been a conceptual shift in recent 

                                                 
16 … whereas others in the field may characterize him in more negative terms as pretentious, 
contrarian, or snobbish. 
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decades that reframes the main axis of cultural stratification in terms of an opposition between persons 

with high and low cultural tolerance (Peterson 1992; Peterson and Kern 1996). As such, there has 

been recent interest in studying the extent to which persons’ tastes span conventional boundaries. 

Although the concept of cultural omnivorousness began in social-groups research, the basic idea has 

been rearticulated in formalist terms as the non-redundancy of a person’s cultural preferences given 

the overlap of the preferred genres’ audiences (Lizardo 2014). Consider two hypothetical persons who 

express preference for two music genres: one who likes country and bluegrass in conjunction and 

another who enjoys country and classical. Whereas preference for country and bluegrass are positively 

correlated in the aggregate, preference for country and classical are negatively correlated. We may thus 

intuit that the tastes of the individual who likes country and classical, as two highly disconnected genres 

in terms of audience overlap, are less redundant than her counterpart. 

How should we expect the non-redundancy of one’s preferred cultural genres to influence 

which symbolic boundaries a person uses? The cultural omnivorousness literature suggests some 

promising directions. Cultural omnivorousness as a dispositional tendency has been theorized to have 

a double-edged relationship with boundaries. In one respect, having a diverse set of tastes is congruent 

with a democratic ideology “connected to normative conceptions and populist ideals of the United 

States as a classless, multicultural society,” where individuals of all social milieus “have equal 

opportunities for socioeconomic and cultural advancement” (Johnston and Baumann 2007: 172). 

Through this lens, omnivorousness represents a generalized practical disposition against boundary 

formation that, because it is transposable across multiple social domains, applies both to cultural 

consumption and the construction of personal relationships (Saito 2011). We therefore might 

reasonably expect that persons’ broadening of their repertoires of taste should be accompanied by 

setting fewer restrictions on what are desirable or appropriate qualities for a friend: 
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Boundary-averse non-redundancy hypothesis: Because less redundant tastes potentially indicate a respondent’s 

aversion to social boundaries, persons with less redundant tastes will make fewer aesthetics-related boundaries 

in defining who is an appropriate friend. 

 

From a different perspective, cultural omnivorousness represents a reshuffling rather than dismantling 

of social boundaries. “Omnivores are not necessarily less status seeking” than their counterparts; 

rather, omnivores seek status in “newly selective ways” (Johnston and Baumann 2007:168). In this 

account, cultural inclusiveness and tolerance become markers of moral-aesthetic worth and a means 

of reasserting cultural hierarchy that is justifiable in accordance with the prevailing meritocratic 

ideology. Insofar as omnivorousness remains a signal of social distinction, we might reasonably expect 

that those who evince an omnivorous disposition will define themselves as morally and culturally 

superior to those with less varied — or more “provincial” or “insular” — tastes and that these moral-

aesthetic boundaries will be reaffirmed in boundary-spanners’ definitions of friendship: 

Boundary-fortifying non-redundancy hypothesis: Because less redundant tastes connote a high-status moral-

aesthetic disposition, persons with less redundant tastes make more aesthetics-related boundaries in defining who 

is an appropriate friend. 

 

4. Data and measures 

To test these hypotheses, I use 1993 General Social Survey (GSS) data. Today, the National Opinion 

Research Center administers the GSS on a biannual basis to a nationally representative sample of 

English-speaking American adults. Cultural sociologists have previously used the 1993 GSS to study 

tastes (Bryson 1996; Goldberg 2011; Peterson and Kern 1996; Schultz and Breiger 2010) and cultural 

definitions of friendship (Marsden and Swingle 1994; Lamont et al. 1996; Kane 2003). Although this 

dataset is now dated, it remains the standard-bearer in terms of public datasets containing information 
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on tastes. Having been used in a vast number of studies on cultural taste, these data also offer the 

opportunity to show how a formalist approach can wring new insights from even the most-frequented 

datasets. 

 

4.1. Dependent variables 

Preferred qualities of friendship. The 1993 GSS contains seven questions that focus upon how respondents 

define friendship as a cultural category. The survey reads: “I'm going to read seven qualities one might 

look for in a personal friend. All of the qualities may be desirable ones for a personal friend, but I'm 

interested in those that are most important to you. As I read each one, could you tell me whether it is 

extremely important, very important, fairly important, not too important, or not at all important.” The 

survey instrument then lists seven qualities for evaluation: creative, cultured, dynamic, fun-loving, 

honest, intelligent, and responsible. I measure preferences for friendship in two ways: (1) individuals’ 

general proclivity for boundary formation in definitions of friendship and (2) individuals’ selection of 

specific criteria. To measure the respondent’s general proclivity for boundary-making, I generate an 

additive count variable indicating the total number of friendship criteria that the respondent identifies 

as “very important” or “extremely important.” To measure how the respondent considers the 

importance of each criterion, I invert the scales, such that the respondents’ rankings of the importance 

of each friendship criterion may be measured from 0 (“not at all important”) to 4 (“extremely 

important”).  

 

4.2. Taste variables 

The 1993 GSS asks respondents to evaluate their preference for 18 distinct genres: big band, bluegrass, 

blues/R&B, classical, contemporary rock/pop, country/Western, easy listening, folk, gospel, heavy 

metal, jazz, Latin/salsa, musicals, new age, oldies, opera, rap, and reggae. Respondents may 
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characterize their taste as liking the genre very much, liking the genre, neither liking nor disliking the 

genre, disliking the genre, disliking the genre very much, or not knowing much about the genre.  

Popularity score. To measure the relative popularity of musical genres, I calculated the proportion 

of respondents who reported either “disliking” each genre or “disliking” it “very much.” Of the 

musical genres in the survey, country/Western received the fewest rejections (14.5% of all 

respondents) while heavy metal received the most (72.6% of all respondents). For each respondent, I 

then created a composite index by calculating the mean proportion of dislikes for the genres he or she 

“liked” or “liked very much.” For instance, someone who expressed a preference for rap (proportion 

of dislikes = 0.65) and classical (proportion of dislikes = 0.25) and no other genres would receive a 

composite score of 0.45. Essentially, this composite index measures the proportion of respondents in 

the sample who view each of the respondent’s favored genres in negative terms, divided by the total 

number of genres the respondent enjoys. In Sub-Appendix B2, I perform analyses with alternative 

operationalizations of popularity as a robustness check. 

Non-redundancy score. To calculate the non-redundancy of respondents’ musical selection, I use 

Lizardo’s formalist measure of cultural omnivorousness. Lizardo suggests measuring cultural 

omnivorousness in terms of the structural position of the respondent within a cultural network. He 

argues that measures of omnivorousness should account for the level of redundancy among the 

audience members of musical genres and thereby measure the extent to which the respondent operates 

as a boundary-spanner between cultural forms that do not share audiences. Lizardo (2014) measures 

what he calls “cultural network efficiency” using the following equation: 

𝐶𝑁𝐸𝑖 =  
∑𝑗∈𝑁(𝑖)  [𝑎𝑖𝑗 − ( 1

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗 − 1 ∑ 𝑐𝑗𝑘
min (𝑐𝑗𝑗, 𝑐𝑘𝑘)

𝑘≠𝑗
𝑘∈𝑁(𝑖) )]

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗
 

Essentially, this equation represents an extension of Burt’s (1992) measure of network efficiency to 

two-mode data. In Lizardo’s notation, N(i) represents the whole set of genres selected by respondent 
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i, aij represents respondent i's selection of genre j, cjk represents the number of persons that report 

liking both genres j and k in the aggregate, and cjj and ckk represent the total number of persons who 

report liking, respectively, genres j and k in the aggregate. The notation in the denominator 

communicates the total of genres respondent i enjoys, whereas the notation in the numerator 

communicates the total of genres respondent i enjoys but subtracts from this value, for each genre j, 

the average overlap of genre j with all other genres k selected by respondent i. Dividing the numerator 

by the denominator provides a measure of the “efficiency,” or the relative lack of redundancy, of each 

respondent’s pattern of selections. Persons who select genres with minimal overlap will receive 

efficiency scores approaching 1, whereas those who select redundant genres will receive efficiency 

scores approaching 0. Hence, individuals must make positive evaluations of at least two genres to 

receive a meaningful cultural network efficiency score. 

 

4.3. Control variables 

Previous research indicates that definitions of “friend” and “friendship” empirically vary in accordance 

with a multitude of status characteristics, including gender, racial membership, and age (Fox, Gibbs, 

and Auerbach 1985; Kane 2003; Vaquera and Kao 2008). I include a number of control variables to 

ensure that the associations between the taste scales and friendship variables are not spurious. These 

control variables include black (a dummy variable in which a value of 1 indicates the respondent is 

black), female (a dummy variable in which a value of 1 indicates the respondent is female), age, 

occupational prestige, education (measured as an interval variable), married (a dummy variable in 

which a value of 1 indicates married status), children (an interval variable), the size of the city where 

the respondent lives (logged), a measure of geographic mobility, and a set of dummy variables that 

indicate the region in which the respondent currently resides (with “Pacific” serving as the reference 

category). Descriptive statistics for all variables can be found in Table 1. 
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[Table 1] 

 

5. Analyses and interpretation 

My analyses include two types of dependent variable: (1) counts of the friendship criteria that the 

respondent acknowledges as very or extremely important and (2) respondents’ ratings of the 

importance of each friendship criterion. The first dependent variable is appropriate to measure using 

ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. Because the second type of dependent variable is ordinal, 

ordered logistic regression would ordinarily be the preferred regression technique. However, an 

assumption of the ordered logit model is that coefficients are the same for every value in the ordinal 

scale, such that the coefficient describes the effects of the independent variable on change from 0 to 

1 as effectively as it does 1 to 2 or 2 to 3. This is called the proportional odds or parallel regressions 

assumption (Long and Freese 2006). When the assumption of parallel regressions is violated, 

researchers should consider alternative models that do not impose the constraint of parallel 

regressions. One appealing way forward is to rescale the dependent variables into meaningful intervals 

such that categorical data with unequal spacing between values undergo a linear transformation and 

can be measured using OLS regression. 

 To complete this task, I use Alternating Least Squares Optimal Scaling (ALSOS). ALSOS 

transforms the values of an ordinal dependent variable relative to a set of predicted values obtained 

from a statistical model (Jacoby 1999, 2016).17 In this instance, the statistical model I used to create 

the scales was a baseline model containing all the control variables. Coefficients resulting from the 

transformed scales can be interpreted as though they were OLS estimates because the ALSOS 

rescaling procedure preserves the means and standard deviations of the untransformed variables. 

                                                 
17 I performed this task using Jacoby’s (2016) opscale package in R. 
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Graphs depicting the results of the rescaling can be found in Sub-Appendix B1. Previous studies using 

these data to analyze cultural boundaries in definitions of friendship have assumed that “adjacent 

categories in [the] dependent variable are equally spaced along an underlying continuous dimension” 

without empirically verifying that these assumptions are justified (Lamont et al. 1996:40). Because the 

optimal scaling procedure ensures that this assumption is met, my analyses represent an improvement 

in this respect. Where appropriate, I use robust standard errors to address issues associated with 

heteroskedasticity. Analysis of variance inflation factors indicated that collinearity was not an issue 

among my selected independent and control variables. 

 [Table 2] 

Table 2 relates OLS regression models related to the popularity and non-redundancy 

hypotheses. Model 1 features the count of total boundaries the respondent makes as the dependent 

variable, whereas Models 2 through 8 feature the respondent’s rating of the importance of specific 

friendship criteria as dependent variables. Placing both independent variables of interest in each model 

is a valuable exercise in that it enables us to analytically distinguish the independent effects of each 

formal property of taste on the boundary-work strategies of the respondents. 

First, I assess the popularity hypothesis that individuals whose preferred genres are less well-

liked in the aggregate will use more boundaries in their definitions of friendship. To check this 

proposition, my models test the effects of individuals’ scores on the popularity scale on the dependent 

variables. Again, the composite index I create measures the proportion of respondents in the sample 

who view each of the respondent’s favored genres in negative terms, divided by the total number of 

genres the respondent enjoys. In this scale, a score approaching 0 indicates that the respondent prefers 

musical genres that have few detractors in the aggregate and a score approaching 1 indicates that the 

respondent prefers musical genres that others tend to reject. I note that there is a positive association 

between respondents’ popularity index score and the number of friendship criteria they select as 
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important (Model 1, p < 0.05) such that an interval increase in the popularity scale results in the average 

respondent using 2.58 more boundaries in her definitions of friendship. This supports my hypothesis 

that respondents who prefer less popular genres will identify more friendship criteria as important. 

Examining the friendship criteria individually, I find positive associations between respondents’ 

popularity index score and their assessment of cultured (Model 3, p < 0.05) and intelligent (Model 7, 

p < 0.05) as important friendship criteria. As a person expresses preferences for musical genres that 

are more disliked in the aggregate, he or she tends to recognize being cultured and intelligence as 

important friendship criteria. Model 4 indicates a similar association with respondents’ assessment of 

dynamic as a friendship criterion (p < 0.10) but this relationship is only marginally significant. 

These results suggest that people are translating the “esoteric” and “exoteric” character of 

cultural forms with restricted popularity into their understandings of friendship (Fine 1987). To 

competently interpret niche cultural forms requires esoteric, domain-specific knowledge. This 

knowledge resembles a restricted code in that “the form of the social relation is based upon some 

extensive set of closely shared identifications by the members” (Bernstein 1964:61). At the same time, 

cultural objects with restricted popularity have an “exoteric” quality that emphasizes the absolute 

difference of consumers from non-consumers. “Conversations about relatively unpopular cultural 

goods … identify as outsiders those who do not command the required codes” (DiMaggio 1987:443), 

which allows consumption of these forms to serve as an efficient means of social exclusion. Within 

communities organized around such genres, members expect that others will convey their mastery of 

a common code and will render aesthetic judgments in a shared register. My results suggest that these 

expectations are echoed in the evaluative criteria by which members judge others’ fitness as friends, 

such that genre-community members use assessments such as “intelligent” and “cultured” to 

distinguish those inside and outside the genre community. This is congruent with research on cultural 

consumption within subcultural and genre communities that recognizes the emergence and 
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persistence of insider/outsider distinctions as a key empirical and theoretical concern (Abramson and 

Modzelewski 2011; Lena and Peterson 2008; Wohl 2015). 

 I also offered competing hypotheses regarding the association of non-redundancy and 

friendship preferences. One hypothesis is that non-redundancy within an individual’s cultural 

preferences represents one dimension of a more generalized aversion to established social boundaries 

and, accordingly, we should expect non-redundancy to be negatively associated with demands that a 

friend evince specific qualities. A second hypothesis is that non-redundancy, indicating a cultural 

disposition associated with high-status consumers, is linked to an increased use of moral-aesthetic 

boundaries in defining friendship. Respectively, these hypotheses paint two different pictures of 

individuals who span boundaries in the network of tastes: one as boundary-averse, the other as 

boundary-reinforcing. Table 2 also reports coefficients from OLS regression models related to the 

non-redundancy hypotheses. Having non-redundant tastes is associated with increases in respondents’ 

assessments of creative (Model 2, p < 0.05) and cultured (Model 3, p < 0.05) as important criteria for 

friendship. Model 5 also indicates that having non-redundant tastes is associated with decreases in 

respondents’ assessments of fun-loving (p < 0.10) as an important criterion for friendship, though this 

finding is only marginally significant. These results are congruent with the image of the cultural 

omnivore as redrawing cultural tastes to confer status upon themselves and suggest that omnivores’ 

putative commitment to democratic ideals is not translated into less restrictive expectations for 

friends. 

As a criterion for friendship, “creative” is associated with the spanning of non-redundant 

cultural genres. This is congruent with existing research on the cultural omnivore. Koppman (2016) 

illustrates that workers in creative industries confer evaluations of “creative” onto people with 

culturally omnivorous tastes. Specifically, she argues that people are designated as creative when their 

cultural preferences are “all over the place” because those tastes exemplify a lack of redundancy in the 
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aggregate. Those with non-redundant tastes also tend to value friends who are “cultured” but do not 

consider “fun-loving” an important quality for a friend to have. This, too, is congruent with the extant 

literature. Holt (1998) argues that omnivorous consumption is structured partially by a 

cosmopolitanism that incorporates cultural tastes and interests that are not only geographically but 

also racially and economically inclusive and that this radical inclusivity expresses that one is “cultured.” 

Similarly, boundary-spanners’ rejection of fun-loving as an important criterion for friendship can be 

explained by their aversion to autotelic pleasures — “the intrinsic enjoyment that results from the 

knowledgeable application of skills and talents with others who also enjoy the activity” — in favor of 

approaching leisure and consumption as a means to express one’s personal creativity and achievement 

(Holt 1998:18). 

  

6. Conclusion 

I have highlighted the analytical benefits of adopting a formalist approach to the study of cultural 

tastes. Where more conventional analyses of taste boundaries draw attention to the process by which 

social groups and cultural tastes mutually define one another, the formalist approach instead stresses 

how respondents’ tastes each acquire some unique meaning by virtue of their formal properties. I have 

discussed two analytical benefits of this approach. First, the formalist approach enables analysis of 

how discursive symbolic boundaries that people use to connote moral and intellectual worth 

correspond to the endogenous boundaries of the field of cultural consumption. The formalist 

approach, in this sense, aligns with studies that seek to offer explanations of cultural phenomena 

without invoking social-structural phenomena as explanatory factors (Kaufman 2004). Second, the 

formalist approach enables analysis of formal properties of taste patterns by abstracting away specific 

objects or genres (e.g., rap versus heavy metal) that comprise a person’s tastes to measure how their 

tastes conform to larger structural regularities within a distribution or network of tastes. In this sense, 
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it shares perhaps-surprising objectives with existing qualitative work in cultural sociology that, 

following Simmel, focuses upon transcontextual patterns underlying processes of identity construction 

and boundary-work by analytically bracketing specific cultural content (Brekhus 2007; Zerubavel 

2007).  

My analyses show that formal properties of taste patterns are associated with distinctive 

cultural meanings. This suggests that cultural premises of merit have an underacknowledged formalist 

aspect (Erikson 2013; Martin 2009). I show that demands for intelligence are associated with 

occupying a structural position characterized by cultural closure, whereas demands for creativity are 

associated with occupying boundary-spanning positions between cultural genres that are otherwise 

disconnected in the aggregate. This suggests “intelligence” and “creativity” represent forms of 

“looking-glass merit” (Rivera 2012) that field members develop as they translate (and misrecognize) 

the formal properties of their positions in larger structural patternings of taste and belief into legitimate 

cultural categories of evaluation. In this way, my arguments represent a modest challenge to 

conventional understandings of culture in sociology. Cultural perspectives generally hold that 

meanings have a social origin because they are negotiated within local and situational contexts or are 

imposed by dominant actors. Alternatively, a formalist perspective suggests that the cultural meanings 

that we use are afforded by our environment: It posits a duality of form and content (Lizardo 2018), 

such that our position-contingent experience of (form-derived) discontinuities in distributions of taste 

or belief shape which (content-laden) notions of moral and aesthetic worth we are likely to use to 

draw symbolic boundaries. 

This argument has implications for the study of boundaries in fields of cultural consumption. 

The objective of field theories in a general sense is to derive the implicit principles of meaning that 

underlie patterns of motivation and boundary-work within a given social domain (Martin 2003; Puetz 

2017). If people indeed experience the field as “an intersubjectively valid set of restrictions on 
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interaction” (Martin 2003:34), then I propose that persons translate those felt restrictions into 

subjectively held rules of thumb about which other members of the field are appropriate candidates 

for friendship. Friendship criteria are “dual” to field positions, such that they become ways of 

parsimoniously evoking our retrieval of where boundaries lie in the global patterning of tastes. In this 

respect, the cultural models of friendship that individuals develop represent phenomenologically valid 

completions to what the global organization of tastes already affords. What we perceive as values that 

we seek out in friends are, at least partially, “cognitive simplification[s] of what is otherwise a complex 

task of navigating a field” (Martin 2003:37). 

Finally, a growing literature in cultural sociology examines how cultural preferences and 

worldviews shape individuals’ personal network construction and the formation of social relationships 

in general (Edelmann and Vaisey 2014; Lizardo 2006; Vaisey and Lizardo 2010; Puetz 2015; Lewis and 

Kaufman 2018). According to this literature, tastes organize larger patterns of social interaction. 

Complementing this research, I show that formal properties of tastes are associated with how people 

meaningfully define the category of friend. For example, whereas Lizardo (2006) showed that 

preferences for relatively unpopular genres help people form strong ties, I demonstrate that people 

who prefer unpopular genres likewise recognize intelligence as an important criterion for friendship. 

These results suggest that field positions may comprise distinctive “network cultures” (Yeung 2005), 

such that the formal properties of cultural tastes encourage the development of elective affinities 

between the network organization of social ties and cultural understandings of friendship at specific 

locations within the field.  
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Sub-Appendix B1.  

 
This graph represents the results of the rescaling process. The x-axis in each graph represents the 
original data values and the y-axis represents the rescaled values. 
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Sub-Appendix B2. 
 
In my main analyses, I operationalize the popularity of respondents’ tastes by calculating, for each of 

the respondents’ preferred genres, the proportion of the sample respondents who either disliked the 

genre or disliked it very much, and then taking the mean of these numbers. I call this measure the 

mean-proportion-disliked popularity score. In this appendix, I discuss two alternative operational measures 

of popularity and provide results using the alternative measures as a robustness check. 

In addition to the popularity score I used in the paper, I calculated two similar measures of 

popularity:  

 

• Mean-rating popularity score. I first calculated the average ranking of every musical genre (using 

an inverted scale, such that 0 represents “dislikes very much” and 4 represents “likes very 

much”), with heavy metal receiving the lowest score of 0.88 and oldies receiving the highest 

score of 2.75. For each respondent, I then created a composite index by calculating the mean 

rating of the genres he or she “liked” or “liked very much.” For instance, someone who 

expressed a preference for rap (mean popularity = 1.08) and classical (mean popularity = 2.33) 

and no other genres would receive a composite score of 1.71.   

 

• Mean-proportion-liked popularity score. I first calculated the proportion of respondents who 

reported either “liking” each genre or “liking” it “very much.” Of the musical genres in the 

survey, heavy metal received the lowest proportion of positive evaluations (10.6% of all 

respondents) while oldies received the highest proportion of positive evaluations (68.1% of all 

respondents). For each respondent, I created a composite index by calculating the mean 

proportion for all the genres that he or she “liked” or “liked very much.” For instance, 
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someone who expressed a preference for rap (mean proportion  = 0.13) and classical (mean 

proportion = 0.47) and no other genres would receive a composite score of 0.30.  

[Table A1] 

Table A1 offers Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the three popularity-score variables and 

Lizardo’s cultural network efficiency index. The correlational analysis indicates that these all three 

popularity score measures closely resemble one another, and post-regression analysis of variance 

inflation factors tests advise against using more than one measure in the same model due to 

collinearity. The correlational analysis also suggests that each measure of popularity shares a 

moderately strong relationship with the cultural network efficiency score. Given that both the 

popularity scores and network efficiency score were constructed using the same network of tastes, the 

Pearson’s correlation analysis suggests that the mean-proportion-liked popularity score analytically 

resembles the network efficiency score the most (|r| = 0.445), and the mean-proportion disliked 

analytically resembles the network efficiency score the least (|r| = 0.330). I select the mean-

proportion-disliked as the popularity score because it experiences the least empirical overlap with the 

measure of non-redundancy. 

[Tables A2 and A3] 

How does using alternative measurements of popularity affect the analysis? Tables A2 and A3 contain 

models featuring the alternative popularity-score operationalizations, with Table A2 featuring the 

mean-rating operationalization and Table A3 featuring the mean-proportion-liked operationalization. 

Examining the results in Table A2, we can see that the mean-rating operationalization provides the 

same results in terms of which independent variables are significant at p < 0.05. In contrast, the 

coefficients in Table 3A differ, with the mean-proportion-liked measurement of popularity explaining 

variation in the dependent variable previously explained by the non-redundancy variable. Viewing the 

results of Model 2, we see that non-redundancy no longer has a statistically significant association with 
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the assessment of creativity as an important criterion of friendship at p < 0.05, though it remains 

marginally significant at p < 0.10. Likewise, Model 3 indicates that non-redundancy no longer has a 

statistically significant association with the assessment of cultured as an important criterion of 

friendship at p < 0.05, though again it remains marginally significant at p < 0.10.  
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics 
 count mean sd min max 
Dependent variables      
# friend boundaries 1536 3.681 1.523 0 7 
friend creative 1569 1.801 0.979 0 4 
friend cultured 1565 1.737 0.967 0 4 
friend dynamic 1550 1.719 0.948 0 4 
friend fun-loving 1584 2.781 0.816 0 4 
friend honest 1587 3.720 0.498 1 4 
friend intelligent 1582 2.484 0.956 0 4 
friend responsible 1586 3.327 0.707 0 4 
      
Independent variables      
popularity scale 1589 0.226 0.054 .145 .726 
non-redundancy scale 1543 0.334 0.036 .103 .698 
      
Control variables      
black 1606 0.111 0.315 0 1 
female 1606 0.573 0.495 0 1 
age 1601 46.049 17.361 18 89 
education 1602 13.052 3.052 0 20 
occupational prestige 1526 43.201 13.218 17 86 
married 1605 0.535 0.499 0 1 
children 1601 1.843 1.676 0 8 
city size, logged 1606 9.989 2.876 0 15.81 
geographic mobility 1603 0.908 0.852 0 2 
northeast 1606 0.181 0.385 0 1 
south 1606 0.348 0.477 0 1 
midwest 1606 0.260 0.439 0 1 
west 1606 0.054 0.225 0 1 
N 1606     
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Table 2. OLS regression models with coefficient estimates for interval (Model 1) and ALSOS-rescaled variables (Models 2-8) 
 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 
 Total Creative Cultured Dynamic Fun-loving Honest Intelligent Responsible 
black                          0.615*** 0.264** 0.311** 0.023 0.054 -0.014 0.442*** 0.146** 
                               (0.14) (0.09) (0.10) (0.09) (0.07) (0.05) (0.08) (0.05) 
female                         -0.054 -0.201*** -0.058 -0.060 0.126** 0.084** -0.094+ 0.072+ 
                               (0.08) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04) 
age                         0.007* 0.001 0.008*** -0.004* -0.004** -0.001 0.013*** 0.001 
                               (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
education                      0.009 0.005 0.036** 0.040*** 0.005 -0.008 0.029** 0.002 
                               (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
occupational prestige                        -0.006 -0.003 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 0.001 -0.002 -0.002 
                               (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
married                        -0.295*** -0.163** -0.139** -0.127* -0.171*** -0.036 -0.147** -0.016 
                               (0.09) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04) 
children                       -0.035 -0.007 -0.045* -0.014 0.011 -0.011 -0.035* 0.005 
                               (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) 
city size (logged) 0.014 -0.004 0.026* 0.009 0.005 0.005 0.014 0.007 
                               (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01) 
geographic mobility        0.070 0.056+ 0.049 0.069* 0.031 0.002 -0.001 0.014 
                               (0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) 
northeast                      -0.094 0.015 -0.016 0.031 -0.029 -0.078 0.024 -0.074 
                               (0.14) (0.09) (0.09) (0.08) (0.07) (0.05) (0.08) (0.07) 
south                          -0.177 -0.055 -0.011 -0.095 -0.146* -0.030 0.010 -0.007 
                               (0.13) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.04) (0.08) (0.06) 
midwest                        -0.009 0.032 0.056 -0.020 -0.014 0.012 0.016 0.065 
                               (0.13) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.04) (0.08) (0.06) 
west                           -0.116 0.071 -0.155 -0.103 0.004 -0.026 -0.095 -0.134 
                               (0.20) (0.12) (0.13) (0.12) (0.10) (0.06) (0.12) (0.09) 
         
popularity scale                        2.580** 0.982 1.360* 0.979+ 0.136 -0.192 1.436* -0.545 
                               (0.97) (0.60) (0.61) (0.58) (0.47) (0.31) (0.59) (0.47) 
non-redundancy scale             1.538 1.769* 2.198* 0.381 -1.181+ -0.004 1.032 0.150 
                               (1.18) (0.77) (0.89) (0.75) (0.61) (0.41) (0.67) (0.51) 
         
Constant                       2.484*** 1.240*** -0.193 1.136*** 3.333*** 3.839*** 0.935** 3.258*** 
                               (0.51) (0.31) (0.35) (0.30) (0.26) (0.16) (0.30) (0.22) 
         
N                              1416 1443 1435 1425 1443 1442 1441 1443 

 
Standard errors in parentheses. 
+ p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 (two-tailed tests) 
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Table A1. Descriptive statistics and Pearson’s correlation coefficients between independent variables 
 
 count mean sd min max 
mean-rating 1589 2.375 0.180 .8774574 2.753698 
mean-proportion-liked 1589 0.502 0.059 .1064757 .6805729 
mean-proportion-disliked 1589 0.226 0.054 .1450809 .7260274 

 
  

 
mean-rating 

 
mean-
proportion-liked 

mean-
proportion-
disliked 

 
cultural network 
efficiency 

mean-rating 1.00    
mean-proportion-liked 0.97 1.00   
mean-proportion-disliked -0.98 -0.92 1.00  
cultural network efficiency -0.37 -0.45 0.33 1.00 
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Table A2. OLS regression models with coefficient estimates for interval (Model 1) and ALSOS-rescaled variables (Models 2-8), mean rating 
 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 
 # Creative Cultured Dynamic Fun-loving Honest Intelligent Responsible 
black                          0.623*** 0.267** 0.315*** 0.026 0.055 -0.015 0.446*** 0.145** 
                               (0.14) (0.09) (0.10) (0.09) (0.07) (0.05) (0.08) (0.05) 
female                         -0.052 -0.200*** -0.057 -0.059 0.125** 0.084** -0.093+ 0.071+ 
                               (0.08) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04) 
age                         0.007* 0.001 0.008*** -0.004* -0.004** -0.001 0.012*** 0.001 
                               (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
education                      0.009 0.005 0.035** 0.040*** 0.005 -0.009 0.029** 0.002 
                               (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
occupational.prestige                        -0.006 -0.003 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 0.001 -0.002 -0.002 
                               (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
married                        -0.295*** -0.162** -0.140** -0.128* -0.172*** -0.035 -0.148** -0.016 
                               (0.09) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04) 
children                       -0.036 -0.007 -0.046* -0.015 0.011 -0.011 -0.035* 0.005 
                               (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) 
city size (logged) 0.014 -0.005 0.026* 0.009 0.005 0.005 0.015 0.007 
                               (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01) 
geographic mobility        0.068 0.055+ 0.049 0.069* 0.031 0.002 -0.001 0.015 
                               (0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) 
northeast                      -0.091 0.016 -0.014 0.032 -0.029 -0.079 0.026 -0.074 
                               (0.14) (0.09) (0.09) (0.08) (0.07) (0.05) (0.08) (0.07) 
south                          -0.176 -0.053 -0.011 -0.096 -0.147* -0.030 0.010 -0.007 
                               (0.13) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.04) (0.08) (0.06) 
midwest                        -0.006 0.034 0.058 -0.020 -0.015 0.013 0.017 0.065 
                               (0.13) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.04) (0.08) (0.06) 
west                           -0.111 0.073 -0.152 -0.102 0.004 -0.026 -0.092 -0.135 
                               (0.20) (0.12) (0.13) (0.12) (0.10) (0.06) (0.12) (0.09) 
         
popularity scale                       -0.757** -0.328+ -0.383* -0.259 -0.021 0.035 -0.412* 0.164 
                               (0.29) (0.18) (0.18) (0.17) (0.14) (0.09) (0.18) (0.14) 
non-redundancy scale             1.364 1.647* 2.131* 0.355 -1.164+ -0.021 0.950 0.192 
                               (1.20) (0.78) (0.91) (0.76) (0.62) (0.42) (0.69) (0.52) 
         
Constant                       4.937*** 2.285*** 1.053+ 1.987*** 3.409*** 3.716*** 2.273*** 2.729*** 
                               (0.93) (0.59) (0.63) (0.57) (0.45) (0.32) (0.56) (0.42) 
         
N                              1416 1443 1435 1425 1443 1442 1441 1443 

Standard errors in parentheses. 
+ p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 (two-tailed tests) 
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Table A3. OLS regression models with coefficient estimates for interval (Model 1) and ALSOS-rescaled variables (Models 2-8), mean proportion liked 
 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 
 # Creative Cultured Dynamic Fun-loving Honest Intelligent Responsible 
black                          0.626*** 0.268** 0.317*** 0.027 0.055 -0.015 0.448*** 0.144** 
                               (0.14) (0.09) (0.10) (0.09) (0.07) (0.05) (0.08) (0.05) 
female                         -0.053 -0.199*** -0.057 -0.060 0.124** 0.085** -0.094+ 0.072+ 
                               (0.08) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04) 
age                         0.006* 0.000 0.007*** -0.004** -0.004** -0.001 0.012*** 0.001 
                               (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
education                      0.007 0.004 0.034** 0.039*** 0.005 -0.009 0.028** 0.002 
                               (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
occupational prestige                        -0.006+ -0.004 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 0.001 -0.002 -0.002 
                               (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) 
married                        -0.298*** -0.162** -0.139** -0.129* -0.174*** -0.035 -0.149** -0.014 
                               (0.09) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05) (0.04) 
children                       -0.036 -0.007 -0.045* -0.015 0.011 -0.010 -0.035* 0.005 
                               (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) 
city size (logged) 0.014 -0.005 0.026* 0.009 0.006 0.005 0.015 0.007 
                               (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01) 
geographic mobility        0.066 0.053+ 0.047 0.068* 0.032 0.002 -0.003 0.015 
                               (0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) 
northeast                      -0.087 0.018 -0.011 0.034 -0.029 -0.079 0.028 -0.075 
                               (0.14) (0.09) (0.09) (0.08) (0.07) (0.05) (0.08) (0.07) 
south                          -0.174 -0.050 -0.008 -0.096 -0.150* -0.029 0.012 -0.006 
                               (0.13) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.04) (0.08) (0.06) 
midwest                        -0.002 0.037 0.061 -0.019 -0.017 0.013 0.020 0.065 
                               (0.13) (0.08) (0.08) (0.08) (0.07) (0.04) (0.08) (0.06) 
west                           -0.108 0.076 -0.149 -0.101 0.002 -0.025 -0.090 -0.135 
                               (0.20) (0.12) (0.13) (0.12) (0.10) (0.06) (0.12) (0.09) 
         
popularity scale                       -2.314** -1.173* -1.378* -0.783 0.135 0.054 -1.310* 0.400 
                               (0.84) (0.54) (0.53) (0.52) (0.43) (0.29) (0.52) (0.41) 
non-redundancy scale             1.029 1.399+ 1.838+ 0.245 -1.051 -0.039 0.738 0.203 
                               (1.24) (0.81) (0.95) (0.79) (0.64) (0.43) (0.71) (0.53) 
         
Constant                       4.472*** 2.207*** 0.969+ 1.822*** 3.252*** 3.776*** 2.057*** 2.901*** 
                               (0.78) (0.49) (0.55) (0.48) (0.39) (0.27) (0.46) (0.34) 
         
N                              1416 1443 1435 1425 1443 1442 1441 1443 

Standard errors in parentheses. 
+ p < 0.10; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001 (two-tailed tests) 
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APPENDIX C. UNPACKING MISRECOGNITION IN FIELDS 
OF MUSICAL CONSUMPTION: AUDIENCE COMPOSITION 

AND THE BOUNDARY-WORK OF FRIENDSHIP 
 
One of Bourdieu’s most provocative arguments is that individuals “misrecognize” their underlying 
social interests as they develop relationships with others. Accordingly, as they justify the relationships 
they have cultivated, individuals will claim to value qualities that are facially neutral with respect to 
social-group membership so as to obscure underlying social-structural forms of homophily. 
Employing a set of OLS regressions on 1993 General Social Survey data, I illustrate how the 
euphemistic vocabularies that people use to draw boundaries around which qualities are desirable in a 
friend correspond to their positions within a field of musical consumption. Specifically, the social-
structural composition of an individual’s cultural ego-network — the respondent’s complete set of 
cultural preferences and aversions — suggests a position-contingent view of a set of global 
discontinuities with respect to status characteristics such as age, education, gender, race, and region. 
When people claim qualities such as “fun-loving” and “cultured” as important in friends, they evoke 
a set of field boundaries that are classed, racialized, gendered, and regionalized in nature. 
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Unpacking Misrecognition in Fields of Musical Consumption: 
Audience Composition and the Boundary-Work of Friendship 

 
One key concept in Bourdieu’s account of social reproduction is misrecognition. Bourdieu (1984) argues 

that cultural practices and resources gain legitimacy only insofar as individuals’ underlying material 

interests, such as their association with particular classes, are not explicitly articulated. Generally, 

sociologists of tastes recognize that, by expressing preferences for and aversions to a set of cultural 

genres, people convey their social proximity to and distance from the socials groups that comprise 

those genres’ audiences (Lizardo and Skiles 2016). However, for processes of social reproduction to 

remain socially legitimate, they must remain plausibly deniable, such that the development of structural 

forms of homophily in relationships —intraclass, intragenerational, intragender, intraracial — may be 

characterized as incidental. This is particularly true when prevalent social attitudes treat racial enmity, 

class snobbishness, and misogynistic beliefs as intolerant and anti-democratic (Johnston and Baumann 

2007). Similarly, a symbolic boundaries literature (Lamont 1992) highlights how people draw cultural 

boundaries around possible candidates for friendship, not on the basis of the social categories to which 

they belong, but, rather, according to personally identifying attributes: Are they morally upright? 

Funny? Intelligent? These qualities enter our discourse as we justify our selection of some person as a 

friend or romantic partner. The concept of misrecognition suggests that these efforts to draw 

boundaries represent a discursive veneer that obscures people’s underlying preferential tendencies for 

members of specific social groups, such that people claim to desire “cultured” friends rather than 

upper-middle-class friends or “fun” friends rather than young friends. 

 In this article, I unpack and concretize processes of misrecognition. Specifically, I outline the 

process by which individuals, embedded in fields of consumption, translate generalized status value 

beliefs — that members of one social group are worthier in some respect than members of a different 

social group, for example — into cultural models of friendship. The process takes the following form. 

First, social groups acquire different status values, such that, for example, more educated people are 
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broadly recognized as more “cultured” than less educated people, or older people are perceived to be 

more “responsible” than younger people (Ridgeway 1991). Second, by virtue of the composition of 

their audiences, cultural genres each acquire a unique racial, gendered, generational, class, and 

regionalized character, which offers an implicit set of social-structural boundaries that people translate 

into a set of felt restrictions on interactions with others (Martin 2011). Finally, individuals mediate 

their perception of the social-structural boundaries of the field through their status value beliefs, such 

that they develop position-contingent subjective rules of thumb for what kinds of person are (and are 

not) appropriate candidates for friendship. Insofar as they draw upon a generalized status value belief 

that more educated people are more “cultured” than less educated people, for example, individuals 

with tastes for cultural genres associated with more educated audiences will select “cultured” as a 

desirable quality for friends to evince.  

In short, I argue that individuals develop meaningful understandings of friendship that 

parsimoniously evoke sets of implicit social-structural boundaries that exist in the field of 

consumption but mediate these felt restrictions on interaction through commonly held status value 

beliefs. To make this argument, I use data from the 1993 General Social Survey (GSS) that contains 

information regarding respondents’ musical genre preferences and assessments of the importance of 

specific qualities in friendship. I engage in two analyses. The first investigates how sociodemographic 

composition of genres’ audiences organizes the relationship between each individual musical genre 

and friendship quality. To this end, I use OLS regression coefficients to order musical genres in 

relation to their association with specific criteria for friendship, and then use correlational analysis to 

illustrate how the sociodemographic composition of these genres’ audiences contributes to the 

ordering of the coefficients. Then, for each status characteristic, I calculate a composite score for each 

respondent’s set of preferred and rejected musical genres (i.e., the mean age of the musical genres the 

respondent prefers and the mean age of musical genres the respondent dislikes) and use OLS 
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regression analysis to measure the association between these composite variables and respondents’ 

preferences for friendship.  

 

What Is Misrecognition? 

Renowned as a theorist of the social reproduction of inequalities, Bourdieu (1984, 1998; Bourdieu and 

Passeron 1977) argues that the tastes, abilities, and dispositions that individuals develop in early 

childhood contexts, such as families and early educational institutions, offer differential advantages as 

they seek entry into and move through other institutional contexts such as universities, social clubs, 

and work organizations. Based upon their class membership, individuals probabilistically experience a 

set of environmental conditions, with members of classes high in “cultural capital” enjoying more 

opportunities to develop valued interpretive skills and tastes than their peers. In this way, those who 

grow up in advantageous class conditions are able secure social and economic advantages over their 

peers by virtue of their greater familiarity and ease with legitimate culture. One question is why people 

assent to the reproduction of inequalities in this way. Bourdieu’s answer is that the symbolic character 

of such practices and resources hides their self-interested character. Committing to the stakes of the 

field, individuals deny, or “misrecognize,” the economic and political interests underlying their actions.  

Bourdieu also extends the concept of misrecognition to the construction of social 

relationships. Because individuals exposed to the same class conditions tend to have similar tastes, 

cultural tastes offer individuals opportunities to cultivate socially homogeneous relationships without 

having to cite that social homogeneity as the basis for their development. In other words, cultural 

tastes operate as “match-maker[s]” that “discourag[e] socially discordant relationships” and 

“encourag[e] well-matched relationships, without these operations ever having to be formulated other 

than in the socially innocent language of likes and dislikes” (Bourdieu 1984:243). People often do not 

justify their judgments regarding who is and who is not an appropriate friend in the language of 
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economic success but, rather, in the language of moral character and intellectual worth (Lamont 1992). 

To claim “honesty” or “intelligence” as desirable qualities for friends is to adopt a set of preferences 

that are all facially neutral with respect to social-group membership. This facial neutrality is valued in 

connection with the prominence of a democratic ideology “connected to normative conceptions and 

populist ideals of the United States as a classless, multicultural society,” in which individuals have 

equal opportunities for socioeconomic and cultural advancement regardless of which social categories 

they are members (Johnston and Baumann 2007:172). This facial neutrality affords plausible 

deniability: Individuals can claim that race, gender, education, and region play no role in their 

evaluation of who is and who is not an appropriate friend. 

In this article, I argue in favor of understanding the “misrecognizable” qualities that people 

select as important for friends to exhibit as deriving, at least partially, from their location in fields of 

cultural consumption. 

 

Getting Analytical Leverage on Misrecognition 

The extant literature on the boundary-work strategies of individuals tends to connect the moral and 

intellectual boundaries that people make to their membership in specific social groups (Bourdieu 1984; 

Lamont 1992; Bryson 1996). This focus is grounded in an (often tacit) assumption that the basis for 

social action lies in the social groups with which one identifies. As Lizardo (2006) argues, Bourdieu 

theorizes the relationships between class membership and social relationships as well as class 

membership and cultural tastes while largely neglecting the linkage between relationships and tastes. 

In Distinction, for example, Bourdieu (1984) treats individuals’ preferences for friends as one empirical 

example of people’s tastes; he studies individuals’ preferences for “artistic” or “conscientious” friends 

alongside their preferences for Bach’s “The Well-Tempered Clavier” or the music of Petula Clark. As 
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such, Bourdieu does not empirically examine the relationship between tastes and preferences for 

friendship but, rather, their mutual association with respondents’ class membership.  

In contrast, however, recent field-theoretical applications take an alternative objective: to 

derive and measure, individuals’ sense of self-identity that derives some meaning with respect to the 

global organization of cultural preferences, tastes, or values (Martin 2011; Puetz 2017). These field 

theorists hold that people use the global patterning of tastes to achieve a “sense of one’s place” that 

pertains to their sense of where they “belong” therein. In response to a set of environmental 

affordances, individuals internalize sets of social regularities and pursue lines of action according to 

corresponding position-contingent “indices of the accessible and the inaccessible, of what is and is 

not ‘for [them]” (Bourdieu 1990:64). In line with this strand of thought, I argue in favor of measuring 

an individual’s field position in terms of the characteristics of their “cultural ego-network,” or sets of 

personal cultural preferences that, by virtue of their interface with a global or aggregate structure of 

cultural preferences, obtain characteristic properties (Lizardo 2014).  

 Specifically, I exploit the prismatic qualities of musical genres, such that individuals’ position-

takings on musical genres simultaneously communicates information about their felt proximity to and 

distance from social groups associated with those musical genres (Lizardo and Skiles 2016). That is, 

leveraging an implicit set of gendered, racialized, classed, and regionalized discontinuities in musical 

consumption, persons acquire a sense of position that has a characteristic social-structural flavor — a 

sense of classed, gendered, racialized, and regionalized self-identity that is not reducible to, and is 

analytically distinct from, the person’s formal social-group memberships. Accordingly, I study the 

audience composition of individuals’ preferred genres with respect to age, class, gender, race, and 

region, and I measure how these correspond to how they draw boundaries with respect to friends.  As 

Lamont (1992:11) argues, symbolic boundaries “emerge when we try to define who we are: we 

constantly draw inferences concerning our similarities to, and differences from, others, indirectly 
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producing typification systems.” From this perspective, we might reasonably expect efforts to 

circumscribe the meaning of friend as a social category to be “dual” to field positions, such that the 

symbolic boundaries that people make parsimoniously evoke our retrieval of where a set of (class, 

gendered, racial and regionalized) discontinuities lie in the global patterning of tastes. The specific 

question I pursue for the remainder of this paper is: How do individuals’ boundary-work strategies 

correspond to their position within the field of musical consumption? This question may be, 

alternatively, rephrased in more concrete terms as: What is the association of individuals’ cultural 

preferences and the qualities they claim to desire in friends? 

By identifying systematic associations in the social-structural character of individuals’ preferred 

genres (e.g., the class composition of the audience of classical music) and the qualities they denote as 

desirable in friends (e.g., being cultured), I reveal the underlying stereotypic associations of desirable 

friend qualities and thus illustrate how people translate the implicit (class, generational, gendered, 

racialized, and regionalized) boundaries of taste within the field into “misrecognizable” categories of 

evaluation that do not (formally) privilege membership within one status group over another. For the 

rest of this section, I discuss the process by which this takes place. My argument is as follows: 

(1) Social groups acquire different status values. These represent cultural beliefs regarding the 

worth or honor of one social group relative to another (Weber 1978). 

(2) Tastes for specific cultural genres each have a characteristic social-structural (i.e., a racial, 

gendered, class, and regional) character depending upon the groups that disproportionately 

prefer them or are thought to do so. This character offers a set of implicit social-structural 

boundaries that people retrieve by virtue of their practical experience in the field of 

consumption and experience as “an intersubjectively valid set of restrictions on interaction” 

(Martin 2003:34).  
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(3) Drawing upon culturally prominent status value beliefs, individuals translate their position-

contingent perception of these social-structural boundaries within fields of cultural 

consumption into subjective rules of thumb regarding what kinds of person are (and are not) 

appropriate candidates for friendship. 

 

Social Groups Acquire Different Status Values 

Since Weber (1978), sociologists have studied how social groups obtain differential status value and 

become hierarchically distributed among multiple cultural prestige dimensions within a larger system 

of stratification. In social psychology, status characteristics theory (and associated theories such as 

status construction theory) concern the development of cultural beliefs that attach status value to 

nominal and graduated distinctions among persons (Ridgeway 1991; Ridgeway 1997). These theorists 

argue that status characteristics achieve differential status value when people develop and transmit 

shared cultural beliefs that persons who exhibit one state of the status characteristic (e.g., male) are 

worthier in some respect than persons who exhibit a different state of the characteristic (e.g., female). 

Accordingly, as people develop status value beliefs, they will assign distinctive sets of traits to members 

of who exhibit each state, such that “more educated persons are more cultured than less educated 

persons” or “older persons are more responsible than younger persons.” 

 

Tastes for Cultural Genres Acquire a Unique Social-Structural Character 

Sociologists of taste hold that cultural genres each achieve a distinctive sociodemographic character 

that they derive from perceptions of which social groups’ members comprise its audiences. This is 

due to what Lizardo and Skiles (2016:1) call the duality “between the category labels used to classify 

cultural genres and the categories labels used to classify social groups, such that heavy metal might be 

to ‘male’ as blues/rhythm and blues (R&B) is to ‘black.’” As cultural objects establish audiences with 
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a particular sociodemographic character, they become classed, racialized, gendered, and regionalized. 

In this way, cultural objects derive their meaning in relation to the social groups that enjoy and reject 

them. A wide range of research has focused upon how the meaning of cultural genres transforms as 

the sociodemographic composition of those genres’ audiences changes. DiMaggio (1982) illustrates 

how the upper classes used non-profit organizations to generate barriers to access to cultural forms 

such as classical music and thereby coded those cultural forms as belonging to members of their social 

class. Over the course of the 20th century, musical forms traditionally identified as “high culture,” such 

as classical music and opera, became culturally coded as “feminine” (Christin 2012; Katz-Gerro and 

Sullivan 2004). Similarly, jazz entered the “high culture” canon as its audiences became whiter (Lopes 

2002). 

Insofar as they mediate our experience of other persons, cultural objects represent a “semi-

autonomous class of phenomena whose internal ordering partially organizes the field” (Puetz 

2017:238). In this sense, cultural objects operate as guideposts that signal where in the space of the 

field they belong. In response to this information, individuals leverage cultural preferences and 

aversions to situate themselves in relation to social groups. More precisely, individuals use their stated 

preferences for and aversions to cultural objects to express similarity and difference from the specific 

categories of person associated with those objects. One framework useful in exemplifying this idea is 

Bryson’s (1996, 1997) symbolic exclusion model of cultural tastes. According to Bryson, individuals 

express their relative distance from specific social groups through their dislikes. For example, cultural 

omnivores (who tend to be more educated) express their dissimilarity from less educated individuals 

whenever they convey an aversion to genres associated with lower levels of education, such as heavy 

metal, rap, country, and gospel, and people with racist attitudes dislike genres associated with non-

white audiences, such as rap, gospel, and Latin.  
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People Translate Social-Structural Boundaries into Understandings of Friendship 

Relational categories, such as love and friendship, represent cultural frames that we use to situate 

ourselves in relation to others and to imbue this positioning vis-à-vis others with meaning (Fuhse 

2009; McLean 1998; White 1992). Furthermore, individuals’ definitions of these relational categories 

vary in accordance with the groups and communities to which they belong (Yeung 2005). As they do 

with other forms of culture, individuals mobilize relational categories in response to situational and 

environmental contingencies (Swidler 2001), which means they adapt the meaning of these categories 

in relation to their own practical experiences and personal histories. As such, we should expect 

boundary-work strategies to vary across field position. 

The objective of my analyses is to investigate how individuals translate status value beliefs into 

the logic of fields of consumption. I suggest that we should find statistically significant associations 

between definitions of friendship and cultural preferences under these conditions: 

• (1) There is a status belief that group g1 tends to evince quality q more than group g2. 

• (2) There are group-based differences in cultural preference, such that group g1 prefers musical 

genre m more or less than group g2. 

In short, when people in the aggregate develop cultural beliefs regarding the differential worthiness of 

particular states of a status characteristic, we should expect that individuals’ preferences for musical 

genres differentially associated with those states should be associated with how they rate the 

importance that a friend exhibit that criterion of worthiness. However, whether a particular person 

adopts this quality depends upon his or her position within the field of consumption. Located in 

specific locations therein, individuals retrieve a position-contingent set of social-structural boundaries 

— that is, a sense of which social categories of person like which genres — that guide their 

understanding of where they belong in the field. Especially because meritocratic, individualistic, and 

democratic ideas discourage thinking about friendship in social-categorical terms, individuals draw 
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upon associations via the cultural frames they have developed (i.e., a status value belief that “more 

educated people are more cultured than less educated people” and a heuristic that “educated people 

are more likely to like opera than less educated people”) to inform which qualities they find desirable 

in friends (e.g., “I prefer cultured people as friends”). We would find affirmative evidence for this line 

of thought in the form of a close empirical association of the social-structural character of individuals’ 

cultural tastes and their assessments of the importance that a friend exhibit some quality.  

  

Data 

For my analyses, I use 1993 General Social Survey (GSS) data. Today, the National Opinion Research 

Center administers the GSS on a biannual basis to a nationally representative sample of English-

speaking American adults. Cultural sociologists have previously used the 1993 GSS to study both 

cultural definitions of friendship (Marsden and Swingle 1994; Lamont et al. 1996; Kane 2003) and 

tastes (Bryson 1996; Sonnett 2004). Although this dataset is now dated, it remains the standard-bearer 

in terms of publicly available datasets containing information on cultural tastes. 

 

Dependent Variables 

Preferred qualities of friendship. The 1993 GSS features seven questions that concern how respondents 

define friendship as a cultural category. The survey reads: “I'm going to read seven qualities one might 

look for in a personal friend. All of the qualities may be desirable ones for a personal friend, but I'm 

interested in those that are most important to you. As I read each one, could you tell me whether it is 

extremely important, very important, fairly important, not too important, or not at all important.” The 

survey instrument then lists seven qualities for which respondents rate their level of importance: 

creative, cultured, dynamic, fun-loving, honest, intelligent, and responsible. To measure how the 

respondent considers the importance of each quality, I invert the scales, such that the respondents’ 
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rankings of the importance of each friendship criterion may be measured from 0 (“not at all 

important”) to 4 (“extremely important”). 

My analyses concern respondents’ ratings of the importance of each friendship criteria. This 

variable is ordinal, so ordered logistic regression would ordinarily be the preferred regression 

technique. However, an assumption of ordered logistic regression models is that coefficients are the 

same for every value in the ordinal scale, such that the coefficient describes the effects of the 

independent variable on change from 0 to 1 as effectively as it does 1 to 2 or 2 to 3. This is called the 

proportional odds or parallel regressions assumption (Long and Freese 2006). When the assumption 

of parallel regressions is violated, researchers should consider alternative models that do not impose 

the constraint of parallel regressions. One appealing way forward is to rescale the dependent variables 

into meaningful intervals such that categorical data with unequal spacing between values undergo a 

linear transformation and can be measured using OLS regression. 

 To complete this task, I use Alternating Least Squares Optimal Scaling (ALSOS). ALSOS 

transforms the values of an ordinal dependent variable relative to a set of predicted values obtained 

from a statistical model (Jacoby 1999, 2016).18 In this instance, the statistical model I used to create 

the scales was a baseline model containing all the control variables. Coefficients resulting from the 

transformed scales can be interpreted as though they were OLS estimates because the ALSOS 

rescaling procedure preserves the means and standard deviations of the untransformed variables. 

Graphs depicting the results of the rescaling can be found in Sub-Appendix C1. Where appropriate, I 

use robust standard errors to address issues associated with heteroskedasticity. Analysis of variance 

inflation factors indicated that collinearity was not an issue among my selected independent and 

control variables. 

                                                 
18 I performed this task using Jacoby’s (2016) opscale package in R. 
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Taste Variables 

The 1993 GSS asks respondents to evaluate their preference for 18 distinct genres: big band, bluegrass, 

blues/R&B, classical, contemporary rock/pop, country/Western, easy listening, folk, gospel, heavy 

metal, jazz, Latin/salsa, musicals, new age, oldies, opera, rap, and reggae. Respondents could 

characterize their taste as liking the genre very much, liking the genre, neither liking nor disliking the 

genre, disliking the genre, disliking the genre very much, or not knowing much about the genre.  

 

Control Variables 

Previous research indicates that how people define “friend” and “friendship” varies empirically in 

accordance with a multitude of sociodemographic characteristics, including gender, racial 

membership, and age (Fox, Gibbs, and Auerbach 1985; Kane 2003; Vaquera and Kao 2008). I include 

a number of control variables to ensure that the associations between the taste scales and the 

respondent’s cultural model of friendship are not spurious. These control variables include black (a 

dummy variable in which a value of 1 indicates the respondent is black), female (a dummy variable in 

which a value of 1 indicates the respondent is female), age, occupational prestige, education (measured 

as an interval variable), married (a dummy variable in which a value of 1 indicates married status), 

children (an interval variable), the size of the city where the respondent lives (logged), a measure of 

geographic mobility, and a set of dummy variables that indicate the region in which the respondent 

currently resides (with “Pacific” serving as the reference category). Descriptive statistics for all 

variables can be found in Table 1. 

[Table 1] 

 

Analysis 1: Rank Ordering of Genres 
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For which genres do respondents’ stated preferences best predict their attitudes toward specific 

friendship criteria? To answer this question, I employ a series of 126 OLS regression models measuring 

the association of specific musical genres and friendship qualities. Each model contained a friendship 

quality as a dependent variable and a musical genre as an independent variable along with the complete 

set of control variables. Graph 1 represents the coefficients and standard errors of the models 

featuring respondents’ rating the importance of being “cultured” as a criterion for friendship as a 

dependent variable, ordered from the largest positive coefficient to the largest negative coefficient. 

Statistically significant results (p ≤ 0.10) are accompanied by their corresponding p-value. 

[Graph 1] 

 Graph 1 illustrates the ordering of genres in relation to “cultured” as a friendship quality. 

Classical (p = 0.000), opera (p = 0.000), musicals (p = 0.002), jazz (p = 0.003), big band (p = 0.011), 

new age (p = 0.027), folk (p = 0.037), and Latin/salsa (p = 0.059) are all positively associated with 

selection of “cultured” as an important criterion of friendship. Meanwhile, pop (p = 0.016) and oldies 

(p = 0.011) are negatively associated with selection of “cultured” as an important criterion of 

friendship. The coefficient represents respondents’ average increase in how they rank the quality of 

“friendship” for each corresponding increase in the musical preference scale. For instance, the classical 

music scale has a coefficient of 0.134. The average respondent, accordingly, increases his or her rating 

of “cultured” as an important friendship quality for every one increase in the classical music scale. 

Thus, controlling for all other variables, a person who likes classical music very much will rate the 

importance of “cultured” as a friendship quality 0.536 values higher than a person who dislikes classical 

music very much. In contrast, the oldies music scale has a coefficient of -0.066. Controlling for all 

other variables, a person who likes oldies music very much will rate the importance of “cultured” as a 

friendship quality 0.264 values lower than a person who dislikes oldies music very much.  

[Graph 2] 
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 Graph 2 illustrates the ordering of genre variables’ coefficients with respect to the remaining 

friendship variables. With respect to the friendship quality of “creative,” the OLS regression models 

indicate a positive relationship with the musical genres of classical (p = 0.000), new age (p = 0.023), 

heavy metal (p = 0.030), Latin/salsa (p = 0.038), and opera (p = 0.051) and a negative association with 

oldies (p = 0.028). With respect to the friendship quality of “dynamic,” the OLS regression models 

indicate a positive association with the musical genres of jazz (p = 0.006), reggae (p = 0.012), and 

classical (p = 0.024) as well as a negative association with oldies (p = 0.016), easy listening (p = 0.019), 

pop (p = 0.074), and country (p = 0.063). With respect to the quality of “fun,” the OLS regression 

models indicate a positive association with the musical genres of oldies (p = 0.041), pop (p = 0.080), 

and reggae (p = 0.086) and a negative association with opera (p = 0.075). With respect to the friendship 

quality of “honest,” the OLS regression models indicate a positive relationship with the musical genres 

of classical (p = 0.020), folk (p = 0.056), easy listening (p = 0.049), country (p = 0.053), and musicals 

(p = 0.053) and a negative association with heavy metal (p = 0.062). With respect to the friendship 

quality of “intelligent,” the OLS regression models indicate a positive relationship with the musical 

genres of classical (p = 0.006), opera (p = 0.017), and jazz (p = 0.029) and a negative association with 

oldies (p = 0.000), pop (p = 0.004), and country (p = 0.018). Finally, with respect to the friendship 

quality of “responsible,” the OLS regression models indicate a positive relationship with musicals (p 

= 0.012) and easy listening (p = 0.068) and a negative relationship with heavy metal (p = 0.037), rap (p 

= 0.037) and new age (p = 0.092).  

These results suggest that some genres more effectively communicate specific expectations 

(or a lack of expectations) for what a friend should look like than others. However, the main objective 

of this analysis is to understand the extent to which the ordering of genres vis-à-vis friendship criteria 

is organized in accordance with the sociodemographic composition of the audiences of those genres. 

Following other sociologists of taste (Lizardo and Skiles 2016), I have argued that there exists a duality 
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between the categories used to distinguish specific genres of music and categories used to distinguish 

social groups, such that specific genres retrieve their meaning by virtue of the groups to which they 

primarily appeal. For example, some musical genres are more “male” than competing genres by virtue 

of having audiences that contain a higher proportion of men than competing genres. Under these 

assumptions, it becomes possible to characterize each genre in terms of the characteristics of those 

who express a preference for it (that is, those who “like it” or “like it very much”). Thus, heavy metal 

as a genre has a mean age of 33.98, mean years education of 12.69, and proportion female of 0.43, 

whereas opera as a genre has a mean age of 50.59, mean years education of 13.87, and a proportion 

female of 0.66.  

[Graph 3] 

Graph 3 represents a series of scatterplot analyses of musical genres. Each row contains a 

distinctive sociodemographic characteristic (i.e., age, years, education, proportion black, proportion 

female, mean city size logged, and proportion South), whereas each column pertains to a different 

quality for friendship (creative, cultured, dynamic, fun-loving, honest, or responsible). The x-axis in 

these scatterplots represents the mean sociodemographic characteristics of the respondents who claim 

either to like a musical genre or “like it very much.” For example, the x-axis of the scatterplots in the 

first row represent the mean age of those who claim to like the genre and the x-axis of the scatterplots 

in the second row represent the mean years education of the same individuals. The y-axis represents 

the OLS regression coefficients from the rank ordering procedure — in effect, the y-axis depicts the 

average effect that an increase in a musical genre preference scale has on the respondent’s assessment 

of the importance that a friend exhibit a given quality (e.g., “creative”). I provide the Pearson 

correlation coefficient (r) and asymptotic p-value (p) associated with the relationship. The scatterplots 

also feature a line depicting the linear relationship between variables. A light grey line indicates an 

insignificant relationship (p > 0.10), a dark grey line indicates a marginally significant relationship (p ≤ 
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0.10), and a black line indicates a statistically significant relationship (p ≤ 0.05). This correlational 

analysis of genres’ audience characteristics and the OLS regression coefficients illustrates the extent 

to which the rank ordering of genres with respect to some specified friendship criterion can be 

expressed in terms of a linear relationship with a given sociodemographic variable. 

Consider the first scatterplot in the first row of Graph 3. There is a slight negative relationship 

between the mean age of each musical genre and the regression coefficient (r =  

-0.064) and, moreover, this relationship is not statistically significant (p = 0.800). This illustrates that 

the age of genres’ audiences is not organizing the rank ordering of musical genres with respect to 

creativity in any substantively or statistically significant way. In contrast, consider the fourth scatterplot 

in the first row of Graph 3. This scatterplot depicts a strong negative relationship between the mean 

age of each musical genre and the regression coefficient for “fun-loving” (r = -0.667) and this 

relationship is statistically significant (p = 0.003). This indicates that the age of genres’ audiences is 

organizing the rank ordering of musical genres with respect to the quality of “fun-loving.” The mean 

age of the music genres that persons claim to like or dislike are good predictors of whether that person 

considers “fun-loving” an important criterion for friendship. 

In short, the scatterplots that comprise Graph 3 illustrate the relationship between the 

sociodemographic character of musical genres and how well those genres predict that a respondent 

selects a given criterion or quality as important in a friend. Examining the first row of Graph 3, it 

becomes evident that the mean age of a genre’s audience is associated with “fun-loving,” “honest,” 

and “responsible” as friendship criteria: As the mean age of a genre’s audience increases, the 

association between that genre and selecting “honest” and “responsible” as important criteria for 

friendship increases and selecting “fun-loving” as an important criterion for friendship decreases. 

Examining the second row, there is likewise an association between years education and “cultured”: 

As the mean years education of a genre’s audience increases, the association between that genre and 
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selecting “cultured” as an important criterion for friendship increases. Examining the fourth row, we 

can see that there is an association between proportion female and “honest” and “responsible”: As 

the proportion female of a genre’s audience increases, the association between that genre and selecting 

“honest” and “responsible” as important criteria for friendship increases. Finally, the fifth row shows 

an association between the urban variable and “dynamic”: As the mean size of genre audiences’ city 

of residence increases, the association between that genre and selecting “dynamic” as an important 

criterion for friendship increases. 

 

Analysis 2: Taste Composite Scores 

The previous analysis had two objectives: (1) to investigate the differential association between 

respondents’ preference for specific genres and their definitions of friendship and (2) to understand 

how the sociodemographic composition of those genres’ audiences accounts for the ordering of 

genres vis-à-vis friendship criteria. This analysis indicates the relative capacity of musical genres to 

connote expectations for friendship according to the composition of their audiences. However, it is 

more defensible to define individuals’ tastes not merely in terms of their rating of one genre in isolation 

from all other genres but, rather, as a composite of multiple such ratings. To do this, I created six new 

independent variables created by calculating the mean of all respondents’ preferred genres (i.e., genres 

they either “like” or “like very much”) with respect to six sociodemographic characteristics. These are: 

(1) mean age of respondents’ preferred genres’ audiences, (2) proportion black of respondents’ 

preferred genres’ audiences, (3) mean years education of respondents’ preferred genres’ audiences, (4) 

proportion female of respondents’ preferred genres’ audiences, (5) proportion South of respondents’ 

preferred genres’ audiences, and (6) logged mean city size of respondents’ preferred genres’ audiences. 

Descriptive statistics for these variables can be found in Table 2. 

[Table 2] 
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 I use a series of 42 additional OLS regression models measuring the association of these 

composite variables and friendship qualities. As before, each model contained a friendship quality as 

a dependent variable and a composite variable characterizing the audience composition of genres a 

respondent liked as an independent variable along with the complete set of control variables. Thus, 

these results control for the sociodemographic information of the respondent, such that — for 

example — we can note the effect of the mean age of the respondent’s preferred genres on their rating 

of friendship criteria even as we control for the respondent’s actual age. 

[Graph 4] 

Graph 4 represents the coefficients and standard errors for the independent variables of 

interest in the models. Statistically significant results (p ≤ 0.10) are accompanied by their 

corresponding p-value. (The friendship qualities of “honest” and “intelligent” are removed from 

analysis due to a lack of statistically significant relationships.) The coefficients represent the change in 

the average respondent’s evaluation of the importance that a friend embody a given quality, given a 

change in the audience composition of her preferred genres. For instance, for each year increase in 

the mean age of a respondent’s preferred genres, the average respondent experiences a 0.032 increase 

in her assessment of the importance that a friend be “cultured.” Similarly, for each year increase in the 

mean age of a respondent’s preferred genres, the average respondent experiences a 0.037 decrease in 

her assessment of the importance that a friend be “fun-loving.”  

Liking more educated genres (p = 0.061) is positively associated with recognition of “creative” 

as an important criterion of friendship. Liking older genres (p = 0.032), more educated genres (p = 

0.000), more female genres (p = 0.005) and more urban genres (p = 0.005) is positively associated with 

recognition of “cultured” as an important criterion of friendship, and liking more Southern genres (p 

= 0.033) is negatively associated with recognition of “cultured” as an important criterion of friendship. 

Liking blacker genres (p = 0.065) and more urban genres (p = 0.088) is positively associated with 
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recognition of “dynamic” as an important criterion of friendship. Liking younger genres (p = 0.004) 

and more male genres (p = 0.073) is associated with recognition of “fun-loving” as an important 

criterion of friendship, and liking more Southern genres (p = 0.085) is negatively associated with 

recognition of “fun-loving” as an important criterion of friendship. Finally, liking older genres (p = 

0.065) and more female genres (p = 0.059) is positively associated with recognition of “responsible” 

as an important criterion of friendship.  

As Bryson (1996) argues, individuals also dislike musical genres to reinforce symbolic 

boundaries between themselves and those genres’ associated audiences. Given this, it is reasonable to 

expect that respondents’ genre aversions will likewise be associated with their selection of friendship 

criteria. I created six more independent variables by calculating the mean of the genres for which each 

respondent expresses distaste (i.e., genres they either “dislike” or “dislike very much”) with respect to 

six sociodemographic characteristics. These are: (1) mean age of respondents’ disliked genres’ 

audiences, (2) proportion black of respondents’ disliked genres’ audiences, (3) mean years education 

of respondents’ disliked genres’ audiences, (4) proportion female of respondents’ disliked genres’ 

audiences, (5) proportion South of respondents’ disliked genres’ audiences, and (6) logged mean city 

size of respondents’ disliked genres’ audiences. These may also be found in Table 2. 

[Graph 5] 

As before, I use a series of 42 OLS regression models measuring the association of these 

composite variables and friendship qualities. Again, each model contained a friendship quality as a 

dependent variable and a composite variable characterizing the audience composition of genres a 

respondent disliked as an independent variable along with the complete set of control variables. Graph 

5 represents the coefficients and standard errors for the independent variables of interest in the 

models. Statistically significant results (p ≤ 0.10) are accompanied by their corresponding p-value. (The 

friendship qualities of “creative,” “honest,” and “responsible” are not represented in Graph 5 due to 
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a lack of statistically significant relationships.) As before, these coefficients represent the change in the 

average respondent’s evaluation of the importance that a friend embody a given quality, given a change 

in the audience composition of her disliked genres. For example, for each year increase in the mean 

age of a respondent’s disliked genres, the average respondent experiences a 0.013 increase in her 

assessment of the importance that a friend be “fun-loving.” Thus, persons who dislike older genres 

tend to value “fun-loving” as a quality for friendship. Likewise, for each year increase in the mean 

years education of a respondent’s disliked genres, the average respondent experiences a 0.214 decrease 

in her assessment of the importance that a friend be “cultured.” Thus, persons who dislike more 

educated genres tend to devalue “cultured” as a quality for friendship. 

Disliking younger genres (p = 0.050), less educated genres (p = 0.019), less feminine genres (p 

= 0.021), more Southern genres (p = 0.065), and less urban genres (p = 0.006) is positively associated 

with recognition of “cultured” as an important criterion for friendship. Disliking older genres, more 

Southern genres, and less urban genres is positively associated with recognition of “dynamic” as an 

important criterion for friendship. Disliking older genres (p = 0.030), whiter genres (p = 0.016), and 

more educated genres (p = 0.050) is positively associated with recognition of “fun-loving” as an 

important criterion for friendship. Finally, disliking older genres (p = 0.075), more Southern genres (p 

= 0.034), and less urban genres (p = 0.030) is positively associated with recognition of “intelligent” as 

an important criterion for friendship. 

 

Discussion of Results 

Recent work in the sociology of taste theorizes “parallelisms” between patterns of tastes and strategies 

of personal network formation (Schultz and Breiger 2010). In a complementary way, this article 

explains parallelisms between patterns of taste and definitions of friendship and illuminates how 

individuals’ definitions of friendship achieve shape in conversation with the affordances of fields of 
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consumption. In this discussion, I make connections between the results of my analyses and existing 

research on taste to illustrate why these “parallelisms” come to exist. In particular, I dedicate attention 

to genres’ relations to four sociodemographic variables: (1) age, (2) education, (3) gender, and (4) 

region. 

Age. I find that respondents who prefer older genres on average rate “cultured” and 

“responsible” as more important and “fun-loving” as less important as criteria for friendship. 

Consumers who prefer younger genres use them to play out fantasies of “classlessness” in which 

participants seek exemption “from adult commitment to the accumulation of economic capital” and 

from participation in a highly stratified economic system (Thornton 1996:103). Participating in genre 

communities organized around liminal experience and oriented toward seeking pleasure via drug 

experimentation, the erotic expression of dance, and sometimes even physical violence, these musical 

consumers “often refuse the responsibilities and identities of the work world, choosing to invest their 

attention, time and money in leisure” (Thornton 1997:206). These orientations toward fun and 

aversions to responsibility are rearticulated in respondents’ definitions of friendship, such that 

preference for younger genres is consistently associated with a diminished assessment of the 

importance that a friend be “responsible. This aversion to self-investment reappears in consumers’ 

rejection of “cultured” as an important criterion for friendship, such that we see respondents rejecting 

high-status consumers’ use of cultural genres to achieve self-transcendence in favor of emphasis on 

“fun as a cultural experience, offering routinized but relatively intense pleasure and emotional 

gratification” (van Eijck 2001). 

Education. I find that respondents who prefer genres enjoyed by more educated audiences on 

average rate “cultured” as a more important criterion for friendship. This is unsurprising, given the 

persistent argument in the sociology of taste finding an association between higher levels of education 

and consumption of genres designated as “high culture” (DiMaggio and Useem 1978; Bourdieu 1984; 
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van Eijck and Bargemann 2004). As a wide range of sociologists argue, educated audiences 

disproportionately enjoy cultural genres that require specialized knowledge and enable the expression 

of an aesthetic disposition that privileges formal over functional features (Bourdieu 1984; DiMaggio 

1987; Lizardo 2006). Thus, individuals who consume goods traditionally designated as highbrow 

impute value to the development of cultural competencies and specific knowledges necessary to 

provide plausible interpretations. These objects “identify as outsiders those who do not command the 

required codes” (DiMaggio 1987:443). Field participants translate the implicit boundaries generated 

by these cultural objects — the distinction between those who can comfortably offer interpretations 

versus those who cannot — into an expectation that friends be “cultured.” 

Gender. I find that respondents who prefer more female genres on average rate “cultured” as 

more important. The OLS regression models also show that respondents who prefer more female 

genres on average rate “responsible” as more important and “fun-loving” as less important at p < 

0.10. These findings are both congruent with the argument that women’s historically segregated 

position in the domestic domain created a persistent connotation with consumption-related status 

work within a family context. In this account, women are expected to play an important role in the 

cultivation of children’s cultural capital (Collins 1992). This suggests that consumption activities 

associated with women tend to be perceived as oriented toward status production and maintenance 

through the self-presentation of moral-aesthetic superiority and therefore less associated with pleasure 

for its own sake. 

Region. Respondents who prefer more Southern genres on average rate “cultured” as less 

important and respondents who prefer more urban genres on average rate “cultured” and “dynamic” 

as more important criteria for friendship. More rural and Southern genres articulate a “folk ideal, the 

experience of collective, participatory music-making, the chance to judge music by its direct 

contribution to sociability” and, specifically, by its capacity to evoke place as an important component 
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in this process. In contrast to the discourse of transcendence associated with consumption of more 

“highbrow” genres, these genres are valued in their capacity to establish a sense of belonging and 

community (van Eijck 2001). At the same time, consumers hostile to these genres use them to evoke 

an “image of rural poverty and small-town morality” (Peterson 1997:6) that operates as a foil from 

which they can distance themselves. These genres also have undergone a process of preservation, such 

that advocates of the genre seek to celebrate its heritage and to maintain knowledge of the genres’ 

performance techniques, history, and rituals. As Lena and Peterson (2008:706) argue, traditionalists 

may “battle over the place and time that a genre originated” and identify regional origins as markers 

of genre authenticity. Correspondingly, consumers of such genres tend to valorize neither dynamism 

nor even a shared sense of fun but, rather, aesthetic continuity with the genre’s established history as 

a source of shared purpose and sense of community. 

 

Conclusion 

I have investigated how the social-structural composition of individuals’ preferred genres corresponds 

to how they draw boundaries around the concept of friend. My results have two important 

implications. First, the definitions of friendship that individuals develop represent, at least in part, 

phenomenologically valid “completions” to the social-structural discontinuities that the global 

organization of tastes already “affords” (Martin 2003:39). Fields are organized and differential 

distributions of persons among a set of positions that are themselves defined in relation to a set of 

cultural objects. Occupying a position within this environment, persons retrieve information, specific 

to this position, about the qualities of others in this field. Whereas other research has illustrated how 

specific configurations of tastes are associated with social groups (Bryson 1996, 1997; Lizardo and 

Skiles 2016), I show that configurations of tastes are likewise associated with the selection of specific 

criteria for friendship. Second, the social organization of the field aids the social process of 
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misrecognition by enabling individuals to reframe their social proximity to social groups within the 

field into preferences regarding the personal moral and intellectual character of those people as 

individuals. Insofar as persons’ specialized expectations for friendship empirically correspond to 

discontinuities within the field of consumption that are systematically distributed in relation to status 

characteristics such as age, education, gender, race, and region, we can say that they are converting the 

discontinuities that they observe into a euphemistic vocabulary denuded of references to the social 

groups to which people belong. 

This article reaffirms the analytical utility of the concept of duality (Breiger 1974, 2000) in 

relation to fields. As Lee and Martin (2018:28) argue, “duality is not merely a statement about the 

relation between the social and cultural world but a general formalization of the insight that the 

meaning of a thing lies in its relationships to other things and people.” The promise of field theory 

lies in how it leverages the principle of duality to approximate the ways that individuals engage in 

meaning-making: It recognizes that people implicitly anticipate which self-building and self-expressive 

projects that others are engaged in — that is, the types of person that they purport or aspire to be — 

by attending to the ways that they organize their action in response to the affordances of the social 

environment. Insofar as cultural objects mediate our experience of other persons, the principle of 

duality enables sociologists to model the mutually reinforcing categorical distinctions that people make 

between persons and between objects in ways that are not only analytically efficient but also 

phenomenologically valid. 

Sociologists of taste have long discussed the double function of cultural preferences to bind 

persons together and to cleave them apart. The principle of duality holds that cultural objects retrieve 

meaning through our position-contingent perception of who enjoys them and who rejects them. By 

virtue of genres’ associations with specific groups, individuals’ preferences for and aversions to genres 

efficiently impart information about who that person is, how to interact with them appropriately, and 
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whether they might make a good relational partner (Lizardo 2006; Tavory 2010). This accounts for 

why cultural preferences make such useful material to craft sociability in interpersonal encounters and 

relationships. The moral-aesthetic values that people invoke in their boundary-work concerning what 

kinds of person make an appropriate friend are a field residue — the translation of a set of 

discontinuities in the field by a person occupying a specific position therein into a vocabulary that they 

anticipate others will accept. Future research should integrate these findings with existing work on 

structural forms of homophily and friendship relations (McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook 2001). 
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics 

 count mean sd min max 
Dependent variables      
# friend boundaries 1536 3.681 1.523 0 7 
friend creative 1569 1.801 0.979 0 4 
friend cultured 1565 1.737 0.967 0 4 
friend dynamic 1550 1.719 0.948 0 4 
friend fun-loving 1584 2.781 0.816 0 4 
friend honest 1587 3.720 0.498 1 4 
friend intelligent 1582 2.484 0.956 0 4 
friend responsible 1586 3.327 0.707 0 4 
      
Genre variables      
big band 1430 2.552 1.081 0 4 
bluegrass 1432 2.334 1.014 0 4 
blues 1538 2.500 1.031 0 4 
classical 1529 2.330 1.211 0 4 
country 1574 2.675 1.083 0 4 
easy listening 1521 2.593 1.014 0 4 
folk 1516 2.241 1.030 0 4 
gospel 1559 2.606 1.106 0 4 
heavy metal 1526 0.877 1.103 0 4 
jazz 1553 2.395 1.103 0 4 
Latin/salsa 1373 1.857 1.085 0 4 
musicals 1515 2.406 1.092 0 4 
new age 1300 1.321 1.137 0 4 
oldies 1555 2.754 1.107 0 4 
opera 1510 1.521 1.134 0 4 
pop/contemporary rock 1544 2.329 1.182 0 4 
rap 1534 1.078 1.119 0 4 
reggae 1300 1.845 1.188 0 4 
      
Control variables      
black 1606 0.111 0.315 0 1 
female 1606 0.573 0.495 0 1 
age 1601 46.049 17.361 18 89 
education 1602 13.052 3.052 0 20 
occupational prestige 1526 43.201 13.218 17 86 
married 1605 0.535 0.499 0 1 
children 1601 1.843 1.676 0 8 
city size, logged 1606 9.989 2.876 0 15.81 
geographic mobility 1603 0.908 0.852 0 2 
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northeast 1606 0.181 0.385 0 1 
south 1606 0.348 0.477 0 1 
midwest 1606 0.260 0.439 0 1 
west 1606 0.054 0.225 0 1 
N 1606     
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Graph 1. Rank ordering of genres according to OLS coefficient estimates (with ALSOS-
transformed dependent variable) 
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Graph 2. Rank ordering of genres according to OLS coefficient estimates (with ALSOS-transformed dependent variables) 
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Graph 3.  Scatterplots of OLS coefficient estimates and sociodemographic composition variables

 
Key: 1 =  big band; 2 = bluegrass; 3 = blues/R&B; 4 = classical; 5 = country/Western; 6 = easy listening; 7 =folk; 8 = gospel; 9 = heavy 
metal; 10 = jazz; 11 = Latin/salsa; 12 = musicals; 13 = new age; 14 = oldies; 15 = opera; 16 = pop/contemporary rock; 17 = rap/hip-hop; 
18 = reggae  
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Table 2. Descriptive Statistics 
 count mean sd min max 
Composition of genres liked      
mean age 1589 45.414 2.243 33.977 50.577 
percentage black 1589 0.111 0.018 0.063 0.271 
mean education 1589 13.286 0.221 12.476 13.833 
percentage female 1589 0.585 0.017 0.433 0.654 
mean urban, logged 1589 10.083 0.150 9.589 10.641 
percentage South 1589 0.337 0.020 0.295 0.433 
      
Composition of genres disliked      
mean age 1523 41.651 3.771 33.977 50.589 
percentage black 1523 0.127 0.030 0.044 0.271 
mean education 1523 13.305 0.282 12.476 14.094 
percentage female 1523 0.558 0.039 0.433 0.674 
mean urban, logged 1523 10.297 0.153 9.589 10.641 
percentage South 1523 0.321 0.015 0.286 0.433 
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Graph 4. OLS coefficient estimates for qualities of genres respondent likes (with ALSOS-transformed dependent variables) 
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Graph 5. OLS coefficient estimates for qualities of genres respondent dislikes (with ALSOS-transformed dependent variables) 
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Sub-Appendix C1. 

 
This graph represents the results of the rescaling process. The x-axis in each graph represents the original data values and the y-axis represents 
the rescaled values. 
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APPENDIX D. FROM FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICITY TO 
SCHEMATIC SIMILARITY: THE DUALITY OF PERSONS 

 AND RESOURCES 
 
The existing literature on social support in personal networks, most notably the work of Barry 
Wellman, features what theorists call the functional specificity hypothesis. According to this 
hypothesis, most social ties operate as specialized “boutiques” developed to provide specific forms of 
support rather than “general stores” capable of providing a wide variety of social-support resources. 
Wellman and collaborators performed this analysis by using factor analysis to identify latent 
dimensions of social-support resources in the aggregate and then investigating which ego-level and 
tie-level variables predict that a given tie affords access to a particular dimension of resource. Rather 
than understanding how ties conform to patterns in the aggregate, I propose measuring similarities in 
how people organize resources in their personal networks. I discuss and illustrate two approaches for 
measuring interpersonal schematic similarity: (1) an inside-out approach that uses hierarchical 
clustering and similarity profile analysis to model respondents’ resource schemas and then measures 
commonalities among the resulting partitionings and (2) an outside-in approach that uses 
permutational analyses to identify relations of similarity among respondents and then identifies 
distinctive schematic communities through use of a modularity-based community detection algorithm. 
I discuss the implications of my arguments and findings for the functional specificity hypothesis and 
social support/capital research in general. 
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From Functional Specificity to Schematic Similarity: 
The Duality of Persons and Resources 

 

How individuals retrieve social resources and advantages through their network relationships and 

positionings has been an important concentration of research on social networks (Burt 1992; 

Granovetter 1973; Lin 2001; Lin, Cook, and Burt 2001). One of the main strands of research in this 

respect has been the social support literature (Wellman and Wortley 1989, 1990; Wellman and Frank 

2001; Wellman 1992, 2018). The main question driving this research has been: How do individuals 

retrieve resources from their personal network members? With respect to this question, network 

theorists have offered a functional specificity hypothesis: Persons tend to specialize their personal 

networks, such that any given network member fulfills only one or a few particular functions. 

Proponents characterize the hypothesis as marking an important shift in the focus of personal-

network research “from the question of ‘how many’ or ‘how often’ to the match between the problem 

or task at hand and either the skills, information, resources, and accessibility of individual ties, or the 

larger structure of networks” (Perry and Pescosolido 2010:346). 

 In this article, I argue that seminal research on functional specificity does not account for the 

potential multivocality of social-support resources. Multivocality requires a methodological approach 

that does not presuppose that the relationship between predictive variables and cultural practices are 

homogeneous within a given population (Goldberg 2011). In other words, methods that assume linear 

relationships exist between predictors and outcomes will tend to obscure cultural heterogeneity within 

the population of interest (Abbott 1988). In contrast, I articulate an alternative approach of 

understanding personal-network resource use in terms of schematic similarity. I use the concept of 

schematic similarity to denote individuals’ reliance upon shared or similar cultural schemas of resource 

use. To better understand how individuals implicitly categorize and organize their social support 

resources within their personal networks, I use relational methodologies to identify patterns in the way 
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that people package their resources according to heterogeneous resource schemas or strategies of resource 

bundling. 

I outline two preliminary ways of measuring schematic similarity by exploiting the duality of 

persons and resources. First, I introduce an inside-out, or habitus-centered, approach that uses 

clustering and permutational methods in tandem to ascertain person-specific strategies of resource 

bundling and then uses statistics developed in information sciences to measure individuals’ pairwise 

similarities in resource partitionings. Second, I introduce an outside-in, or field-centered, approach that 

operationalizes schematic similarities among respondents as relational ties by using Mantel’s r-test 

(Mantel 1967) to identify statistically significant associations between respondents’ distance matrices 

and then uses community detection algorithms developed by network scientists to identify distinctive 

communities within the network of schematic similarities. To conclude, I discuss some conceptual 

advantages of schematic similarity in comparison to functional specificity and, comparing my results 

to commentary by Wellman and his collaborators, identify some potential empirical problems in the 

study of networked social support that are in need of further investigation and interpretation. 

 

Context and Data 

This article is part of a larger project on resource retrieval following individuals’ experience of 

technological disasters. Within the social-science disasters literature, social networks have long been 

studied implicitly, as disasters researchers focus on how social isolation (Klinenberg 2003) and 

dislocation from sources of social support (Erikson 1976) inhibit survival and recovery. However, 

properties of individuals’ personal social networks are less frequently measured directly. The data I 

use were collected through a survey instrument constructed and used in the aftermath of the Deepwater 

Horizon, or BP, oil spill as part of a larger project on individual and community recovery from 

technological disasters and environmental collapse. Qualitative and quantitative data were collected 
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from 2011-2014 in Franklin County, Florida. Located in the Florida panhandle, Franklin County is 

rural, with approximately 11,000 individuals scattered among nearly 350,000 acres. Franklin County is 

adjacent to Apalachicola Bay, which has historically facilitated an oystering industry that supplies 90% 

of Florida’s oyster harvest and 10% of the total U.S. oyster harvest (UF IFAS 2013). Following the oil 

spill, the oysterbeds in Apalachicola Bay experienced a substantial collapse as oysterworkers, fearing 

that the spill would destroy their livelihood, overharvested the existing oyster population. Because the 

oyster industry has historically offered economic security in a region otherwise characterized by few 

employment opportunities, one important question regards how individuals used their personal 

networks to retrieve social resources in a time characterized by heightened economic and social 

precarity. 

 One important facet of this project was a personal-network survey instrument. Before my 

involvement on the project, Dr. Brian Mayer and his collaborators at the University of Florida 

recruited a sample of 265 oysterworkers through direct advertising at social service provision offices 

located at Franklin’s Promise Coalition offices. Direct advertising was marketed to unemployed oyster 

workers who visited Franklin’s Promise Coalition’s offices to obtain assistance checks. Fieldworkers 

at Franklin’s Promise verified potential respondents’ eligibilities by reviewing potential survey 

respondents’ state-issued oystering license. Computer-assisted social-network surveys were conducted 

with the EgoNet software program (McCarty 2002), a program designed for the collection and analysis 

of egocentric network data, in spring 2013. First, the survey instrument included a name generator 

(Marsden 2005) that instructed respondents to list 30 network members that they anticipate could 

provide useful resources in the wake of a future disaster such as a hurricane. Next, the survey 

instrument asked respondents to provide information on several different dimensions of their 

personal networks. Questions about personal networks requested respondents to provide information 

about the alters’ ages, genders, geographic locations, and the origin of the relationship. Most 
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importantly for the purpose of this article, the survey instrument elicited information regarding 

respondents’ assessments of whether they could successfully retrieve particular social resources, such 

as small loans or credible information, from each elicited alter in the wake of a future disaster. 

 

Personal Networks and Patterns of Social Support 

Within social network analysis, social scientists have conventionally made typological distinctions 

between forms of social networks. One typology offered by sociologists is a three-prong 

characterization of research as organized around who-to-whom (or one-mode) networks, affiliation 

(or two-mode) networks, and ego-centered (or personal) networks (Breiger 2004). Personal network 

analysis involves the study and measurement of network relations from the (position-contingent) 

perspective of a single individual, or ego. Rather than providing a God’s-eye view of a community 

structure (as is usually the case in the analysis of who-to-whom networks), personal-network analysis 

involves eliciting individuals to provide information regarding their perceptions of local network 

structure and composition. As a result, the boundaries distinguishing community members from 

outsiders are identified not by the researcher but by the respondents themselves. This approach thus 

enables researchers to measure community connections without engaging in a priori boundary setting 

(Wellman 1979, 1999). 

  One overarching objective of the personal-network literature has been to understand the 

capacity of specific categories of social tie or types of personal network to retrieve important social 

resources or forms of social support (Wellman and Wortley 1989, 1990; Wellman and Frank 2001; 

Wellman 1992, 2018). In this literature, social support is a major dependent variable of interest. 

Researchers who study social support analyze predictors of resource provision among network 

members, or alters; these include relationship strength, physical accessibility, the alter’s structural 

position in the ego network, the kinship roles the alter occupies (if any), the status characteristics of 
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the alter, and the similarity of alter to ego in terms of status characteristics (Wellman and Wortley 

1990). This line of research has been enormously influential, as it has drawn attention to how 

categories of social tie tend to be useful in providing particular resources. Consequently, it has served 

as a key cornerstone of a larger research program concerned with network-related origins of social 

inequality.  

One development in this literature has been the functional specificity hypothesis. The functional 

specificity hypothesis proposes that, first, individuals retrieve multiple forms of social support from 

their personal community networks and, second, that individuals rely upon most of their network 

members to fulfill specific specialized functions rather than to satisfy all of their needs (Cutrona and 

Russell 1990; Perry and Pescosolido 2010; Perry, Pescosolido, and Borgatti 2018; Wellman and 

Wortley 1990). In short, the hypothesis posits a division of labor within personal networks such that 

egos allocate responsibility for certain resources to different network members. For example, an 

individual who provides a friend emotional support may not be the same person that friend turns to 

when she seeks financial help. Researchers have studied how individuals specialize their ties such that 

more intimately connected alters are not the same ones who provide economic resources (Milardo 

1989, 1992). Accordingly, theorists working in this vein characterize most social ties as “interpersonal 

boutiques” specifically developed to provide particular forms of support rather than “general stores” 

capable of providing every possible social resource (Wellman and Wortley 1990:583).  

In a set of influential studies, Wellman and Wortley (1989, 1990) engaged in a tie-level analysis 

of resource provision. Although social ties can be conceptualized as being nested within the ego, 

Wellman and Wortley studied ties as units of analysis, decoupling them from the respondents. They 

first asked respondents to evaluate their personal-network alters in terms of whether they could 
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provide 18 specific kinds of support.19 Next, they used exploratory factor analysis to identify the 

relevant “dimensions” of resource provision in the aggregate of social ties. Factor analysis as a method 

is designed to assess correlations among observed variables in order to identify a reduced number of 

latent, unobserved variables that structure variation among the observed variables. Following their 

analyses, Wellman and Wortley assigned the social-support indicators to these distinct dimensions 

based upon which factor on which they had the highest loading. In doing so, they operationalized 

these dimensions of resource provision as mutually exclusive in character.  Ultimately, Wellman and 

Wortley identified six distinct dimensions of support provided by respondents’ alters: (1) emotional 

aid, (2) small services, (3) large services, (4) financial aid, (5) companionship, and (6) job information. 

Building upon this research, Wellman and Frank (2001) employed multilevel modeling to distinguish 

between ego-level, dyad-level, and interaction effects in resource provision. 

[Table 1] 

Given Wellman and Wortley’s objective of understanding which categories of tie provide what 

kinds of resource, use of factor analysis to identify specific dimensions of resource provision is an 

analytically justifiable decision. However, it is a choice that generates problems for researchers with 

other theoretical aims. Consider, for example, what happens when I apply Wellman and Wortley’s 

method — oblique promax factor analysis — to my data. (Findings can be seen in Table 1.) The results 

of this factor analysis suggest that there are four distinct dimensions of support in my data: (1) an 

“esteemed” dimension, defined by individuals who are perceived as leaders, can solve problems, and 

                                                 
19 The kinds of resources discussed by Wellman and Wortley were: (1) minor emotional aid, (2) advice 
about family problems, (3) major emotional aid, (4) minor services, (5) lending and giving household 
items, (6) minor household services, (7) aid in dealing with organizations, (8) regular help with 
housework, (9) major household services (i.e. children’s day care), (10) small loans and gifts, (11) large 
loans and gifts, (12) large loans and gifts specifically for housing, (13) discussing ideas, (14) doing 
things together, (15) participating together in an organization, (16) job information, (17) job contacts, 
and (18) information about housing. 
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are sources of credible information but who are unlikely to provide financial support; (2) a “solidary” 

dimension defined by ties who can function as confidants and can provide short stays but, likewise, 

do not provide financial support; (3) a “material” dimension defined by the capacity to provide a 

variety of different loans or other material help but not information; and (4) a “practical” dimension 

defined by the ability to provide smaller tokens of help and useful information. 

The fact that a number of resource indicators — small loans, equipment loans, short stays, 

and credible information — load on multiple dimensions suggests that these resources are versatile in 

terms of their meanings. That is, these “multivocal” resources are being bundled together according 

to a diversity of cultural logics or schemes. The multivocality of social-support resources suggests what 

Amir Goldberg calls a “problem of population heterogeneity” (2011:1399): Persons organize their 

thinking about the world in a multitude of different ways that conventional quantitative methodologies 

are ill suited to model. To account for this potential cultural diversity, Goldberg argues in favor of 

adopting a relational perspective, which enables researchers to identify implicit structures of meaning 

that exist in the data as cultural similarities and dissimilarities between individuals. He defines 

commonalities in how individuals cognitively categorize some set of elements as schemas (D’Andrade 

1995; DiMaggio 1997), or classificatory principles or implicit structures of representation that organize 

a domain of meaning. Thinking of culture in schematic terms “poses a methodological challenge: 

schemas are not clear set of behavioral rules but rather implicit recognition procedures that emerge 

from intricate associational links among salient aspects of our cognitively represented experiences” 

(Goldberg 2011:1401). Goldberg’s suggested approach to this challenge is to adopt methodologies 

that enable researchers to identify and measure heterogeneities in individuals’ classificatory schemes. 

From this perspective, we should not — as is conventional in studies of resource retrieval in network 

analysis — treat social ties as independent units of analyses. Rather, social scientists should assess how 
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respondents bundle their resources together and, subsequently, identify common patterns as practical 

strategies of resource bundling.  

 

The Duality of Persons and Resources 

To complete this task, I draw upon theorizing in relational sociology that exploits the network-

theoretical principle of duality. This school of analysis employs a key insight of network theory — that 

is, the identities of individuals and groups are mutually constitutive, such that an individual’s identity 

is determined by the precise constellation of the social groups to which that person belongs as a 

member and, simultaneously, the group’s identity is defined in terms of the individuals who belong to 

it (Simmel 1955). This idea was later formalized by Breiger (1974), who demonstrated that an affiliation 

matrix of individuals and groups, with individuals located in the rows of the matrix and groups located 

in the columns, may be transformed via matrix multiplication into two distinct adjacency matrices, 

with one communicating how individuals are interconnected by virtue of their shared group 

memberships and another expressing the number of common members among groups. Relational 

methodologies are particularly adept at exploiting the principle of duality and have, accordingly, 

become a staple of cultural analyses (Breiger 2000; Breiger and Mohr 2004; Lee and Martin 2018; 

Mohr and Duquenne 1997; Puetz 2017). 

From personal-network data, it is possible to generate a person-by-resource matrix, which 

contains binarized data regarding whether individual i can provide resource j — that is, a two-mode 

network in which all of ego’s chosen alters are in the rows and the resources they are purported to 

provide are placed in the columns. Thus, a (0) in any cell indicates the alter does not provide this 

resource, whereas a (1) in a cell indicates the alter provides this resource. Once such a two-mode 

network has been constructed, it is possible to use matrix multiplication to transform this alter-

resource affiliation network into one of two one-mode networks: (1) an individual-to-individual 
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network that conveys similarities in how alters provide resources and (2) a resource-to-resource 

network that conveys similarities in how resources inhere within certain relationships. Exploiting the 

principle of duality, relational approaches enable a conceptualization of support network members 

and social resources as mutually constitutive, such that personal-network alters are defined by which 

resources they provide and resources are defined in terms of which individuals provide them. 

 

Schematic Similarity 

In this article, I focus on the second aspect of this duality: I study the extent to which people share 

common ways of categorizing resources within their personal networks. In this sense, I study what 

Lee and Martin (2018) term the “culturosocial” relations among egos. Lee and Martin (2018) define 

culturosocial relationships as relations between persons that are established according to their similar 

relations with respect to some structure of cultural distributions. Duality is a multiply exploitable 

principle, such that, once the set of connections between elements within one mode (e.g., cultural 

similarities between persons) has been established, it becomes possible to analyze “the social 

distribution of patterns of co-holding beliefs” (Lee and Martin 2018:20). In other words, social 

scientists may study not only relational similarities between individuals (i.e., do they each have access 

to “small loans” in their personal network?) but also the extent to which persons exemplify a similarity 

based upon their conformity to patterns of relations among cultural elements (i.e., do they each tend 

to use the same alters to retrieve “small loans” as they do “credible information”?) 

My main objective is to demonstrate how relational methodologies can be used to represent 

something we might call schematic similarity, which clarifies the extent to which people share common 

“principles of vision and division” (Bourdieu 1985) in how they allocate important social resources to 

specific members of their personal networks. By modeling schematic similarity among individuals, we 

can represent the principles of division they use to organize resources within their personal networks. 
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In short, it would be analytically advantageous to measure not simply whether respondents are 

purporting to have access to the same social resources but to examine whether they are bundling 

resources together among their alters in ways that structurally resemble one another.  

[Table 2] 

I begin by isolating for each respondent a matrix containing information regarding ego’s 

perception of which alters could plausibly provide which social-support resources. This might be 

called an alter-resource affiliation network. Table 2 contains an alter-resource affiliation network randomly 

selected from my data. Once this matrix has been constructed for each respondent, it becomes 

possible to use matrix multiplication to identify within-network patterns of coselection. I call this a 

resource-coselection matrix. Within this network, each cell represents the number of times that ego 

characterizes an alter as capable of providing two resources in tandem. Thus, numbers in these cells 

may vary from 0 (ego identifies no alters as able to provide both resource i and resource j) to 30 (ego 

identifies all alters as able to provide both resource i and resource j). Once this matrix has been 

constructed, it then becomes possible to calculate the dissimilarity of two individuals’ patterns of 

resource coselection by calculating the Euclidean distance between the tie profiles of each pair of 

resources. The Euclidean distance between two resources is measured as the square root of the sum 

of the squared differences between them with respect to every other resource. Thus, the measure 

captures differences in coselection between resource i and resource j with respect to the complete set 

of resources, squares them, and then takes the square root of the total. The end result of this process 

is a distance matrix for each ego that captures pairwise dissimilarities with respect to co-selection of 

resources. (See Table 3 for an example of both a resource-coselection matrix and distance matrix for 

the previously selected respondent.) Once constructed for each respondent, these dissimilarity 

matrices can be exploited in multiple ways.  

[Table 3] 
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In this article, I introduce and employ a variety of relational methodological tools to achieve 

analytical leverage in studying the association of respondents’ distance matrices. Introducing the 

concepts of field and habitus, Bourdieu provides an appealing vocabulary for understanding schemas. 

As concepts, field and habitus describe the same phenomenon — “regularity in experienced valence” 

— from different analytical vantage points: “one from the collective-spatial perspective and the other 

from the individual-temporal perspective” (Martin 2011:266). In this article, I show how social 

scientists may approach the measurement of schematic similarity from either vantage point by 

adopting one of two distinctive methodological approaches: (1) an inside-out or habitus-centered approach 

in which the analyst first establishes the strategy of resource bundling for each respondent and then 

measures commonalities to represent respondents’ schematic similarity and (2) an outside-in or field-

centered approach in which the analyst first operationalizes schematic similarities among respondents 

as relational ties and then uses community detection algorithms to identify distinctions within 

networks of schematic similarity. 

 

Inside-Out: Analytically Constructing Respondents’ Network Habitus 

An inside-out approach begins with analytically representing each respondent’s network habitus and 

then indicating commonalities between respondents based upon the similarity of their habitus. 

Cultural sociologists define the habitus as a matrix of dispositions that a person develops in interaction 

with her social and material environment. By virtue of his or her trajectory through a set of social 

contexts, particularly early in one’s childhood, the individual comes to favor relatively durable 

principles of judgment and practice that have been demonstrated to operate efficaciously within the 

social milieus that person has previously occupied and situations previously experienced (Emirbayer 

and Johnson 2008; Sallaz and Zavisca 2007). With respect to one’s personal networks, individuals may 

develop a sense regarding which types of person are appropriate sources for specific forms of social 
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support. Anticipating a situation in which they need aid, my respondents made judgments regarding 

whether an alter could provide a given resource and whether it would be appropriate to request this 

resource from said alter. Furthermore, we might anticipate that, by virtue of experiencing a common 

or similar set of social conditions, individuals may share principles of judgment and practice — that 

is, common strategies for bundling resources together within their personal networks. 

Relational methodologies such as hierarchical clustering analysis enable the analytic 

identification of distinctive practical strategies by directing attention to the organization of relations 

among resources and alters. Hierarchical clustering provides a promising route to representing habitus 

in ways that are phenomenologically valid because it helpfully represents the classifications and 

distinctions that a respondent practically makes. I begin analysis with the construction of dissimilarity 

matrices for each ego. Once these have been generated, it becomes possible to use hierarchical 

clustering procedures to create a “dendrogram” that represents patterns of resource bundling with 

respect to each personal network. Hierarchical clustering procedures require analysts to select a 

particular method for identifying relevant groups. I use complete-link hierarchical clustering, such that 

links between two clusters are determined based upon which elements in each cluster are farthest away 

from one another. 

[Graph 1] 

One commonly noted issue with hierarchical clustering as a procedure is that the resulting 

dendrogram does not clearly indicate that any given partition best fits the data. Consequently, it may 

be difficult to ascertain which partitions analysts should adopt to represent the data. However, some 

statisticians have engineered solutions to this problem. Similarity profile analysis (or SIMPROF) is a 

technique that enables analysts to test the extent to which the boundaries generated through some 

clustering procedure are statistically significant. As a procedure, SIMPROF posits that it is possible to 

identify and isolate a “genuine structure” within relational data that “will be evidenced by an excess of 
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smaller and/or larger similarities than expected” under the null hypothesis that there are no differences 

between cases within a sample (Clarke, Somerfield, and Gorley 2008:58). Consider Graph 1, which 

depicts the resource coselection matrix and corresponding dendrogram for one of our respondents. 

Looking at this representation, we might expect that leader, problem solver, credible information, and long-

term loan represent one cluster (Bundle A) and that equipment loan, small loan, short stay, and confidant 

represent another (Bundle B).  

In the first step of similarity profile analysis, the observed distance matrix is transformed into 

a vector and sorted by magnitude. This is called a similarity profile. If the partitions created via 

hierarchical clustering correspond to real differences between groups, then we should expect sharp 

increases where partitions exist as we increase the rank order of similarities. Next, the procedure 

permutes the values of each row (i.e., alters) across all columns (i.e., resources), independently in each 

row, and subsequently calculates its similarity profile over T total times to generate a mean permuted 

similarity profile, which represents the profile given the null assumption of no difference. Finally, 

similarity profile analysis investigates whether the similarities observed in the data are smaller and/or 

larger than those we would expect to exist by chance by comparing the observed similarity profile 

with the mean permuted similarity profile. Sections of the plot where the observed profile extends 

beyond a selected confidence envelope, either higher or lower, indicate which partitionings best fit the 

structure of the data. In short, similarity profile analysis performs a test relevant to any output of a 

hierarchical structuring procedure (or dendrogram) at each successive branch and terminates at each 

point where there is insufficient evidence that there are additional statistically significant differences 

within that branch.  

Used in conjunction, hierarchical clustering and similarity profile analysis represent a means 

of identifying “natural” groupings within relational data without imposing initial a priori assumptions 

regarding its structure. This enables social scientists to identify statistically significant partitions within 
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hierarchical clustering analyses in exploratory fashion. This analysis proves particularly useful when, 

as in this study, social scientists wish to avoid a priori hypothesis regarding the structure of cultural 

schemas because they wish to analytically capture potential heterogeneity in terms of strategies of 

classification. 

[Graph 2] 

 I iterate this process over all 265 respondents’ hierarchical clustering outputs, using 1000 

permutations to generate a mean permutation profile. This procedure results in the identification of 

96 unique partitionings among my respondents. Representations of the ten most common habitus, 

comprising 53.9% of the sample (138/258), can be found in Graph 2. (Graph 2’s representations also 

contain alter-resource matrices to illustrate that the partitionings correspond to observable differences 

in how individuals allocated resources within their personal networks.) By far the most common 

habitus among my respondents is one that features no statistically significant partitions (Schema 1). 

Individuals who organize their personal networks in accordance with Schema 1 generally do not 

specialize their ties in any meaningful way: They either classify all their alters as being able to provide 

resources in general, classify none of their alters as being able to provide resources, or classify some 

as able and others as unable but do not meaningfully distinguish between types of social support. 

Furthermore, Schema 2 and Schema 3 represent only slight adjustments to Schema 1, such that the 

respondent does not make meaningful distinctions in terms of which alters provide which resources 

except that they acknowledge the relative unavailability of long-term loans (for Schema 2) or long-term 

loans and equipment loans (for Schema 3) within their personal networks. The existence of these 

individuals, comprising 36% of my sample (93/258), represents something of a challenge to the 

functional specificity hypothesis’s idea that individuals tend to use their personal networks to fulfill 

only specific specialized needs. Contra the hypothesis, it seems that many individuals do not specialize 

their personal networks in any observable or measurable way. 
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 Generally speaking, the alter-resource matrices do not communicate the level of tie 

specialization that the functional specificity hypothesis posits should exist. My results, instead, suggest 

that the factors suggest a different explanation for the observed factor loadings: Individuals tend to 

identify their personal-networks as resource-rich with respect to some resources and resource-poor 

with respect to others. For example, Respondent 124 (using Schema 4) identifies greater availability 

of equipment loan and small loan in comparison to the other resources, whereas Respondent 253 (using 

Schema 6) identifies greater availability of confidant, short stay, credible information, and small loan in 

comparison to the other resources. This suggests that Wellman and Worley’s factor analysis may not 

be identifying specific factors because individuals have specialized their personal networks such that 

different alters are associated with being able to provide particular sets of social support resources. 

Rather, individuals tend to perceive particular sets of resources as available in their personal networks 

and others as unavailable — but which resources are available and which are not varies across 

individuals. When these individualized patterns of resource coselection are compiled into an aggregate 

dataset of social ties, performing a factor analysis results in the dimensions identified. 

Once the network habitus have been constructed, it becomes possible to relate the similarity 

of respondents’ partitionings vis-à-vis one another (Boorman and Arabie 1973). How different are the 

partitions generated through the similarity profile procedure? One such measure for assessing the 

similarity of partitionings is variation of information (Meila 2007). Consider two partitions X and Y, which 

relate different clusterings with respect to a similar data structure, for individuals i and j. The variation 

of information index for X and Y can be calculated as follows. If we consider 𝑝𝑖 =  𝑋𝑖 (or the set 

difference unique to respondent i), 𝑞𝑗 =  𝑌𝑗 (or the set difference unique to respondent j), and 𝑟𝑖𝑗 =

 𝑋𝑖 ∩ 𝑌𝑗 (or the set intersection of X and Y), then the variation of information is equal to:  

− ∑ 𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑖,𝑗

[log (
𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝑝𝑖
) + log (

𝑟𝑖𝑗

𝑞𝑗
)] 
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According to this measure, variation of information is maximal when X and Y are completely disjoint 

and zero when X and Y completely overlap. This measure has multiple benefits: Because it represents 

the metric measurement of differences between partitions, it is non-negative and symmetric, which 

easily enables modeling and comparison. I calculated a variation of information statistic for each pair 

of respondents. 

[Graph 3] 

 This procedure provides one potential relational and metric measure of schematic similarity. 

Using these scores, I model individuals’ similarity to one another via multidimensional scaling in 

Graph 3. I jitter the placement of agents within the representation to more clearly indicate the number 

of agents occupying a particular space therein. The first dimension within the multidimensional 

represents the popularity of partitions that individuals use. Consequently, the left side of the graph is 

dominated by individuals who organize their resources according to Schema 1 (no partitioning) and 

Schema 2 (distinction between long-term loan and all other resources). The right side of the graph, on 

the other hand, is occupied by individuals who use coherent, but uncommon, strategies for bundling 

resources. For example, the rightmost ego, Respondent 2, provides the following partitioning: {leader, 

problem solver, short stay}, {credible information, small loan, confidant}, {long-term loan, equipment loan}. As the 

factor analysis indicates, short stay as a resource most commonly loads on a “solidary” dimension (it 

has associations with confidant), a “material” dimension (it has associations with small loan, equipment 

loan, and long-term loan), and a “practical” dimension (it has associations with credible information and small 

loan). Consequently, short stay’s very close association with leader and problem solver (the properties that 

load most highly on the “esteemed” dimension) in Respondent 2’s personal network represents a 

notable departure from common strategies of resource bundling within the community. 

 The second dimension in the multidimensional scaling representation is defined by the 

placement of small loan vis-à-vis other resources. Respondents who occupy the upper space of the 
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graph bundle small loan with equipment loan. For example, Schema 4 has a {equipment loan, small loan} 

bundle, Schema 5 has a {confidant, equipment loan, short stay, small loan} bundle, and Schema 9 has a 

{equipment loan, long-term loan, small loan} bundle. In contrast, respondents who occupy the lower space 

of the graph bundle small loan with credible information. For example, Schema 6 has a {confidant, credible 

information, short stay, small loan} bundle and Schema 8 has a {credible information, small loan} bundle. This 

suggests that this dimension is capturing a divergence between respondents who see small loan as 

material help versus respondents who see small loan as a more informal token of practical assistance, 

comparable to credible information.  

 

Outside-In: Identifying “Schematic Communities” 

Alternatively, an outside-in approach initially reconstructs something like a schematic field by treating 

commonalities between individuals in terms of how they bundle resources as network ties and then 

decomposing this network into constituent schematic communities. Although field as a concept frequently 

has connotations of contestation and struggle, there is utility in understanding the field, more simply, 

in terms of set of practical regularities given a set of environmental affordances — in Bourdieu’s 

vocabulary, a “universe of possibles” (Bourdieu 1984). The field, accordingly, becomes defined by a 

set of culturosocial relations, measured as cultural similarities and differences that occur by virtue of 

individuals’ adherence to diverging sets of principles that generate observable differences in 

individuals’ practice and judgment. 

An outside-in or field-centered approach begins by directly measuring the similarity of 

respondents’ patterns of co-selection by (1) transforming the distance matrices of each respondent 

into structurally consistent vectors and (2) calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient for each pair 

of respondents. This coefficient characterizes the strength of the relationship between two persons, 

such that persons with structurally equivalent patterns of resource coselection will retrieve a schematic 
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similarity score approaching 1. In contrast, those who bundle resources together in ways that are 

completely discrepant will retrieve a schematic similarity score approaching -1. This metric is useful 

not only for the purpose of descriptively characterizing the relationship between individuals in terms 

of a quantitative similarity score. It also becomes possible to test whether the similarity between any 

two persons’ use of a similar scheme is statistically likely beyond random chance. Mantel’s r-test 

(Mantel 1967) provides one procedure for estimating whether resemblances between two distances 

matrices are statistically significant. Using Mantel’s r-test, it becomes possible to assess whether the 

correlation between two distance matrices is statistically likely. This test takes as its null hypothesis the 

assumption that there is no relation between the two distance matrices. If this assumption is true, 

Mantel reasons, then permuting the rows and columns of the matrix should produce a larger or smaller 

coefficient with equal likelihood. This procedure can be expressed via the following equation: 

∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗𝑌𝑖𝑗

 

𝑖<𝑗
 

In this equation, X represents the distance matrix for patterns of resource co-selection among 

respondent x and Y represents the same for respondent y. The procedure calculates the correlation 

coefficient between original distance matrices Xi and Yi and takes this value as a test statistic. The 

procedure then randomly permutes distance matrix Xi and distance matrix Yi, such that it generates 

distance matrices Xj and Yj, and calculates the correlation coefficient between these matrices. The final 

statistic — the p-value — represents the total proportion of random permutations that evince a higher 

correlation coefficient than the observed matrices. 

 I performed Mantel’s r-test on each pair of respondents so as to determine whether the level 

of schematic similarity between each pair of respondents was statistically likely. I performed this 

procedure with 1,000 random permutations per pair of respondents. I selected a p-value of 0.001 to 

indicate the existence of a tie of schematic similarity between individuals. In other words, I treat every 
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pair of respondents who achieve a p-value of 0.001 or less as having a statistically significant level of 

schematic similarity. I select this value because it represents the fundamental distillation of the data, 

such that I select only the ties of schematic similarity that we can say with the greatest certainty exist. 

This procedure yields a large network segment consisting of 173 respondents, with the remaining 

respondents counted among network isolates and smaller network subgraphs.  

 Following the construction of the network subgraph, I used a community detection algorithm 

to identify distinctive patterns of resource bundling within the largest network substructure. Here, I 

use a partitioning method based upon modularity. Goldberg (2011) argues that modularity is 

particularly appropriate for distinguishing between multiple cultural schemas because modularity-

based community detection algorithms do not require a priori assumptions regarding the number or 

size of subgroups. Instead, partitions are identified through a procedure that optimizes the network’s 

modularity, or the number of edges falling within groups compared to the number expected if the 

network’s edges were randomly allocated, while maintaining the distribution of node degrees. I use a 

community detection algorithm developed by Clauset, Newman, and Moore (2004). This procedure 

identifies three main “schematic communities” within the largest network substructure. See Graph 4 

for the results of this process. 

[Graph 4] 

Following the construction of the graph, I identified the members of each schematic 

community and calculated the mean values of the distance matrices for members of that community. 

Finally, I used hierarchical clustering to depict the strategies of resource bundling that characterize 

each community using Euclidean distances and complete-link clustering. Compared to the inside-out 

approach, this method provides a coarser-grain representation of how individuals bundle resources 

together. This network substructure seems to be defined primarily by respondents’ recognition that 

long-term loan represents a fundamentally different type of social resource than most others. Group 1 
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is distinguished by respondents’ distinction between a {small loan, equipment loan} bundle and a {leader, 

problem solver, credible information, confidant, short stay} bundle. Group 2 is distinguished by respondents’ 

distinction between a {leader, problem solver} bundle and a {confidant, short stay, credible information, equipment 

loan, small loan} bundle. Finally, Group 3 respondents tend to evaluate the availability of both long-term 

loan and equipment loan within alters, while also bundling {credible information, small loan} and {confidant, 

leader, problem solver, short stay}.  

 

Discussion: Functional Specificity Versus Schematic Similarity 

To recap, the functional specificity hypothesis posits that individuals specialize the roles of their 

personal network members such that particular alters fulfill only specific functions rather than satisfy 

all their needs. To provide evidence of this phenomenon, Wellman and collaborators disaggregated 

all social ties from their respondents and used factor analysis to capture patterns of network usage in 

the aggregate of social ties. Employing this method, they identified multiple latent factors that exist 

within the data: (1) emotional aid, (2) small services, (3) large services, (4) financial aid, (5) 

companionship, and (6) job information. This operationalization is elegant and useful, and it makes 

sense within the context of the authors’ main question: What is the relationship between properties 

of social ties and the resources they provide? However, this analytical decision comes with a cost, 

heretofore unacknowledged in the broader social-support literature, in that it decreases analytical 

leverage at other places within personal-network datasets.  

First and foremost, disaggregating the social ties from the ego makes it impossible to 

investigate how different individuals’ strategies of resource bundling are contributing to the observed 

patterns of resource bundling in the aggregate. Even in later work in which Wellman and collaborators 

assess ego-level effects on resource selection within ties, they still operationally measure resources in 

terms of the six factors identified via factor analysis (Wellman and Frank 2001). Second, Wellman and 
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Wortley operationally measure social-support resources in terms of which factors they load most 

highly, such that each social-support resource is designated exclusively to one resource dimension. 

This move further diminishes the ability of researchers to study differences in how individuals 

interpret the meaning of their social resources and personal networks. Third, the selection of factor 

analysis as a method means that individuals’ departure from the main factors — in Wellman and 

Wortley’s study, the patterns of resource co-selection that best define the aggregate — means that 

individuals’ divergence from patterns in the aggregate is understood in terms of “error” rather than as 

potential strategic departures from common schemas of resource bundling (Martin 2011; Puetz 2017). 

 My ultimate objective is not to refute the functional specificity hypothesis. However, I propose 

that a shift in thinking about resource selection in terms of schematic similarity represents one possible 

solution to these problems and promises some definite conceptual advantages and potentially some 

empirical ones as well. Conceptually, a shift to thinking about support networks in terms of schematic 

similarity enables social scientists to investigate variation in how individuals interpret the meaning of 

categories of social-support resource relative to one another. Wellman and his collaborators embrace 

a methodology and framework that diminishes analysts’ ability to empirically examine the potential 

multivocality of social-support resources. I illustrate that the identification of latent factors that emerge 

from the aggregate data obscure diversity regarding the classificatory schemas individuals use to 

organize their personal networks. As Goldberg (2011:1404) argues, investigating the potential diversity 

of cultural schemas demands developing a “method that is sensitive to relational patterns both within 

and between observations.” Furthermore, there are analytical advantages in treating social-support 

resources as potentially having multiple meanings (Abbott 1988). In contrast to variable-centered 

methodologies such as latent class analysis, relational and formal methodologies are helpful in that 

they offer ways of analytically reconstructing the phenomenologically valid heuristics that people use 

when confronted with a “cultural world that is in formation and where the rules are not necessarily 
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fixed” (Martin 2006:187). In short, these representations model the process by which individuals 

assign meaning to their social-support networks. 

[Graph 5] 

With respect to empirics, Wellman and Worley seek to explain “substantively different 

dimensions” of social-support resource use that exist within the aggregate of personal-network ties. 

They argue that individuals have specialized their ties such that network members provide a limited 

set of specialized functions rather than fulfilling all their needs, with some alters providing one set of 

resources and others a different set of resources. My results suggest that patterns observable in the 

aggregate do not necessarily exist because individuals are specializing their ties such that they have 

dedicated particular parts of their support network to the provision of some set of resources. Rather, 

individuals tend to characterize their personal networks as “resource-rich” in some respects and 

“resource-poor” in others. Graph 5 represents two theorized ideal-typical strategies for bundling 

resources together. On the left is the strategy suggested by the functional specificity hypothesis — a 

strategy of tie specialization in which a respondent relies upon one set of alters for bundle {Resource 1, 

Resource 2, Resource 3, Resource 4} and a different set of alters for the remaining resources. On the right 

is an alternative strategy, in which ego characterizes her personal network as generally useful for 

providing some set of resources but relies upon core members for other resources. This second 

strategy offers an alternative explanation for the observation of multiple dimensions of social-support 

resource use in the aggregate: Individuals tend to specialize their networks for particular purposes but 

these purposes vary across individuals, such that some bundle small loans and credible information 

together and others bundle small loans and a place to stay. 

Furthermore, Wellman and Wortley (1990:563) argue that their factor analysis’s identification 

of multiple latent dimensions in the aggregate suggests that there is no “global support dimension”:  
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“[T]he grouping of specific kinds of support into substantively different dimensions has its 

own interest. We could well have found one global support dimension that would have shown 

that network members usually provide many kinds of aid.” 

My analysis suggests that this assertion may be misleading. Similar to Wellman and Wortley’s (1990) 

analysis, performing factor analysis on my data identifies multiple dimensions of analytic interest, none 

of which could be described as a “global support dimension.” However, the similarity profile analysis 

I perform suggests that 48 out of 265 respondents (18%) made no meaningful distinctions between 

categories of social-support resources — that is, there was no detectable pattern in how these 

respondents allocated resources among their alters. This suggests (1) that the factor analysis may be 

underestimating the extent to which a “global support dimension” exists within the data and (2) the 

proclivity to specialize one’s social-support network varies within the population, potentially in 

accordance with particular status characteristics, practical experiences, or cultural identities. 

In fairness to Wellman, it is difficult to discern without applying the same analysis to his data 

why there seem to be differences in our results. Any observed differences could potentially result from 

empirical differences in the composition of our samples. It is not clear to what extent the differences 

in findings result from differences between the two sites from which respondents were drawn. 

Wellman drew his sample from urban neighborhoods in Toronto, while my sample is drawn from a 

rural, economically struggling community of oysterworkers. Wellman’s sample also features a great 

deal more heterogeneity with respect to a variety of status characteristics that sociologists tend to 

consider important. It is plausible, for example, that more urban populations, wealthier populations, 

more educated populations, or populations that evince greater heterogeneity with respect to, for 

instance, income or racial membership will be more likely to specialize their ties. Wellman’s data show 

that his urban inhabitants develop ties in ways that transcend geographical boundaries, whereas many 

of my respondents have developed personal networks that are locally based. The observed differences 
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could also result from differences in our survey instruments. Wellman asks his respondents questions 

regarding 18 total resources, while the survey instrument I use only asked about eight total resources. 

Wellman also did not place limits on the number of alters that ego could identify, whereas the survey 

instrument that created my data limited the number of alters to 30. These issues require empirical 

investigation to determine whether ostensible differences in results derive from our selection of 

methodology or are merely differences in the composition of our sites or the construction of our 

survey instruments. 

Despite that caveat, my results suggest a few ways that future empirical research on personal 

social-support networks can be improved: 

(1) Social-support researchers tend to take as their unit of analysis discrete ego-alter ties. I have 

illustrated that one shortcoming of the use of factor analysis to distinguish scales that pertain 

to different resource domains is that it conceals potential heterogeneity among respondents 

with respect to the practical logics they use to structure their resource use. In contrast to the 

functional specificity hypothesis’s dominant framing of resource use in terms of categories 

such as service, financial support, and emotional support that are relevant across respondents 

(Wellman and Wortley 1990), tie specialization might best be conceptualized with respect to 

multiple, distinctive practical logics that differ across individuals. 

(2) Patterns that exist in the aggregate of social ties should not be considered phenomenologically 

valid representations of how individual persons cognitively organize resources within their 

personal networks. Likewise, that distinctive dimensions of support-resources exist in the 

aggregate does not ipso facto indicate that individuals are conforming to the functional 

specificity hypothesis’s expectation that individuals specialize their personal networks such 

that individuals selectively develop their ties to provide specific social-support resources. This 
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is because these patterns could alternatively be explained by reference to multiple individuals’ 

adoption of divergent strategies for organizing their personal networks. 

(3) Insofar as we interpret functional specificity to mean that individuals specialize their ties to 

retrieve specific sets of resources, functional specificity should not be treated as a principle 

structuring personal networks in general but, instead, as an operationally measurable and 

empirically variable characteristic of individuals’ strategies of resource bundling. 

 

Conclusion 

Schematic similarity promises to be a useful concept for studying how individuals use their personal 

networks to attain social resources. To conclude this article, I quickly outline four possible areas of 

research and analysis moving forward: (1) predictors of schematic similarity, (2) outcomes of strategies 

of resource bundling, (3) methodological refinements, and (4) exploiting the principle of duality to 

examine “resource roles” among alters. 

First, what are the predictors of schematic similarity among individuals? Are some strategies 

of resource bundling associated with particular status characteristics such as gender, race, education, 

class, and age? For example, some research on gender differences in social support provision and 

receipt suggests that women are more likely to report confidant relationships (Lowenthal and Haven 

1968) and that they are more likely to report sources of support in general (Burda, Vaux, and Schill 

1984), whereas other research reveals limited sex differences (Antonucci and Akiyama 1987). These 

studies examined differences in magnitude in the presence of perceived social-support resources 

within the personal networks of male versus female respondents, whereas the concept of schematic 

similarity promises to elucidate gendered differences in how individuals organize resources within their 

personal networks vis-à-vis one another. Research should also investigate how relationality and 

positionality within network structure (Emirbayer and Goodwin 1994) are associated with strategies 
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of resource bundling. With respect to relationality, one promising research strand is the study of 

schematic homophily: Are individuals who are structurally connected to one another via network 

relationships more likely to use similar resource schemas as they organize their personal networks? 

With respect to positionality, it seems intuitive that network positions characterized by social closure 

(Coleman 1988) will tend to be characterized by less tie specialization and, conversely, individuals 

occupying networks positions characterized by brokerage (Burt 1992) will tend to specialize their ties.  

 Second, what are the positive or negative outcomes for developing and adopting specific 

strategies of resource bundling? This research suggests analytical benefits in approaching social capital 

from a more cultural perspective. Social capital is frequently defined in terms of concrete group 

memberships (Bourdieu 1986); access to particular types of individual, especially high-status or 

resource-rich persons (Erickson 1996; Lin 2001); occupancy of an advantageous structural position 

within a network (Burt 1992, 2000); the structural heterogeneity of the positions individuals occupy 

(Erickson 1996; Lin 2001); and/or the tangible, “embedded resources,” such as information and 

goods, that people retrieve from their social networks (Lin 2001:19). In this article, I instead define 

measures of network-related advantage in terms of a “generalized” or “transposable” set of 

orientations or dispositions (Bourdieu 1984) — that is, strategies and schemas that may potentially 

offer benefits in comparison to alternative strategies and schemas. Thinking about the more cognitive 

aspects of resource use corresponds well to an emerging literature on the cognitive activation of social 

ties (Smith, Menon, and Thompson 2012; Menon and Smith 2014). Are particular strategies of 

resource bundling more efficacious in effecting some outcome? Under what conditions or for what 

purposes are given strategies of resource bundling useful? 

Third, future research should concern itself with methodologically refining measures of 

schematic similarity. What are the advantages and disadvantages of specific operationalizations of 

schematic similarity? We should expect measurement of schematic similarity to vary depending upon 
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the construction of personal-network survey instruments (Marsden 1990, 2005; Perry, Pescosolido, 

and Borgatti 2018). How do results change based upon the size of the personal network that 

researchers elicit? What are the consequences of setting a limit versus no limit in the number of alters 

a respondent can provide? Will use of name-generator versus resource-generator instruments affect 

the measurement of schematic similarity? Future research should also increase the number of 

resources about which respondents are asked, as these will provide greater opportunity for 

respondents to convey variation with respect to how they organize their personal networks.  

Finally, future research should further exploit the duality of persons and resources by 

examining how individuals’ strategies of resource bundling are connected to their sorting of network 

alters into resource roles. Classic network-analytic research identified social roles by recognizing patterns 

of association and interaction among individuals within a network (White, Boorman, and Breiger 1976; 

Mohr 1998). Likewise, the concept of the resource role suggests that individuals fulfill particular and 

unique functions in the support network and that these can be analytically isolated and studied. In this 

article, I used the principle of duality to identify distinctive “resource schemas” underlying the practical 

sorting of resource vis-à-vis one another. Likewise, it is possible to exploit the principle of duality to 

understand the basis upon which people judge from whom it is appropriate to seek specific social-

support resources. Examining how the composition of individuals’ personal networks — for example, 

the geographic location and personal characteristic of individuals’ network members — affects which 

strategies of resource bundling they pursue should prove an important contribution to the network-

analytic study of social support. 
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Table 1. Oblique Promax Factor Analysis 
 
Resource Esteemed  Solidary Material Practical 
Small Loan -0.124 -0.114 0.372 0.709 
Equipment Loan   0.707     0.102 
Long-term Loan   0.417  
Short Stay  0.353 0.256 0.227 
Confidant  1.043   
Problem Solver 0.891      
Leader 0.943    
Credible Information 0.360  -0.112 0.475 
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Table 2. Alter-Resource Affiliation Network of a Randomly Selected Respondent 
 

 
Small 
Loan 

Equipment 
Loan 

Long-
term 
Loan 

Short 
Stay Confidant 

Problem 
Solver Leader 

Credible 
Information 

Alter 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Alter 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Alter 3 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Alter 4 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Alter 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Alter 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Alter 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 8  0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Alter 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 10 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Alter 11 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
Alter 12 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Alter 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 15 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
Alter 16 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Alter 17 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Alter 18 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Alter 19 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Alter 20 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 21 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Alter 22 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Alter 23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 25 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Alter 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Alter 30 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
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Table 3. Coselection and Distance Matrices of a Randomly Selected Respondent 
 

Resource-Coselection Matrix 

 
Small 
Loan 

Equipment 
Loan 

Long-
term 
Loan 

Short 
Stay Confidant 

Problem 
Solver Leader 

Credible 
Information 

Small Loan 11 6 0 4 8 8 10 9 
Equipment Loan  7 0 4 5 5 6 6 
Long-term Loan   0 0 0 0 0 0 
Short Stay    6 5 5 5 5 
Confidant     15 12 11 13 
Problem Solver      12 11 12 
Leader       13 12 
Credible 
Information        15 
         
Distance Matrix         

  
Equipment 
Loan 

Long-
term 
Loan 

Short 
Stay Confidant 

Problem 
Solver Leader 

Credible 
Information 

Small Loan   8.31 21.95 10.77 9.64 7.28 6.16 9.27 
Equipment Loan   14.93 4.36 15.23 12.96 13.23 15.52 
Long-term Loan    12.96 27.8 25.83 26.76 28.71 
Short Stay     16.34 14.18 15.03 17.09 
Confidant      3.16 5.2 3.32 
Problem Solver       3.32 3.61 
Leader        4 
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Graph 1. Example of Profile Similarity Analysis Applied to a Randomly Selected Personal 
Network Partitioning 

 
In this representation, the blue and red areas over the dendrogram indicate partitions that the 
similarity profile analysis recognizes as statistically significant at p < 0.01.  
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Graph 2. Results of Similarity Profile Analysis 
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Graph 3. Multidimensional Scaling of Relations of Schematic Similarity 
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 Graph 4. Network of Schematic Similarity (tie = p-value < 0.001)  
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Graph 5. Ideal-Typical Representations of Functionally Specific versus Resource-Rich 
Forms of Tie Specialization 
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